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Introduction
In this chapter you will learn about:

l The layout of the software
l The items in theManagement Tree and what they are used for
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Understanding the Management Tree
Software Layout

1. Management Tree- Location for all maps and information currently in software, the further down the
tree you click, themore detailed information you will see on themap, and summary

2. Preview Map- (optional) Will show a small map of the selected items in theManagement Tree
3. Summary- Shows a text version of currently selected items on theManagement Tree
4. Workspace Maps- Toggles betweenmaps and summary information
5. Map Settings Toolbar- Displayed inmany different screens, all icons can be found in the drop-down

menus on the top of the screens aswell. When cursor is placed on top of the icons, it will describe the
button

6. Main Toolbar- quick links tomany software operations. All icons can be found in the drop downmenus
on the top of the screen. When cursor is placed on top of the icons, it will describe the button
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Management Tree

There are 8 branches in theManagement Tree:
Grower
Usually the name of the owner of the operation. For example, if two brothers farm together (names Frank and
Bob), the Growers in theManagement Treemay appear as Frank and Bob.
Farm
A grouping of Fields. For example, if a grower cash rents a group of fields from one person (i.e. landlord),
he/shemay archive all those Fields under this Farm name.
Field
An area that a crop is planted or harvested.  Ideally it has a field boundary that does not change from year to
year. For example, if you have a 160 acre block of land, each year each half of the 160 is planted with a dif-
ferent crop. Each 80 is planted and fertilized differently each year, the grower may name each half a different
field name (I.E. West 80 and East 80).
Year
The year that the data was recorded/created.
Operation
Used to differentiate the different operations that occur during the year. (i.e. Harvest, Planting, Spraying, Soil
Sampling).
Site verification can be any swath-based logged data. Site Verification data does not include a logged rate,
which differentiates it frommany other operations. Site Verification can be used to record planting, tillage,
spraying, etc.
Product
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The item that was either applied to or collected from the field (i.e. hybrids, varieties).
Operational Instance
Usedwhen the sameOperation\Product combination occurred in the same year. For example, plant-
ing/spraying the same product multiple times in the same year.
Dataset
This is a sub-portion of a Field. Depending on themonitor, these are referred to as Tasks, Loads, or Regions.

Management Tree Tabs

Main
DisplaysManagement Tree, as explained above.

Job/Task
Job/Task Tree allows you to select, view, and edit Jobs and Tasks that you have created. A Job is defined as
one or more Tasks that you plan on occurring during a specified time span. A Task is defined as an operation
(s) that you plan to occur in a specific field during a specified time span. Multiple Tasks can be added to a Job
andmultiple operations can be set for a Task.
Calendar
Calendar View provides access to your data based on when it was actually logged or is scheduled. Scheduled
tasks can be based on Job/Task entries or crop plans.
Financial Entries
Financial Entries Tree allows you to add, edit, delete, and view Financial Tracking entries. When entries are
selected a summary of the entry will be displayed in the summary document.
Monitor
Displays archived data from theManagement Tree as it was recorded in themonitor. The tree is broken down
byMonitor, Year, Field name (as named in themonitor whichmay differ fromManagement Tree), Operation,
Product, and Dataset.

Management Tree Toolbar
Above theManagement Tree there are a series of tools that can be used tomodify how and what data is dis-
played in themanagement tree, and even add new values to selected datasets.
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1. Collapse- Click this button to collapse the entire management tree, closing all branches that are cur-
rently open to the Grower level.

2. Collapse Item - Click this button to collapse themanagement tree up to the currently selected level.
3. Expand Item- Click this button to expand themanagement tree below the currently selected level, open-

ing all branches below the current selection.
4. Show Management Tree Menu- Click this button to open theManagement TreeMenu. Thismenu can

also be opened by right-clicking your mouse in theManagement TreeWindow.
5. Enable/Disable Management Tree Filter- Click this button to enable/disable theManagement Tree

Filter. Once a filter is set you can use this button to toggle the filter on/off without having to reset/clear
your filter manually.

6. Edit Management Tree Filter- Click this button to open a data filter dialog that allows you to select the
management items and/or date ranges for data that you would like to be displayed in theManagement
Tree.

7. Edit Item- Click this button to view and/or edit the settings or properties for the selected item in theman-
agement tree.

8. Edit Resource Tracking- Click this button to assign or edit resources that can be assigned to a data-
set, such asOperator, Vehicle, Implement and Containers.

9. Edit Pest- Click this button to assign or edit a Pest that can be assigned to a dataset. A pest can be
assigned to any dataset, not just to a Crop Scouting dataset.
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Reading Field Display Files
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Read in files from a field display
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Reading in Files
You can import files into SMS using the Read Files or AgFiniti Sync tools. To learn how to use the AgFiniti
Sync tools, please reference the AgFiniti chapter. To read in files from a field display or monitor, follow these
steps: 

1. ClickFile - Read Files

TheRead Files icon is also located in themainmapping toolbar.

2. When reading in data from a field display or monitor select theRead File(s) from a Supported Field
Display or Monitor option and then clickStart Reading Field Display Files...

If working with files from an Ag Leader® InCommand/Integra/Versa, files can also be wire-
lessly downloaded fromAgFiniti® using theDownload and Read Files from AgFiniti but-
ton or accessed directly from themain toolbar using theAgFiniti Sync tool.

3. In the File Selection/SearchOptionswindow select the proper format by selecting the appropriate com-
pany and file type

4. Choose the desired file selection/searchmethod by clicking on the icon next to the option. For this
example, selectAutomatically Search a Folder or Directory
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Manually Select One or More Files: Allows
the user to manually select file(s) from a card,
drive, or folder.
Automatically Search a Folder or Dir-
ectory: Allows the user to point to a folder or
directory and the software will automatically
select file(s) for the previously selected file
format(s).
Automatically Search a Memory Card or
Drive Location: Allows the user to select a
drive to search for the previously selected file
format.

Include Sub folders in Automatic Searchesmust be checked when importing certain file
formats that use a file/folder hierarchy to ensure all data is selected

5. Select the folder that contains the files to be read in. For this example select:SMS Training Data\Mon-
itor Files.

6. ClickOn next to Auto-CreateManagement Items and Skip Processing Settings. Auto-CreateMan-
agement Items and Skip Processing Settingswill skip the following two windows (management and pro-
cessing settings) and prevent you from having to click Next through each step as you read data in
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7. Verify the proper file processing options have been set and then click onStart Processing Selected
Files...

By clicking Edit next to File Processing Options the following options can be used. Batch Pro-
cess Fileswill save the user from clicking Next for each file imported, if importingmultiple files
at once. Spatial Sort Loads into Fields while Processing Fileswill sort loads in the appro-
priate field based on the set field boundaries in theManagement Tree. The data is sorted by
the first point logged in each load. Field boundariesmust be set in the software for the spatial
sort to organize the data correctly.Secondary File Copywill create a zipped copy of the data
being read in at the specified path.

8. The following two windows (management and processing settings) will be skipped if Auto-CreateMan-
agement Items and Skip Processing Settings is turnedON.  If left OFF, the following windows allow
users to edit the Grower or Farm to save the imported data under and adjust processing settings

The File 1 of X (X = # of files selected) windows should now appear.  In this window are all the
fields that themonitor has information for in this particular file. Shaded lines are fields that have
been read into the system and the white lines are showing new information that is being read
into the system. 

9. Once the software is done processing the information, check tomake sure it appears in theman-
agement tree correctly
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Creating a Map
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create amap
l Change themap type
l Changemapped attributes/properties
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Creating a New Map
To create a new map in the software, follow these steps:

1. Find the appropriate data in theManagement Tree to bemapped by left-clicking the "+"
2. Navigate to the appropriate Crop-Product and select it by left-clicking on it. For this example use,

Grower Smith - Home - East McMains - Grain Harvest
3. To create amap, click one of the following options:
l File - New - Map

l TheNew Map icon in the toolbar above theManagement Tree
l TheCreate New Map button below theManagement Tree

Setting the Map Display
After creating amap, there are several buttons on the right-hand side of the screen that can be used to change
and save the look of themap.
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1. Quick Statistics This area will give you details about the currentlymapped layer and any user made
selections.

2. Legend Display This area will display the colors and legend ranges of the current mapped layer.
3. Edit Layer Options This tool will allow you tomodify tooltips, query options, labels, display and drawing

options, grid and interpolation settings, directional arrows and grid settings.
4. Edit Legend This tool will allow you to change the ranges and display colors of the legend. Read the

Legends chapter for more detail.
5. Zoom Map to Layers Extent This can be used to zoom themap back to the default zoom level.
6. Transparency The transparency bar shows themap in varying levels of opaqueness. This tool is helpful

whenmultiple layers have beenmapped, and you wish to see details frommultiple layers.
7. Map TypeThe software can display 5 different map types:

l Base Map - Points aremapped as dots
l Swath Map - Points aremapped according to the size of the swath
l Section/Row Map - Points are displayed as each individual section/row was recorded (may not
be available with for all layers)

l Grid Map - Points are displayed in squareswith some smoothing
l Contour Map - Points are displayed in polygonswith further smoothing

8. Attribute List
This pick list shows the different items that can bemapped for the layer. The example below shows inform-

ation available from a yield monitor.

9. Select Mappable Attributes/Properties
Select Mappable Attributes/Properties can be used to define the attributes and/or properties shown in the
Attribute List.
10. Layer Display Menu

The Layer DisplayMenu can be used tomake a copy of the current layer. This tool can also be used to rename
or reorder the layers displayed.
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Legend Display
In this chapter you will learn about the legend window and how to use the Legend Editor to
modify and customize your maps.  With the Legend Editor, you can:

l Change the color scheme of your map
l Change the range settings and ranges of your data
l Give a description to each range
l Save and load custom legends
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Edit Legend
Tomodify the legend of amapped layer, click theEdit Legend button that appears over the legend window, or
double click anywhere in legend and the Edit Legend dialog will open, as seen below:

1. Ranges
l Not Less Than (Units)Displays the lowest value for a range. Click on a value to edit it. If the value
entered is not appropriate the incorrect value will be highlighted in red and you will receive an error mes-
sage when you clickOK to apply the legend.

l But Less Than (Units) Displays the highest value for a range. Click on a value to edit it. If the value
entered is not appropriate the incorrect value will be highlighted in red and you will receive an error mes-
sage when you clickOK to apply the legend.

l Value (Units)- prescription/buffer legends only Displays the ranges that have been set and the
entered value. Click on the value in a row to edit it. The values are sorted from highest (top) to lowest
(bottom). As values are entered in they automatically shift up or down based on the value relative to the
values already entered

l Description A text description can be entered for each legend range that will be displayed instead of ,
or in addition to, the range values.

l VisibleAllows the user to hide/show individual legend ranges by clicking on the check box
2. Range Settings
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Allows you to set the number of ranges for a legend. Certain operations and attributes have limits on the num-
ber of ranges that can be set. For example, a yield map can have amaximumof 40 ranges.

3. Mode Settings
Provides the followingmethods to distribute the data into the selected number of ranges:

l Equal Points
Adjusts themin/max values for all ranges so that each range contains an equal number of points.

l Equal Spacing
Takes the difference between themin/max values and divides this value by the number of ranges to distribute
the data evenly in the legend.

l Standard Deviation
Uses the standard deviation for the dataset to set themin/max values for each range, with the highest value
being +infinity and the lowest value -infinity. The deviation factor can be set to fit the type and range of data val-
ues that your data contains, but must be between .05 and 3.

l Custom
Allows the user to key in amanually entered value for ranges, or use the Custom LegendGenerator, which
allows three out of four range variables to be entered and the fourth calculated by the system.

l Natural Breaks
Data classificationmethod that tries to determine the optimal natural grouping of data to define the range val-
ues.

l Percentage Based
Allows the user to select the number of ranges in the legend and what percentage of the raw data values
should fall into each range. The entered percentageswill have to total 100%.

l Start at Zero Sets the lowest range value to zero.
l Show End Ranges Sets the bottom and top range values to display; if unchecked, in the legend win-
dow the bottom value will be replaced with " Below " and the top value with " Above ".

4. Color Settings
Displays the color for each range in the legend. To use a pre-defined color scheme click the drop-down list and
select one of the software color schemes. Tomanually select colors, double-click the left mouse button on a
color or go to the Color Edit dialog, where you can change the color for the range. If youmanually edit a range
color then the word "Sticky" will appear in the cell with the color. This is now a "Sticky" range whichmeans that
if you change the Color Setting to another mode, the "Sticky" range color will stay the color that you set, even
though all the ranges around it that weren't editedmanually will change. Click the Reset Sticking Ranges but-
ton to remove all user defined colors.
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5. Format Settings
l Precision Allows you to set the number of digits that are displayed to the right of the decimal place for a
range value

l Scientific Notation Allows you to set the range value to display in scientific notation format. For
example 48.0 would be 4.8e+001.

l Show Legend AsUse this option to choose if you want Range ValuesOnly, Description Text Only or a
combination of the two displayed in the legend.

6. Statistics
Displays statistical values for the legend dataset, which can be used to helpmake decisions on selecting the
legend range settings. A histogram is also provided to see how the values in the dataset are distributed aswell
as where the current ranges fall.

7. Histogram
Displays a histogramwith Area on the X-axis and the current legend attribute on the Y-axis.

l View Legend Line Turns the legend lines on the histogram on and off.
l View Larger HistogramClick this button to open a large dialog containing the histogram.

8. Save Options
l Save Button Takes you to the Save Legend dialog where you can save a legend and set legend
defaults.

l Save Legend As
l Current Layer Default This selection will set the default legend for the current layer. If you have
a special test plot where you would like to set a special legend, different from your normal legends,
then you would set this default selection.

l Current Operation Default This selection will set the default legend for the current operation.
There are three choices for Legend Types:

l Crop Type Based Legend Type is saved across all datasets for one crop type per
operation. Example, if you save a legend for Rate Applied for a Planting operation, and cre-
ate/save the legend for a field planted with Corn with Crop Type Based Legend Type selec-
ted; then all other fields under the Planting Operation with a crop type of Corn will share the
same legend display settings for Rate Applied.

l Product Based Legend Type is saved across all datasets for one product per operation. 
Example, if you save a legend for Rate Applied for a Planting operation, and create/save
the legend for a field planted with a product namedDKC63-45 with Product Based Legend
Type selected; then all other fields under the Planting Operation with a product name of
DKC63-45 will share the same legend display settings for Rate Applied.

l Product Based Legend Type is saved per product under an operation. For the Plant-
ing operation if there aremultiple product names under a field, Crop Type Based
Legend Type would be recommended for saving a user-defined legend.

l All Crops/Products Legend Type is saved across all datasets for all crops and products
for the currentlymapped operation. Example, if you save a legend for Estimated Volume
Dry and save it all All Crop/Products every dataset in themanagement tree under Grain
Harvest will use the same Estimated VolumeDry legend.

l Keep Legends Already Assigned to a Specific Crop Type/Product - checking
this boxwhen using the All Crops/Products Legend type will retain any custom
legends previously assigned to specific crop types and products.

l Load Button Takes you to the Load Legend dialog where you can load a previously saved legend.
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This dialog allows you to select a saved legend and load it as the current legend in the Edit Legend dialog.
l Enter Name or Select from List

Click on the name of the previously saved legend you wish to load.
l Legend List Window

Displays a list of all the legends saved in the system.

Legend Utilities
This dialog provides tools for importing/exporting legends in the system aswell as the ability to reset the default
legends for data types and datasets. Go to theServicesmenu and select Legend Utility to access the tools
below:
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Legend Import/Export

l Load from File... Button
Click this button to load a legend from a selected source. This is useful if someone gives you a legend that they
created in the software, such as a consultant, your neighbor, or the local CO-OP.

l Save to File... Button
Click this button to save an existing legend file in the software for export. This is useful if you want to trade a cus-
tom legend with a neighbor or consultant, so they are using the same legends as you when working with their
data or yours.

Reset Associated Legends
l Clear All Legends Assigned to Specific Datasets

Select this item if you would like to reset the legends back to the system default for datasets that youmay have
set a specific legend for. ClickOK to proceed with the reset.

l Clear All Legends Assigned To
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Select this item and check each operation that you would like to set back to system defaults
l Clear All Legends Assigned to Properties

Select this item if you would like to reset the legends back to the system defaults for all properties that youmay
have set a specific legend for.

l Remove Unused Legends... Button
Click the check box to select unused legends to be deleted from the system.
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Printing
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Print maps
l Create and print custommaps
l Create and print reports
l Create and print charts
l Run Batch Printing
l Use Booklet Printing
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Printing Maps
Printingmaps can be accomplished several different ways. The software provides pre-defined layouts in addi-
tion to allowing for custom layouts to be generated.

Printing a base map
1. To print a map start by creating a new map of the layer you want to print
2. Adjust the appearance of themap tomatch what you want to print, such as the attribute viewed, legend,

and style of map (base, swath, grid, and contour)

3. Once themap appears the desired way, click thePrint icon in themain toolbar or click on the File
Menu, and selectPrint Map/Layer(s) - Print

4. In the Print Optionswindow, click onPrint Current Layer(s), and then clickPrint Current Layer(s) -
Def_LayerPortrait.lyt
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5. A print preview of themap layout will now appear.  If the appearance is acceptable, clickPrint at the bot-
tom of the screen. Select what output you want:

l Print- will print themap to your default printer
l Print to image- will allow you to select the desired image format and where to save the new image at
on your computer

l Print to PDF- will use the software PDF printer that is installed when you install the software and allows
you to name and select where to save the electronic document to.

Custom Layout
Custom Layouts can be created to print maps in different styles than the pre-loaded layouts.

1. In Step 4, Current Layer was selected as themap layout. Notice that there were other options to display
themap. For example, chooseCustom Layout

2. Using the icons in the second toolbar a custom print layout can be created and tailored to only include
user selected objects, such asmaps, legends, summaries, logos, titles, etc..

a. Add Map- current map showing on the workspace layer
b. Add Legend - current legend showing for themap on the workspace
c. Add Summary - summary information for themap layer on the workspace
d. Add Field Summary - adds a summary that will show individual datasets summary
e. Add Attribute Area - option to show individual attribute data for a field (All soil testing sites)
f. Add Analysis Area - if an analysis function was used to create the layer being printed this text box can

display function descriptions (such as analysis name and attributes created), the input dataset used and
settings (such as grid size and interpolation settings), or temporary results(prompts) used in the function
(Advanced only)
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g. Add Tile Run Depth Settings - adds a table with details for each run in the tiling dataset
h. Add Histogram- gives a graphical representation of area per attribute
i. Add Chart - allows ability to start a chart to add to themap layout
j. Add 3D Plot - allows ability to insert a 3D plot of the current layer (Advanced only)
k. Add Image - allows an image to be placed on the layout
l. Add Text - allows a text box to be added to themap for user entered text

m. Add Linked Item - allows linked images to be added to the layout
n. Add Picture Notes- allows any set picture notes to be added to the print layout
o. Add Query - allows a query results area to be added to the print layout

3. To start, click on an icon, and then on the page layout, click and release. The object will appear.  If the
cursor is positioned on the top of themap, the cursor will appear as 4 directional arrows, allowing the
object to be repositioned, if the cursor is placed on the edge of the object, it will appear as 2 arrows, allow-
ing it to be resized

When adding an object, click and hold the cursor, and drag to the desired size in one step.

4. Repeat the previous step until themap layout appears as desired
5. Tomodify additional settings for any of the objects added to the custom print layout, double click on the

object or right click and chooseEdit Print Properties. For example, to modify the title double click
over the Title Box.
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l Text Area Settings can be based on the "Actual Text" (user defined), where eachmapwill have the
same text, or as a "Dataset Based Layer, where the text will change based on themap displayed

l More Text Area Settings gives options for size, font, color and appearance of the text being displayed
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6. At the bottom the border thickness of the box (0 = no border) can be changed
7. Title Settings allows a fixed text box to be above the object (Legend, Summary etc)

8. Once a layout is created it can be saved for future use by going to the File menu- Save Layout
9. Give the layout a distinct name for future use

Additional Layers

There are times that viewingmore than onemap is necessary. This can be accomplished by adding layers
from themap properties box. Themap that is currently being viewed, is going to serve as a link to the other
maps to be created. Each type of map (Grain Harvest, Planting, etc...) will have its own type of custom layout
to be created.

1. To add other maps to the layout (for example Yield andMoisture on the same page)Double click on
themap you wish tomodify and the Edit Print Properties dialog will open.

Layer 1 is the current mapped attribute, from themainmapping window. This will serve as a
link to related data for other attributes, or layers.
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2. Click onAdd in the Edit Print Properties window. Adding a layer that is specifically yield, will ensure that
regardless of map shown on themapping window, the Yield data will show in the print layout

3. In the window that appears, if the additional information is in the same layer as the current map (like yield
andmoisture are in a Grain Harvest layer) use the combo box to select the desired attribute.

4. If the additional information is in another type of map, check theEnable button to select an attribute from
another layer (Advanced only)

5. In the following window, choose the filter settings that will allow the desiredmap to be added to the print
layout

Settings that may need to be changed will be based on the relationship to the existingmap.  If the neededmap
is under the sameGrower, leave the iterative filter set to "Same" likewise for the Farm and Field.  If the data is
under a different operation (Planting) chose "Fixed." A new boxwill appear asking what operation needs to be
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referenced. For this example chose "Planting." All other settings can stay as-is. Below are definitions for the
selection options:

l Same - Uses the same selection that was used when the print layout was designed. So if you used
Grower A, for example, then onlyGrower A will be used for the selection

l Fixed - Only the selectedmanagement itemwill be used as a reference when iterating through the data
l Any - Anymanagement item can be used when this is selected for an item
l All - Use all available items for a selectedmanagement item
l Most Current- The latest year or dataset for a field or operation will be used. Will automatically update
each time the print layer is used

6. Once the new layer has been selected, choose the desiredmap style for the attribute/property to be dis-
played as

7. Assign a name for the layer
8. ClickOK twice and to return to the layout

If displaying amap of Hybrids, use Property, change to Product or Dataset and set the linked
property to Name.

9. When returning to the custom layout window, a new mapmay need to be added to themap. Click the
AddMap icon and size themap accordingly. To select the appropriate layer, use the combo box at the
top of the window. Keep inmind that Layer 1 is the current map displayed, if the goal is to have (in this
example) Yield andMoisture to always be displayed.  If the "Added Layer" items are used to display
thesemaps, theywill always load appropriately, regardless of themap being displayed on themainmap-
ping window

Themap and legend boxeswill need to be linked to the same layer to represent the data cor-
rectly on themap.
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10. This shows the final map
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Batch Printing
Batch printing is used to the print similar map types, all Grain Harvest Maps for instance, at the same time
without having tomap each field individually.

1. If you are going to use a custom print layout during batch printing, you will need to create and save that
layout before starting the batch print process.

2. Next go to Tools - Batch Command Utility
3. Select thePrint Map Layer(s) option from themenu that appears
4. On the following screen, select the appropriate filters.  In this example, useGrower Smith, all Farms

and Fields, 2010 Grain Harvest, All Products, Operational Instances, and Datasetswill be
printed. ClickNextwhen complete

If Batch Printing plantingmaps of hybrids/varietiesMerge Filter Result Datasets by should be
set to Field. This will insure all products are displayed on the samemap layout.

5. In the following screen, a preview of the data found by the filter will be displayed.  If this looks appro-
priate, clickFinish

6. A print preview will appear.  If a custom layout is needed go to File- Load Layout and select the layout
that is desired

7. Select the desired printer by clicking on thePrint All button in the lower left hand corner. You have the
same printing options in Batch aswhen working with single fields.
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Booklet Printing
Booklet printing is an optional module that can be purchased and used to pull together features such as ana-
lysis results, charts, reports, andmaps. Booklet Printing will enable analysis items, such asComparison and
Correlation Analyses (within a project, or acrossmany projects) to be printed, results for Grower / Year / Farm /
Field levels. This will allow maps and/or reports and/or charts to be grouped based on the appropriate level. 
Before beginning this process, it is suggested to have all analysesmade, and all document settings in place. 
Also any analysis equations or multi-year average should be saved to the tree to be pulled in the Booklet.

1. To begin, go to theAnalysismenu -Booklet Printing
2. In the Booklet Type Selection window, clickAdd New

3. This will begin the wizard process to create a new booklet setup.  In the first window, give the Booklet a
name, and description if needed. There is also an option to assign all of the booklets created with dif-
ferent groupings. ClickNext.

4. On the Booklet Title Page dialog, there is an option to design a custom cover page. CheckAdd Booklet
Title Page

5. In the cover page editor, custom logos or images, and text can be added to design a customized cover. 
There is also a default cover page layout saved in theData/Data_x/Settings/PrintLayouts folder. To
load this layout, click on File, Load Layout

6. In the layout there is a software image that can be replaced with a .png file that is saved in the same
folder. To change the image double click on the image and a window will appear that will prompt the
loaded additional images

7. On the Edit Print Properties box, clickSelect Image
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8. On the Select Image File dialog box, choose Layout Background.png

Additional images can be added to this list by selecting the Add button.

9. Tomodify the text,Right Click on the text and Edit the Print Properties and update the text as needed
10. Once finished, clickOK and on the screen following clickNext
11. TheBooklet Item Selectionwindow will contain all options for adding items to the booklet. The left-

hand side is where the settings are available to be selected, the right-hand side displays the items that
have been added to the booklet

Definitions of each item:

l Project - Correlation or Comparison Analyses that will be applied over the entire project or even across
multiple projects

l Year - This could include a report from a years production, a chart, or a comparison or correlation ana-
lysis.

l Grower - Items based off grower level, can be aMap Boundary Layout of all the fields for a grower, map
information, reports, or analysis results

l Farm - Many of the same options as theGrower level, however if multiple farms are in themanagement
tree, each farm could have its own report, or map boundary layout

l Field - Many of the same options as the Farm level, however if multiple fields are in themanagement
tree, each field could have its own report, map, or map boundary layout

12. Using  the settings above, amap of all field boundaries for a grower could be placed on onemap, or
each field boundary could have its own individual map. Tomake amap of all of a Grower's field bound-
aries, select Grower as theManagement Item Type then selectMap Boundary Layout and click 
Add.  If an individual map of each field is desired, select Field as theManagement Item Type, select
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Map Boundary Layout, and clickAdd
13. Below are examples of other layouts and booklet printing results:

Project - This comparison will compare all Yield andMoisture data to Hybrid maps across all years, growers,
farms, and fields.  (If results for only wanted for the current year, instead of adding at the Project level, add it to
the year or grower level)
For this example, no data will be displayed at the Year, Grower or Farm level groupings of the booklet.
Field - The first map that will appear during the field series is the Boundary. Following it, will be a Planting and
Soil Typemap, a Yield Map, and then a summary report (renamed to sayHarvest Details). Having a report on
this level will show the details one field at a time. Finally, any fields that have soil testing and recommendations
will be included after the harvest information. For fields that have no soil testing information this will be skipped. 

The field level information will be repeated for every field that is found that fits the filter and then
start over, in this case, starting with the boundary for the field.

Creating Reports
Reports are a simple text summary of operations that are in themanagement tree. There are several pre-
defined reports in the New ReportsMenu that will each provide different grouping, or level of detail, in the final
report. See the Crop Scouting chapter for details on generating scouting reports in the software.

New Summary Report

1. To access the report options, you click on theNew Report icon in themain toolbar,  or go to
File - New - Reports

2. The Report Type Selection Dialog contains all available report options. Select a report type and click
Next

3. This screen contains the options for filtering the data that will be included in the final report. For this
example, create aGrain Harvest Summary forGrower Smith for 2010. ClickNext
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Data can also be filtered by the date range on the right. For example, a report could be run for
just themonth of October 2010. The current Management Tree filter can also be applied by
checking ApplyManagement Tree Filter

4. A window will appear that has a preview of all the information that fit the previous criteria.  If correct, click
Next.  If changes are needed, clickBack.  If anything needs to be removed from this report, highlight the
appropriate information andDelete as necessary

5. The Report ItemSelection dialog will now open and will display the list of attributes that will be included
in the final report. Tomodify, click theEdit button.  If the default attributes are appropriate, clickNext

6. If Edit is clicked in the Report ItemSelection window, on the right hand of this screen are the items that
will be included in the report. Selecting the attributes and properties from the left side of the screen will
enable custom settings for use in the report. Highlight and clickAdd and theywill appear in the right side
of the screen. ClickOK when finished
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7. The Report Options dialog will now open. On this screen changes can bemade to the Report Title, Sum-
mary Source, Report Colors, Logo settings, and page break settings. After all setting changes have
beenmade there is an option to save these settings as a default for future use. ClickFinish to see the
report
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Save as default will save all user defined settings as the default and will be used each time this
report type is run in the future. Restore Original will reset the report to the factory settings.

8. Final Report
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9. To print this report, Click thePrint Icon  in themain toolbar. Reports can be printed to the default printer,
Software PDF Printer or saved as an HTML document.

Creating Charts
Charts are a way to graphically show information stored in themanagement tree. There are pre-defined
charts in the Chart Type Selection window that can be used to get started.

New Chart Comparison

1. To create a new Chart, click on theNew Chart icon  in themain toolbar, or go to File
menu and selectNew - Chart

2. The Chart Type Selection window will open where all default reports will be listed. Select a type of chart
to create, and clickNext

3. The Select Data Filters screen contains the options to filter the data from themanagement tree to show
the appropriate information. For this example, create a chart forDan Henning, All Farms and Fields,
1997, Soybeans, Grain Harvest. ClickNext

4. A window will appear that has a preview of all the information that fit the previouswindow.  If correct,
clickNext.  If changes are needed, clickBack, or if anything needs to be removed from this chart, High-
light and Delete as necessary

5. The Chart Axes dialog contains settings for the appearance of the chart such as style of chart, Y axis set-
ting, X axis, and (if applicable) X AxisGrouping. Make any desired changes, and clickNext
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6. In the Chart Axes/Data Label Options screen, modifications can bemade to the appearance of the chart
such as color settings, legend settings, size proportion, and label settings. Make any desired changes,
and clickNext
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7. Finally, the screen containing page settings appears. On this screen changes can bemade to chart title,
logo settings, and page break settings. After all setting changes have beenmade, there is an option to
save these settings as the default for future use. ClickFinish to see the chart

8. To print this chart, click thePrint Icon on the top toolbar
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Field Boundaries
In this chapter you will learn to:

l Import Boundaries
l Freeze Boundaries
l Trace Boundaries
l Create Boundaries
l Edit Boundaries
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Working with Field Boundaries
Boundaries are used in the software for clipping purposes, prescriptions, spatial sorting, and split load/region
and can be created inmanyways. Field boundaries created in the field with a field display or mobile mapping
software are typicallymore accurate than hand drawn boundaries, but if driven boundaries are not available
there are tools within the software to generate boundaries from previously recordedGPS information, such as
planting or harvest.

Importing Boundaries
Boundaries can be created on several ag displays/monitors andmobile programs and then imported into the
software. Boundaries created inmonitors will be able to be read in by going to File - Read Files and reading
that information off of the card from themonitor. Boundaries from third party software's will generally come as
the shape file format. Shape files can be imported in one at a time (File -Read Files- Import from a Generic
Source- Shape File) or in batch using the Batch CommandUtility (Tools - Batch Command Utility). Batch
importing is available in the Advanced Software only. To learnmore, please read the Importing chapter.
There are a few things to note, when importing shape files (spatial files). On the Select Import Type dialog box,
verify that the Import Data Type is set toBoundary and that Set As Frozen Field Boundary is checked.

Freeze and Trace Boundary
Freeze Boundary and Trace Boundary are two tools used to automatically create field boundaries based off of
data that has already been read into the software. From the example below, it can be seen that Freeze Bound-
ary adds approximately half a swath width to the field boundary. Trace Boundary on the other hand looks at
the data as a smart rectanglemap and "traces" along the end of the swath. While Trace Boundary can be
more accurate with acres, it will takemore time to create the field boundaries.

Freeze Boundary
To create a field boundary using the Freeze Boundary tool:

1. Right-click on a Field Name. For this example, useGrower Myer - Myer Farm - Taden.
2. Select Freeze Boundary
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There is also an option for Freeze Boundary under Tools - Batch CommandUtility.

Trace Boundary
To create a field boundary using the Trace Boundary tool:

1. Right-click on anOperation. For this example use: Grower Myer - Myer Farm - OMA'S63 - Grain Har-
vest)

2. Select Trace Boundary...

There is also an option for Trace Boundary under Tools - Batch CommandUtility.
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If the Boundary has already been imported, but Set As Frozen Field Boundarywas left
unchecked, the polygon(s) can still be set as the Field Boundary by right-clicking on the dataset
in theManagement Tree and selectingSet as Field Boundary.

User-Defined Boundaries
There is also an option tomanually create field boundaries in the software.

1. Create amap of a reference layer (i.e. satellite image, yield map)
2. Go to File - New - Boundary Layer
3. Select theAdd Tool that fits the need

The Add Polygon tool is themost commonly used.

4. Draw a polygon where the field boundary should be by left-clicking along the boundary edges
5. Right-click to finish the object

It may be necessary to use a combination of the Zoom tools, Pan, andMove to fine tune where
the points are. Several shortcut keys are available in the editor window, see the glossary for
complete information.

6. Once the boundary is done, clickFile - Set Field Boundary...
7. Choose the correctGrower - Farm - Field
8. ClickAccept

Setting the Field boundary sets the layer as the frozen field boundary that appears when the
Field name is selected in theManagement Tree and is also used for clipping options.

9. ClickFile - Save
10. Choose the correct destination for the layer
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11. ClickAccept

Editing Boundaries
Somemapsmay need to be cleaned up after using the Freeze Boundary or Trace Boundary tools. Follow
these steps to edit themap.

1. Freeze the boundary for a Field (Dan Henning - Henning Farms - EEAST)
2. Create a new map of theEEAST Field
3. Click theEdit Layer icon tomodify the boundary

4. Use the Selection Tool that best fits the need. For this example chooseSelect Polygon

5. Make a polygon around the points that are to be deleted by clicking the Left Mouse Button
6. Click theRight Mouse Button to finish the polygon
7. Click on theDelete Selection tool

Vertices that make up the field boundary can be added andmoved. To add a vertex, use the
Add Vertex tool. Tomove a point(s), use the selection tools as the example above then click
and drag tomove the vertices to the desired location.Many of theAdd, Select andDivide By
tools are also available by right-clicking over themap in the Editor window.

8. After editing the Field, clickSave at the bottom of the screen
9. ClickOK to overwrite the original boundary
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Managing Data in the Management Tree
You will learn how to:

l Create new Growers, Farms, and Fields
l Manuallymove Fields between different Growers and Farms
l Merge Fields
l Spatial Sort
l Split Load/Region
l Edit Point Data
l Add Simple Analysis
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Create New Grower, Farm, and Field Names
The following section describes how to create Grower, Farm, and Field Nameswhich will be used in theMan-
agement Tree and can be exported for use in field displays and SMS Mobile.

1. Go to Tools - Management Item Editor
2. To add aGrower Name, selectGrower and clickAdd New

If a Grower Name already exists in theManagement Tree, this screen can also be accessed by
right-clicking on theGrower Name and selecting Alter Grower List...

3. TypeMiller Brothers for the Grower Name
4. ClickOK
5. Select Farm and clickAdd New

If a FarmName already exists in theManagement Tree, this screen can also be accessed by
right-clicking on the FarmName and selecting Alter Farm List...
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6. TypeMiller Brothers Farm for the FarmName
7. SelectMiller Brothers for the Grower under Management Settings
8. PressOK
9. Select Field and clickAdd New

If a Field Name already exists in theManagement Tree, this screen can also be accessed by
right-clicking on the Field Name and selecting Alter Field List...

10. TypeNorth 80 for the Field Name
11. SelectMiller Brothers for the Grower under Management Settings
12. SelectMiller Brothers Farm for the Farm under Management Settings
13. PressOK
14. PressClose on theManagement ItemEditor dialog

The Field will not appear in theManagement Tree until some data has been brought in and
stored under the Field name and will shows as (Unused) in theManagement ItemEditor.

Field Management
This section discusses how to change the name of a Field andmove it to different location in the tree.
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1. Right-click on the Field name that you wish tomodify (EEast) and selectEdit Item

2. Change the Field Name toEast
3. Change theGrower and FarmName under Management Settings to the newly createdMiller

Brothers/Miller Brothers Farm
4. PressOK
5. SelectApply to existing and future data
6. PressOK
7. TheManagement Tree will refresh and now have the renamed Field under a different Grower and Farm

name

Merge Fields
Merge Fields is a tool used to combine two separate fields and all operations into one field in themanagement
tree. An example would bemoving an incorrectly named field into a correctly named field.

1. Right-click on the field that is named incorrectly. For this example, useGrower Myer - Myer Farm -
HOM 50.12.

3. Click onMerge Fields
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This is a permanent change and we suggest making a BACKUP beforemerging large
amounts of data.

4. Navigate to the correct Field name by clicking on the + symbol next to Grower and Farm names

5. Select the Field for the data to bemerged with. For this example, use Grower Myer - Myer Farm -
HOME-E

6. ClickOK
7. Expand themanagement tree and inspect that the fieldsmerged correctly
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Spatial Sorting
Spatial Sort is a tool that helps to organize data in theManagement Tree by sorting Datasets/Loads into Fields
based on field boundaries. Spatial Sorting should only be used if field boundaries are established in the
software. See the Field Boundaries chapter if data that needs to be spatially sorted does not have frozen field
boundaries.

This is a permanent change and we suggest making a Backup before sorting large amounts of
data.

Spatial Sorting Data in the Management Tree
The following example will show how to spatial sort the fields under Myer Farm.

1. Right-click on the Farm level (Myer Farm)
2. SelectSpatial Sort - Sort Loads into Fields

3. TheSpatial Sort - Sort Load Results dialog boxwill appear informing of the number of loads looked
at and the number of loadsmoved. Also, each loadmoved will be listed with the field it wasmoved from
and into. There will be an option to save the results as a text file. ClickClose

If a Grower hasmultiple Farms, right-click on theGrower name instead of the Farm.  If multiple
Growers exist and it is necessary to spatially sort between the different Growers, then go to
Tools - Spatial Sorter - Sort Loads into Fields.
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Spatial Sorting While Importing Data
The software can also sort new data, according to frozen field boundaries, when reading data into the
software. This can be done by checkingSpatial Sort Loads into Fields while Processing Files.

Split Load/Region
Split Load/Region is a tool that helps to organize data in theManagement Tree by dividing Datasets/Loads into
Fields based on field boundaries. Split Load/Region is only available AFTER frozen field boundaries have
been created. See the Field Boundaries chapter if data that needs to be split does not have frozen field bound-
aries.

This is a permanent change and we suggest making a Backup before splitting large amounts of
data.

1. Verify that the Fields have correct frozen boundaries (Dan Henning - Henning Farms - COTT and
SEVERSON)

2. Verify that all the files from the operation have been read in (i.e. all Grain Harvest files for the year have
been read into the software)

3. Verify that the portion of the Dataset to bemoved is within the frozen boundary of the intended Field

This can be done by creating a new map of one field boundary and then adding amap of the
second field boundary and amap of the Dataset to be split.

4. Right-click on the load to be divided (Dan Henning - Henning Farms - SEVERSON - 1997 - Grain
Harvest - SOYBEANS - Harvest-1 - L2)
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5. SelectSplit/Load
Region

6. ClickClosewhen the pro-
cess is done. The Split
Load Results window
appears. The previous field(s) will be listed along with the field(s) the loadswere split into

7. Verify that the datamoved to the correct Fields

TheMonitor Summary goes to N/A since the Dataset has been altered.

There is also an option for Split Load/Region under Tools - Batch CommandUtility.

Editing Point Data
To edit point data read into the software from a field display or imported as a generic file type, you will need to
verify that themap type is set toBase Map.
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1. Create amap of the data that needsmodified. In this example useGrower Jones - Home Farm -
North 40 - 2012 - Grain Harvest.

2. Click theBase Map button.
3. Right click over themap and chooseEdit Layer or click on theEdit Layer icon in themapping toolbar.
4. In the Point Map Editor that opens, use theSelect,Move,Merge andDelete tools to modify or remove

any unwanted data points.

To correct data recorded under the wrong Product or wrongYear use theMove Branch tool.
This tool is accessible by right-clicking on the item in themanagement tree that needs cor-
rected.

Add Simple Anlaysis
The software includesmany simple analysis tools that allow for easy adjustment and correction of spatial
information contained in themanagement tree. To access these tools, you can either select the dataset(s) in
themanagement tree that you wish to apply the analysis tool and chooseAdd Simple Analysis or open the
Batch Command dialog.
You can now choose from the following simple analyses:

l Adjust Yield - Allows you tomodify the dry yield or wet weight attributes associated with a Grain Harvest
spatial dataset for more accurate record keeping in the event of grain weight calibration errors in the
yield monitor.

l Clip to Field Boundary - Will clip the selected dataset to the set field boundary to hide any data points that
fall outside of the boundary. Commonly used when importing spatial data for a large land area where no
clipping has been applied.

l Filter Data - Allows you to enter minimumandmaximum values for a selected attribute and hide any
data points that fall outside of that set range.

l Normalize Data - Create a new normalized attribute for each attribute you choose to normalized.
l Offset Data - Allows you to adjust a selected numeric attribute by a certain fixed number for more accur-
ate record keeping.

l Optimize SwathWidths - Automatic adjustment tool that removes any overlap in recorded swath width
to update themap view aswell as all attributes linked to swath width.

l Reassign Attribute Values - Allows you to reassign an existing value to a different user determined
value. This is particularly useful when working with user defined datasets, such as recommendations,
where you could reassign the target rate values to a new value.

l Scale Data - Allows you to adjust any numeric attribute by a set scale factor(percentage) for more accur-
ate record keeping.
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To remove a previously applied Simple Analysis, right-click on the dataset(s) , select Reprocess Analysis,
and remove any unwanted analyses from the individual datasets theywere applied to. This will result in the
data being returned to it's original state. Simple Analyses can also be removed using the Batch Command
tools.
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Importing
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Import non geo-referenced images
l Import Images that havemultiple bands
l Download Imagery From Internet
l Download Soil SurveyData from the Internet
l Import 3D Surface Files
l Import KML/KMZ File
l Import Spatial Files
l Import ASCII Text files
l Batch Import
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Importing Data
The software provides a number of import options. You can import image, ESRI Shape, ASCII text, and other
file types into themanagement tree.

Image Files
Image files in a BMP, JPEG, JPEG2000, GIF, MrSID, PNG,WMF, TIFF, or GeoTIFF format can be imported
into the system and bemanually geo-referenced, if needed. Imported images can be saved in theMan-
agement Tree or stored as background images for maps.World files containing geo-referencing for the import
image are also supported, if available, and will be automatically loaded if they are present in the same location
as the image file you are importing.
MrSid and JPEG2000 are image formats used in the GIS industry to compress, manage, and transfer very
large image files, at very high resolutions. These files can be imported into the system, but by doing so theywill
not be compressed any longer, whichmeans they can take up large amounts of storage space on your hard
drive. Make sure that when importing these formats that you either use one of the available clipping options
when importing or try to acquire images located around your fields specifically and not county wide images for
example. Some filesmay not import, such as an image of an entire county, if they are to large because your
computer may not have enough availablememory or storage to open and save the file. Also, these formats can
contain geo-referencing information like aGeoTIFF but it is not required. If it does not have the geo-referencing
you will be required to geo-reference the image the same as you would when importing a regular image file.

1. To import an image file, go to File - Read Files...
2. In the File ReadingOptionswindow select Import a File From a Generic Source and then click on

Start Importing Generic Files...
3. In the Select File Import Method window select Images and then click onSelect File(s) to Import...
4. If the image is already geo-referenced, skip to step 6.
5. If the image is not geo-referenced the following window will appear. To geo-reference the imagematch

three known lat/lon reference points (right side) to the same location on the file being imported (left side). 
On the left side, click a location that corresponds to the right side. Three known points are required to ref-
erence themap correctly. Each side of the screen has its own zooming/panning tools to assist in ref-
erencing the correct locations.

6. ClickAcceptwhen complete.
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7. The Select Color/Data Bands to Import dialog will now open. If the image you are importing is a standard
RGB image, choose to Import Image as is

8. If the image you are importing containsmultiple color bands, assign the bands as desired (only 3 bands
can be imported at once).

l If the image that is being imported containsmore than 3 bands (typically near infrared imageswill
contain 4 or more), select the Red, Green and Blue bands as assigned by the image provider. As
each is assigned to the Selected BandsCombination Box, a preview is available by clicking on the
name of the bands. 
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l If the image you are importing contains processed data, such asNDVI or Elevation values, use
the 'New Dataset from Band Values' option. Whenworking with the New Dataset fromBand
Values options, assign the desired band and thematching attribute to bemapped.
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l If the image you are importing is a scale of images, enter theMin/Max values that the data will be
remapped as.

l If you enter an Image Date, that date will be included in the dataset namewhen saved to theMan-
agement Tree.

l If the image you are importing contains values, you can use theNew Image Analysis Dataset
option and SMS will process those image indices during the import process. This will allow you to
assign Red, Green, Blue and Near-Infared bands, and during the import process SMS will create
both an image layer and a Processed Image Analysis layer containing NDVI, NIR Vigor, OSAVI
and VARI indices.

9. After defining all import settings, you can save a template for future use when importing imageswith the
same properties. Each template can contain multiple band assignments, meaningmultiple datasets can
be created and saved during one import process.
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10. ClickFinish
11. The Image Clipping Options dialog will now open.

Image Clipping Options
This dialog gives options to select various clipping options to apply to images being imported into the software.

Clip to Field - Select this option to use the rectangular bounding area of your frozen field boundaries to clip an
imported image to.
Clip Image to Frozen Boundaries - Select this option if you want to clip the imported image to the exact
shape of the field boundaries.
Clip by Farm - Select this option to clip the imported image to each of the Farms you have defined in the
software. This is based on the boundaries of all the Fields you have assigned to each Farm.
Clip by Manual Selection(s) - Select this option tomanually select rectangular regions on the image being
imported. This is useful when the image is very large and you only need to import small portions of the image
into the software.
No Clipping - Import Entire Image - Select this option to import the image as is, without any clipping.
Expand Clip Area by - This option allows the user to select a percentage of either 0%, 10%, 25%, 50%, or 1
squaremile to expand the clipping area that will be used to clip and import the image. An example is if
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downloading imagery and using the Clip to Fields option, this can be used to capture additional area around
the field.

12. Select a clipping option and clickNext
13. If saving to theManagement tree, themanagement selection window will appear, select the appropriate

settings, and clickFinish
14. If images are saved to the background list, theywill not be able to be used for NDVI analysis.  If the inten-

tion is to have the image referenced in print layouts, or to appear as another reference image for amap,
a background will offer more automatic linking options. Choose Set As... to automatically set the image
as a background layer.

15. If the Temporary Reference option was selected then the Boundary Editor will automatically open and
have the image displayed as a background layer while the editor is open.

Save Clipped Image as a Single Dataset
By default, this option will not be selected and all imported imageswill save as individual datasets in either the
management tree or as backgrounds based on your selection above. If you select this option andmultiple
images are being imported, theywill be saved as a single dataset in the system. This can be useful if you
clipped bymanual selection and had drawnmultiple areas on the image to be imported and you want them
saved into the system as one single dataset.

Download Imagery from Internet
Imagery is available free of charge for download. The images are color aerial photos, and allow the grower to
select the desired resolution (some <1meter). The
imagesmay vary, so there is no guarantee of their
accuracy or quality.
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An internet connection is required to use this feature

This dialog provides options for downloading free images from the internet via multiple image services.

Farm(s) or Field(s) - Select this option to download images based on existing fields in themanagement tree.
The Farms part of the option creates a download area for each Farm level.
Latitude and Longitude - Select this option to enter in amanual latitude and longitude to use as a center pos-
ition to download imagery for. The image that will be downloaded based on this entry, will cover 10 square
miles centered around the position that you enter.
Use Selected Location - Select this option to enter a City, State name combination that you would like to
download an image for. Enter either of the above and then click the Find button and the Select an Available
Location list should fill with available download options that match your entry. Select one of the items in the list
and then clickOK to download an image that will be centered around the item you selected. This option is very
useful if you don't have any previous data read into the software but you would like to create field boundaries
from an aerial photo.

Download Soil Survey Data from Internet
Soil Survey data is available at no charge to download for all customers based in the United States. Down-
loading soil survey data will result in a new dataset being saved to themanagement tree.

1. Select File - Download Soil Survey Data from Internet

An internet connection is required to use this feature.

2. This dialog will allow you to clip the downloaded datasets to your frozen field boundaries. ClickNext.
3. Use the Select Data Filters dialog to select what growers, farms and fields you wish to download Soil

Survey data for. ClickFinish.
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4. Choose what year you wish to save this data under and clickAccept.
5. The soil survey datasets will now be downloaded into your management tree under the Soil Survey

Operation.

3D Surface Files
Digital/NED/SDTS ElevationModels and LIDAR Files can be imported into the Advanced Software for map-
ping purposes and also can be used as the 3D grid the software useswhen displayingmaps in 3D and gen-
erating Terrain Analysis datasets. Before beginning the import trust, the files containing the elevation
information you wish to import into the software will need to be saved to your computer.

1. Click onRead Files, Import a File from a Generic Source, 3D Surface Files and then clickSelect
Files to Import.

2. Select the type of file to import and choose the directory where it is stored. For this example, select
LIDAR and navigate to theSMS Training Data/Other Imports/Lidar folder.

3. Select the proper projection, as provided by the image source. For this example select
NAD83/UTM Zone 15N. ClickFinish.

4. On the LIDAR ClippingOptions dialog, choose if you wish to clip the file to Frozen Field Boundaries or to
Expand the Clip area by. For this example check toClip the data to the frozen field boundaries.
ClickNext.

5. Select Grower Smith, Home and East McMains in the Select Data Filters dialog and clickFinish.
6. The LIDAR dataset will now be added to theManagement Tree under the East McCMains Field, No

Year and Elevation Model operation and can be included inmaps and set as the 3D grid.

Spatial Files
ESRI Shape, MapInfoMID/MIF, DEM, BIL(NED), and TIGER (general data or county subdivisions) files can
be imported into the system and displayed in theManagement Tree aswell asmapped, or stored as back-
grounds for maps.
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1. Click on File - Read Files..., Import a File from a Generic Source, Shape Files, and then click
Select File(s) to Import...Select the type of file that needs to be imported, and select the directory
where it is stored

For file formats that are comprised of more than 1 file (i.e. Shape files are comprised of .shp,
.shx. and .dbf files) this window will only show the file extension listed on the right. Other files
that make up that format, will need to be in the same directory to be processed correctly

2. A progress bar will show briefly, depending on the file that is being imported, a dialogmay come up that
prompts for Projection and Datum information. Some spatial files will have this information tagged in the
file itself, others will not, and requires the information to be filled in before proceeding. The source of the
data should provide this information for you, if the wrong projection is supplied, themapwill be skewed,
and/or shifted and will not show in the correct location relative to where it should. When the proper pro-
jection has been set, clickFinish

3. A preview of themap being imported will appear.  If the wrong projection was selected in the previous
step, the imagemay appear skewed or angled, if correct clickNext

4. On the following dialog, optionswill be given to save to themanagement tree (these are similar to the
image archiving options). One difference is that if being saved to themanagement tree, the Import Data
Type should be set to the operation that is intended to be used as. ClickNextwhen complete

5. Select Soil Sampling if the file being imported contains the points where the soil coreswere pulled. For
this example selectBoundary, since the data being imported is a field boundary.

If a boundary is being imported, and it should also be used as an established "Frozen" field
boundary Click the Set as Frozen Field Boundary option

6. On the following screen, a table will appear that contains all the data within the file being imported. Not
all columnswill need to be imported, just the items that are necessary for use. To activate an attribute to
be imported, click on the attribute to be assigned under File Column, then click theAssign Column
button, and then a new window will appear
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7. In thismenu, click on the appropriate to Use as ... option. 
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8. The top will list out several options to import the data into the software
l Attribute - this will import data as amappable item in a layer
l Property - this will import data as a detail of the dataset
l Management - if the shape file contains information such as product, farms, or fields, (management tree
related information) this can be used to automatically segregate data into that level of the tree

l Sub layer - Files can contain marks, or notes that can be saved as another level of themap

9. Select the appropriate Attribute Group, and Attribute for the selection. If the attribute doesn't exist there
is an option toAdd New. When done, clickOK. Repeat these steps as needed until all Columns of data
have been assigned.

10. When complete, the column settings from above can be saved so if another file with the same column
data is imported, the option is there to load the template for each column. On the next file that is impor-
ted, click on Load Template and select the saved template that was used, and it will fill in the information
automatically 

11. The clipping options are similar to the image clipping options. For data that is larger that the field (i.e. Soil
SurveyData) it is suggested to clip to Frozen Field Boundaries to get just the data that applies to that
field instead of surrounding areas. ClickNextwhen complete

12. In the following screen, select the fields that this should be applied to. For example, if importing a soil sur-
veymap for the second time, andmore fields have been added to the growers operation, select just the
new fields to prevent duplication within the tree.  If this is all new data for the grower, select All Growers,
All Farms, and All Fields. ClickNextwhen complete

13. Next a filter will appear that will enable the selection of where the data will be stored at in theman-
agement tree.  (if the data is being clipped to field boundaries, the Grower, Farm, Field areaswill be
darkened and not available tomodify)
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If the data being imported is not specific to any one year (i.e. boundary, soil survey data etc)
saving to "NOYEAR" can be a good location to save information so it is easy to remember

14. Finally, a preview will appear, and will display the attributes that have been selected to be imported.  If
the information looks correct, clickFinish

Importing Tiger Data
Tiger data is one type of information that can display Roads, Streams, Lakes etc. This can then be used as a
background to plot road names or streams or railroads that are near fields.

1. To import Tiger Data, go to File - Read Files..., Import a File from a Generic Source. Select TIGER
Files

2. Select the desired file and clickOpen
3. In the following screen there will be options to import specific parts of the file. For example, just roads

and streamsmay be desired, so activating those itemswould only be necessary. At the bottom there is
an option to group names of common road segments.  It is recommended to set toEnhanced Name. 
ClickOK
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4. A preview of the incoming data will follow, if this appears to be correct, clickNext
5. In the following screen there will be options to set as a Background or as aManagement tree item. For

printing purposes, a background will offer more flexibility, and options.  If saving to the tree is used, it is
recommended to save as aGenericOperation. ClickNextwhen complete

6. In this screen options to import more items are available, however no changes are necessary for this
screen as they are already set correctly. ClickNext

7. Finally, clickFinish to complete the import process

8. To link this to Farms or Fields the process is similar to linking images as Backgrounds. Refer to that sec-
tion for linking settings, and recommendations

9. If the data was saved to themanagement tree, mapping the attributes to display different information is
done via the attribute drop downmenu

Importing Text Data
Some data that is collected by field displays, or transferred out from other GIS programswill be saved as text
files. This is not to be confused with soil testing results data where information is beingmatched up tomaps
already in themanagement tree. This would traditionally be data such as yield maps, or applicationmaps, and
in some cases soil sampling point data (again, not the fertility results)

1. Go to File - Read Files..., Import a File from a Generic Source, and clickText Files. ClickSelect
File(s) to Import...

2. In the following screen, select the appropriate file type to import, and navigate to where the file is saved
at

3. Next assign the correct column for Lat/Long that is contained in the file. ClickFinishwhen done
4. If the Lat / Long columnswere selected correctly, the following screen will provide a preview of the field

coming in.   If this field looks distorted, or skewed significantly, it may be a good idea to reimport the file,
to ensure proper alignment
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5. Select the appropriate place to save the file within the software. Most likely this will be saved to theman-
agement tree.  In this example set the Import Data Type being imported toGrain Harvest

6. In this screen assign the attributes that are necessary to the data coming in. This is similar to the attrib-
ute assignment in the
Shape File import.  
When complete click
Next

7. As in the Image Import,
and the Spatial file
import, there are clip-
ping options that can be
applied, select the appro-
priate settings, and click
Next

8. Select the appropriate
location to save the file
in themanagement tree,
and clickNext

9. ClickFinish to
complete. Only the
attributes that were
linked in step 7 will be
displayed when amap is
created

Importing KML/KMZ Files
KML& KMZ files are spatial file types commonly used to display geographic information in an XML file that
stores location, images andmodelling information. To import these files into the software, follow the steps
below.

1. Go to File - Read Files..., Import a File from a Generic Source, and clickKML/KMZ File. Click
Select File(s) to Import...

2. In the following screen, select the appropriate file type to import, and navigate to where the file is saved
at

3. Verify the selected file is correct in the Import Preview dialog and clickNext.
4. Choose how you wish to store the information being imported and clickNext
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5. Based on the previous step, assign any columns that are required or that you wish to import and click
Next.

6. After selecting the Import Clipping Options, clickNext.
7. Assign the proper management selections, click Next and then Finish.

Batch Importing
Batch Import is extremely powerful when importingmany files that are of similar type, such as boundaries
saved as shape files.

1. This tool is found under Tools - Batch Command Utility - Import Files
2. The Batch import tool will work for Shape files and Text files. For this example, we will use Shape, click

the option toAdd files.  If it is desirable to assign specificmanagement settings for each file that comes
in, Choose the option toPrompt for... (this will prompt the user for Save Settings for each file) or if they
are all going to be imported with these items defined, choseDon't Prompt. For this example click
Don’t Prompt

3. Navigate to the location where the files are stored on the computer, and select all the files, clickOpen

when complete
4. All files will be displayed in the selection window, clickOK to continue
5. A preview will appear of the first file that was found, if it appears correct, ClickNext
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6. Similar to importing one file, select where this information needs to be saved at in the software.  In this
case boundaries will be saved to the tree, so select the BoundaryOperation as the Data type, and Set as
Frozen Field Boundary. ClickNextwhen complete

7. In the sample data, there is an option to assign column 2 as the Field Management item. Using this,
each file that has a name in column 2will automatically use that namewhen it is saved to theman-
agement tree after import

8. As in the Image Import, and the Spatial file import, there are clipping options that can be applied, select
the appropriate settings, and clickNext
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9. Select the appropriate location to save the file in themanagement tree, and click Next. Fill in a tem-
porary field name for the field area, the setting in step 7 will override the setting in this step for the field
name

10. ClickNext to advance to the next file that was selected to be brought in. After all have been assigned,
theManagement tree will be complete with Field names and Boundaries
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Query
You will learn how to generate statistical results for various layers in your map.  With the Query
tool, you can:

l Find various statistical results of an attribute (such asminimum yield, maximum rate applied, total area,
average plant population, average speed, etc.) for a particular area of your field

l Find various statistical results for multiple layers in amap (such as average yield for a soil type, or aver-
age yield for a hybrid)

In order to run a query, at least one object has to be selected in one of the currentlymapped lay-
ers.
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Select Type
The selection type determines how any shape (point, line, or polygon) in a layer is selected. The selection
types can be found in theMapmenu or on theMap screen in themapping toolbar.

Select Objects

When this option is used, entire objects will be selected by any of the Selection Tools. For example if the
Select Rectangle tool is selected and a selection box that crosses the edge of a polygon in a layer is drawn, the
whole polygon will be selected not just the intersected area.

Select Tools
The Select Tools are used to select objects from a layer. The selection tools can be found in theMapmenu or
on theMap screen in themapping toolbar.
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l Select Point - Click this button to use the cursor to select an individual object in a layer. By holding the
Ctrl key, multiple objects can be selected within the displayed layer.

l Select Rectangle - Click this button to draw a rectangular region and select all of the objects that fall
within the selection rectangle. By holding the Ctrl key, multiple objects can be selected within the dis-
played layer.

l Select Polygon - Click this button to draw a polygon region and select all of the objects that fall within
the selection polygon. A left-click on themouse will insert a vertex for the selection polygon, while a
right-click will finalize the polygon. By holding the Ctrl key, multiple objects can be selected within the dis-
played layer.

l Select Circle - Click this button to draw a circular region and select all of the objects that fall within the
selection circle. By holding the Ctrl key, multiple objects can be selected within the displayed layer.

l Select Ellipse - Click this button to draw an elliptical region and select all of the objects that fall within
the selection ellipse. By holding the Ctrl key, multiple objects can be selected within the displayed layer.

l Select Pass - Click this button to select a pass. This tool will only work correctly for point or smart rect-
anglemap typeswhere a header sensor or implement switch was used while collecting the data. By
holding the Ctrl key, multiple passes can be selected within the displayed layer
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l Select by Legend Range - Click this button to select an area of themap based on the set legend
ranges. For example, if viewing a hybrid map, click on an area of themap that contains the desired
hybrid to select. After clicking, all areas of themap containing that hybrid will be selected. By holding the
Ctrl key, multiple legend ranges can be selected within the displayed layer.

l Select Via Filter - Click this button to select objects through user defined data filters that utilize inform-
ation from the current layer. Data filters can be based on spatial statistics, attributes, and properties. 
Any combination of these can be used to select objects.

l Invert Selection - Click this button to invert the current selection on themap. This will select all of the
objects that are not currently selected, and at the same time unselect all of the objects that were initially
selected.

l Select via Filter - This dialog appears when the Select via Filter tool is selected. This allows you to set
filters that have been defined to query the current dataset layer and select the area/objects that match
the filter criteria.

How to query a single layer
Follow these steps to query the data of a singlemap layer:

1. Select the layer to be queried in the Layer Window andmake it active by clicking on its title bar

2. From theMapmenu, chooseSelect Type and then either Select Object or Select Intersection or
click on theSelect Type icon inMap tool bar and choose one of the options

3. Now choose a selection tool from theMapmenu by choosing theSelect Tool and then choosing one of
the tools or click on theSelect Tools icon in theMap toolbar and choose one of the options

4. Based on the selected type and tool make a selection on the active layer/map
5. Once the selection ismade go to theMapmenu, selectQuery Tools and thenQuery Current Layer or

click on theQuery Current Layer icon on theMap Tool bar
6. A numbered query result will now be displayed in a window that appears inside theMapwindow, labeled

Query Results. Click theReset Cursor icon on theMap Tool bar or select a different tool to clear
any selections and deactivate the selection tool. To clear the contents of the Query Results window go to
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theMapmenu and selectQuery Tools and thenClear Query Results or select theClear Query Res-
ults icon from theQuery Results window.

7. To hide theQuery Results window click on theAuto-Hide button

How to query multiple layers
Follow these steps to query data frommultiple map layers:

1. From theMapmenu, chooseSelect Type and then either Select Object or Select Intersection or
click on theSelect Type icon on theMap tool bar and choose one of the options

l Whenworking with Swathmaps, you will first need to click onEdit Layer Options, choose the
Attribute/Property tab, and on theDisplay tab, check theDraw only individual, non-con-
nected rectangle option.

2. Now choose a selection tool from theMapmenu by clickingSelect Tool and then choosing one of the
tools or click on the Select Tools icon in theMap toolbar and choose one of the options

3. Based on the selected tool make a selection on the active layer/map
4. If you wish to not include all layers in the query, go to theMapmenu and selectQuery Tools and then

selectQuery Multiple Layers. Check the layers to be queried and clickOK.
5. A numbered query result will now be displayed in a window that appears inside theMapwindow, labeled

Query Results. Click theReset Cursor icon on theMap Toolbar or select a different tool to clear any
selections and deactivate the selection tool. To clear the contents of the Query Results window click on
theClear Query Results button in the Query Results window.

6. To hide theMap Summarywindow click on theAuto Hide button in the Query Results window.

How to print the query results information
Follow these steps to print the generated query results:

1. Go to the Filemenu, selectPrint and thenQuery Results
2. Now select the printer, andmake any needed printer setting changes and clickOK
3. The query information will now print out just like it was displayed on the screen

l Query results can also be included in custom print layouts. See the Printing chapter for more
information.
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Management Zone Layers
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a new management zone layer
l Assign productivity zones to regions
l Validate zones

Management zones can be generated based on any data contained in themanagement tree, and once cre-
ated, can be referenced in queries, analyses and used to create other types of data, such as prescriptions.
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Creating Management Zones
To create amanagement zone layer, create amap of the data that will be used as the reference layer.

1. For this example, create amap ofGrower Smith - Home - East McMains - 2018 - Grain Harvest.
2. To start a new management zone layer, go to File - New - Management Zone Layer
3. TheManagement Zone Editor will now open and display the referencemap that was open when you

started the new layer. The Assign Zoneswill display the seven productivity zones available for use.

4. To create zones, clickCreate Zones in the Special Toolsmenu.
5. Verify the layer you wish to reference is selected and clickOK.
6. In the Assign Productivity Zone to Region dialog, use the drop-downmenu to assign a Zone Pro-

ductivity to the legend ranges displayed.
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7. If working with spatial data, you will choose how to define theminimum zone area, using either Auto or
Fixed.

l When usingAuto, theminimumarea of the zoneswill be dependent on the size of the field you
are working in.

l For fields between 0-300 acres theminimum zone size allowed is 0.5 acres
l For fields between 300-800 acres theminimum zone size allowed is 1 acre.
l For fields over 800 acres theminimum zone size allowed is 1.5 acres.

l When using Fixed, you defined theminimumnumber of acres your zoneswill be.
8. ClickOKand your Management Zone Layer will be created.
9. To verify that there is a zone assigned to all areas of the field, clickValidate Zones in the Special Tools

menu.
10. SMS will analyze themanagement zone layer to detect any overlap or skips in themap and then prompt

you to assign zones to any that are without a productivity rating.
11. To save this layer to themanagement tree, clickSave, assign the appropriatemanagement settings and

then clickOK.

Editing Management Zone Layers
Once aManagement Zone layer has been created, youmaywish to adjust the number of zones or zone assign-
ments.

1. With theManagement Zone Layer open, use theAssign Values tool in the Action Toolsmenu to select
and reassign the Zone Productivity to any zone in themap.

l Youmay also reassign zone productivity values using theData Grid tab.
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2. If you wish to combine any zones in the field, use theSelect tools to select the zones you wish to com-
bine and then usingMerge Selection in the Edit Toolsmenu. To select multiple areas at once, hold the
Ctrl keywhile using the selection tool.

3. If you wish to divide any existing zones into smaller zones, useDivide Tools.
4. ClickSave once all desired changes have beenmade.
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Prescriptions
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a prescription based on 1 reference layer (i.e. soil pH map)
l Adjust themap legend that the prescription will be based on
l Define the rates to be applied to the corresponding areas of the referencemap
l Modify the prescription
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New Prescription Layer
The following steps explain how to create a variable rate prescription. These prescriptions can be based off of
any reference layer you have stored in themanagement tree. To start, the legend should reflect the ranges
you want to apply the prescription in. Popular uses for this tool include dry/liquid fertilizing recommendations,
planting prescriptions, seeding prescriptions and can be based off of yield data, soil testing data, or soil type
maps.

1. To start, create amap that contains data that will be used as a referencemap. For this example, create
aManagement Zonemap. In the Prescription Editor you will be able to use theManage Reference
Layer tool to reorder themapped layers and attribute being displays.

2. After the legend andmap settings are correct, the next step is to make the new prescription
3. Go to File, New, Prescription Layer, or click on theNew Prescription Layer icon in themapping win-

dow toolbar.
4. In the first screen, a preview of the referencemapwill appear, if this is correct, clickNext
5. In the Prescription Settings dialog, select theRate Units,Operation,Rate Attribute Type and enter

in the Target Rate(s).

The difference between "Planting" and "Seeding" operations is that the planting will be based
on counting the number of seeds dispensed, seeding will use pounds of seed dispensed.
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The label ksds/ac represents (seeds * 1000 / acre).  30 ksdswould represent 30,000 sds/ac.

6. In this example, we will apply in lb/ac, select Fertilizing Prescription Dry and Target RateMass. Click
Finish

7. The final screen now shows the Prescription that was generated.  If themap is correct, save this layer to
your management tree.  It is recommended to save this layer as the Product that is being applied (DAP
vs. P)

Editing a Prescription
If the prescription needs to be edited with different rates there are 2 tools available tomake changes. 

1. Click on theAssign Rate tool and select the rate in the legend screen of the preferred rate and
then click in themapwhere that rate should be used.
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2. If there are gridded areas that needmodified, the Paint Rate tool can be used.  The prescription
mapmay need to be converted before this tool is available.

l Themap is currently in a "Vector" (polygon) basedmap, in order to use the Paint Rate tool, the
mapwill need to be converted to a "Raster" (grid) basedmap. To do this click theConvert Pre-
scription Tool

3. The prescription type and grid selection window will now open. In this window enter a value for the size
of grid to make  (Recommended to use the size of implement) ClickGrid All and clickOK when com-
plete

4. Now in the Prescription editor, themapwill be gridded, and the Paint Rate tool will be available to select 
5. With the brush activated, select the desired rate, and the brush size to use when changing themap

6. Click and drag to assign the new rates to the prescription
l This is a useful tool to create check strips in the field, as well asmaking changes to the prescription
to group like rates together

There is a "Grid" that extends beyond the field prescription area. The paint brush will apply a
rate outside the field boundary if placed in that area. See below.
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7. When finished, clickSave and assign the correct product. ClickOK to save this new prescription dataset
to themanagement tree.
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Exporting
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Setup and export a configuration with Field Names, Products, Prescriptions, Variety Tracking files and
Guidance Patterns to a display using Device Setup or AgFiniti Sync

l Load Field names into a display
l Export prescriptions out individually
l Export multi-product prescriptions out individually
l Export maps
l Export Acreage/Production Information for insurance

Device Setup Utility is a tool in the software which is used to export Field Names, Field Boundaries, Products,
and Prescriptions to Ag Leader Technology, John Deere, Case IH, and New Hollandmonitors to name a few. 
Exporting field names from the software to themonitor ismore time efficient than entering the fields in themon-
itor one at a time.  In some cases, using Device Setup is required to get prescriptions out to a specificmonitor
(i.e. Case and New Holland's Pro 600/700monitor).
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Exporting Items to a Monitor using Device Setup Utility
Creating a Configuration

1. Before exportingmanagement setup information to a field display, it is recommended to remove all
unusedGrowers, Farms and Fields from theManagement ItemEditor. Go to Tools->Management
Item Editor.Grower/Farm/Fieldmanagement items that have (unused) behind the name indicates that
SMS currently has no information linked to that management item, and it should be removed if no longer
needed. To remove, highlight the name of the unusedmanagement item and clickDelete and thenYes
to remove the unused item from the list.

2. Select Tools - Device Setup Utility

3. Enter a name for the setup file, or if one already exists, clickAdd New
4. Type a name for this list of field names (EX "Spring Planting") and click on the Field Setup tab across

the top
5. Select the appropriate Grower and then selectAdd
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6. The current list of field nameswill appear on the right side of the screen.  If there are names that you do
not want in themonitor, select the individual Field name and clickRemove

7. By leaving Export Field Boundaries checked, frozen field boundaries for each of the specified fields will
be exported along with the fields. 

8. Click on theResource Tracking tab
9. Select Resource Tracking items to be used in the current season and clickAdd
10. Click on thePest Setup tab
11. Select Pests to be used in the current season and clickAdd

Pests are only supported in the SMSMobile software.

12. Click on theDrainage Tile tab
13. Select Drainage Tile Products to be used in the current season and clickAdd
14. Click on theProduct Setup tab
15. Select Products to be used in the current season and clickAdd
16. Click on theSpatial Data Setup tab
17. Select the appropriate Year(s) andOperation(s) to be exported and clickAdd
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18. ClickOKto exit the Device Setup Utility Setup dialog
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Exporting to a Display
1. Select the appropriate configuration and clickExport to Display or Export to AgFiniti

2. Select the appropriate Export Format

Exporting to SMS Mobile
1. Select the appropriate configuration and clickExport to SMS Mobile Project
2. Select the appropriate export option and location to export your Mobile project to
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Exporting Maps
Various amounts of information can be exported out of the software. Anymap can be exported into generic file
formats (I.E. Shape files, TXT files, KML/KMZ files) or as a geo-referenced image (I.E. GeoTIFF, JPEG). Pre-
scriptionmaps can be exported out as specific file types so that the desiredmonitor can control the rate of the
product being applied.

Single Layer Export
The following example will explain how to export a harvest map.

1. Create a new map of some harvest information. For this example, useGrower Smith - Home - East
McMains - Grain Harvest

In some cases, it may be desirable to combine information from two or more Fields in the file to
be exported. To do this, click on the first Product in theManagement Tree and while holding
theCTRL key on the keyboard select the other Product(s) from either the same or different
Fields.

2. Verify that the correct Map Type is selected. For this example, select Spatial Map
3. Right-click on themap and selectExport
4. Select the type of export. For this example, selectExport to a Generic File Format
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5. Select the desired file format. For this example, selectShape

6. To add, delete, or change the units of the attributes and properties that are being exported in the Shape
file, selectExport Settings - Shape. For this example, there is no need to change any items

7. ClickOK
8. Select a location to save the file, type a name for the file, and clickSave

Batch Exporting
Data can be exported in batch using the Batch CommandUtility. Data can be exported out as Shape,Text or
KML/KMZ files. For example soil sample points could be exported out for an entire grower.

1. Click on the Toolsmenu and selectBatch Command Utility
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2. Select Export and clickOK
3. Select the needed data filters for the data to be exported. ClickNext
4. ClickFinish and then select the format to save the files in. ClickOK
5. Select the location to save the files at. ClickOK

Exporting Prescriptions
Prescriptionmaps can be exported onemap at a time for somemonitors, rather than using the Device Setup
Utility tool. This is useful when only 1 or 2 prescriptionmaps need to be exported. Somemonitors are capable
of controllingmore than one product at a time, in these cases it may be required to export a multi-product pre-
scription rather thanmultiple single product descriptions.

Single Product Prescriptions

Prescriptions for a single product can be exported out of the software. To export a single prescription file, fol-
low these steps:

1. Create amap of the prescription. For this example, use a planting/fertilizing prescription from theMan-
agement Tree

2. Verify that Spatial Map is selected
3. Right-click on themap and select Export
4. In the Select an Export Method window click on Export Single File to a Field Display/Monitor and then

clickStart Single File Export Process
5. Select the display type from the left and then select the controller to export the prescription to and click

Export to Selected File Format
6. Type in the desired Grid Size and Default Rate. 

It's highly recommended that a Default Rate is typed in. Themonitor will apply the default rate
in the instance that the vehicle is either outside of the prescription area or GPS signal is lost.
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7. PressOK
8. The Export Preview will show the preview of themap that is being exported.  If everything looks as it

should, clickOK
9. Select the appropriate location to save the file and change the name of the file if desired
10. ClickSave

Multi-Product Prescriptions

Multi-product prescriptions are needed when controllingmore that one product on themonitor.
1. Create a new map of the first prescription to be controlled
2. In themanagement tree, select the second prescription and clickAdd to Current Map. The second

map should now be on top of the first
3. Right-click on themap and selectExport
4. SelectExport Single File to a Field Display/Monitor and clickStart Single File Export Process....
5. Pick the correct monitor type that will be used. 
6. ClickExport to Selected File Format...
7. Change the Layer Settings as needed
l Export Units - Allows the selection of units to export the select layer in. The units availablemay be
filtered to only those units supported by the format and/or device that were previously selected

l Default Rate - Allows the selection of default units to be exported with the selected layer, if the format
that will be exported to supports default units

l Units - Allows the selection of units for the entered default rate. The entered value and units set here will
be converted to the units that are selected above

8. ClickAdd
9. Select the next layer from the Select Layer drop down list and repeat the two previous steps
10. Verify that all layers in the Select Layer drop down list have been added over to the Selected Export Lay-

ers list
11. ClickOK
12. Change theGrid Size if necessary. For this example, use the default grid size
13. ClickOK
14. Verify that all layers have been added and look correct by selecting the Select Export Layer drop down

menu
15. ClickOK
16. Choose a location to save the file, type a name for the file, and clickSave
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Exporting Acreage/Production Information for Insurance
There are two different export options for planting and harvest information to send to your insurance agency: 

l Export to Rain and Hail Insurance
l Generic Insurance Export

The steps to export out information to either Rain and Hail or as a generic file type are very similar.
1. Go to the Filemenu and chooseExport Acreage/Production for Insurance

2. Choose to export to eitherRain and Hail Insurance or as aGeneric Insurance Export and click the
Export button

3. On the Select Data Filters screen, use the drop-downmenus to select what information you wish to
include in the insurance export and clickNext
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4. Remove any unwanted datasets from the list of items being exported using theDelete button, and then
clickNext.

5. If exporting to Rain and Hail the following screen will allow you to choose your export method- either
Submit Acreage/Production using the Internet orManually Exporting the Acreage/Production
File to your Computer. ClickNext after making the appropriate selection
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6. ClickFinish and the acreage and production recordswill be exported using the selectedmethod.
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Backups
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a backup
l Restore a backup
l Use backup scheduling

Backups are used to protect and save your data. Backups can be used to:
l Serve as a restoration point in the event of a hard drive failure or after performing an undo able event
(i.e. delete branch, spatial sort)

l Transfer data from one computer to another
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Creating a Backup
To create a backup within the software:

1. ClickServices - Backup/Restore Project(s) or from the Projects Dialog click theBackup/Restore
Project(s) button

2. Choose to Backup Project Data Now and clickOK
3. Select the Project(s) that you wish to backup and click theAdd button.
4. Enter an optional text description for you backup
5. Enter a CustomName for folder the backup(s) will be placed in
6. Select the location to save the backup to by clicking theBrowse button.
7. ClickOK

Note: It’s recommended to save the file to the local computer first and then copy the file to an
external media storage device.

To change the default location of the Backup folder or split the size of a backup so that it can fit
ontomultiple drives, see theGeneral Option section.

8. After the software has successfully created a backup, the fol-
lowing dialog boxwill appear. PressOK

l Uses a *.back extension

Restoring a Project
1. To restore a project, clickServices - Backup/Restore Pro-

ject(s) or from the Projects Dialog click theBackup/Restore
Project(s) button.

2. Choose to Restore Project Data and clickOK.
3. Select the folder that contains the backups and clickLoad.
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4. Choose the desired backup and clickOK
5. Once the restore operation si complete, clickOK
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Working with Projects in the Software
Restoring a Backup of a Single Project
When restoring a backup of a single project , the following screen will appear with the following options:

l Replacing the current project with
the project in the backup replaces
the project that was originally used to
create the backup.

l Add the project in backup to the
current data adds the project to the
existing list of projects in the project
tree.  If the name of the original project
was changed after the backup was
made, the software will automatically
start restoring the project and renames
the new project accordingly.

Selecting Replace current project with the project in the backup doesNOT replace the project
that is currently open unless that backup was actually a backup of that project.  If there is any
uncertainty as to what the project actually contains, It’s recommended to select Add the project
in backup to the current data and deleting the unneeded project at a later time.

Backup Scheduling
1. Backup Scheduling allows the software to create a timely backup on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis

and can be accessed by clickingServices - Backup/Restore Project(s).
2. ClickSchedule a Backup for your Project Data and clickOK.
3. The following describes the different Schedule Types:
l Disable scheduled backups - Scheduled backups is turned off
l Backup all projects - A backup file for each project will be created
l Backup individual projects - This option is used to create backups of the total list of projects in
increments. For example, if 3 is selected for Backup individual projects and Daily is selected for a
Backup Frequency, then the first day the software will create a Backup containing projects 1, 2, and 3. 
On the second day, a Backup containing projects 4, 5, and 6. Once all of the projects have been backed
up, the processwill restart

4. Once the Schedule Type, Backup Frequency, and Backup Start Time have been selected and aWin-
dowsAccount Name and Password have been entered, pressOK

5. The following are required for the software to automatically create a backup using Backup Scheduling:
l A validWindowsAccount Name and Passwordmust be entered in the Scheduled Backup dialog box
l The softwaremust be closed
l The computer must be turned on; however, the user does not need to be logged on
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Projects
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a new project
l Check a project in and out
l Check the history of a project
l Move a project to a different data location
l Edit data locations

Projects can be used as a way to split upmultiple clients data. Think of projects as having a different file folder
for each client, where each project would only contain a specific grower's information. 
If a client later purchases a copy of the software (Basic or Advanced), is starting from scratch, and would like to
have an exact copy of a project from another user of the software, then a backup could be created and
restored. Both computers would then be able to display the same information.
The Basic Software allows you to create andmanage up to five different projects, while Advanced users can
have an unlimited number of projects.
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Creating a New Project
To create a new project:

1. ClickFile - Projects...or click on theProjects icon in themain toolbar
2. In the Projects dialog box, clickAdd New Project

3. Select one of the two options and pressOK. For this example, useCreate Empty Project
l Create Empty Project creates an empty project
l Create Copy of Existing Project creates a exact duplicate of an existing project
4. Choose a project group name. For this example, chooseNorthwest Territory

Type a descriptive name for the project in the Project Name field. For this example, enter Wilson Farms
l Choose an existing group name by selecting the drop-downmenu
l To create a new project group, clickEdit
5. There is an option to type in a description and a password. These two fields are optional
6. PressOK
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7. The new project will now appear in the Projects list

Project Check In/Check Out
Overview
A user can "check out" a project from a shared Data folder location (such as a server) to a personal laptop
(local machine), take the laptop to the customer's field, read the card into the software andmake any neces-
sary changes, then come back to the office and "check in" the project. Once the project is "checked in," the pro-
ject will be removed from the laptop and placed back in the original Data folder with all of the changes and
updates. Other users cannot access the same project until the project is checked back in.

Checking a Project Out
To check out a project, follow these steps:

1. Select the project to be checked out and clickCheck Out Selected Project
2. After the software has copied the project onto the local machine, "(the username)" will appear after the

name of the project
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Only the user that checked out the project will be able to access that project until it has been
checked back in.

Working while disconnected from the shared data folder
Once the computer has been disconnected from the shared data folder and the software is started, the Pro-
jects Dialog will only contain the projects that are currently available.

Checking a Project In
To check a project back in:

1. Verify that the computer is connected to the drive that houses the shared data folder
2. Start the software
3. ClickFile - Projects...
4. Select the project and clickCheck In Selected Project
5. The following dialog boxwill appear asking what should be done with the project to be checked in. 

Choose one of the following options:
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l Check in and remove the local copy of the project - This takes the updated project on the local
machine and places it back on the server. This in turn allows others to work with the updated project

l Check in and keep the project checked out - This places an updated version project back on the
server (for backup andmulti-project analysis purposes) but leaves the project still checked out on the
local machine

l Undo check out and remove the local copy of the project - All changes on the local machine will
be discarded and the project will be restored to the original copy before the project was checked out

6. PressOK

Moving a project to a different Data location (Advanced only)
When the local machine is disconnected from the network, new projects can be created. However, these pro-
jects will not appear in the network data location until moved.
Tomove a project:

1. SelectMove Project(s) on the Projects dialog
2. Select the Data location that contains the project you wish tomove
3. Select a Project Grouping (i.e. General) or an individual project (i.e. Miller Brothers) and clickAdd
4. Once the desired projects have been selected and added, clickOK
5. The Software will then copy the project over to the data location currently being used. These projects

can now be accessed by any computer with rights to this data folder.
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Viewing Project History
1. Highlight the project of interest and select theHistory tab.
2. The History will display the date, the event, the user, the computer ID and the Data folder that the project

was stored in.

Editing Data Locations (Advanced Only)
Advanced allows users to easily search for, create new and edit existing data locations.

1. Select theEdit button at the top of the Projects Dialog
2. ClickAdd New Data Location to create a new data location on the local computer, network location or

removable drives. Select the location where the new Data folder should be added and clickOK

3. ClickSearch for Data Locations to search for previously created Data folders. On the Browse for
Folder dialog select the directory or drive that contains the Data folder and clickOK. This data location
will now be added to the list of available data locations.

4. To edit a data location select the name of the project and clickEdit Properties
5. On the Edit Data Location Properties screen you canmodify the Data Location Name, migration settings

and scheduled backup settings.
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6. ClickOK after making all necessary changes.
7. To remove a data location select the name of the data location you wish to remove and clickRemove

Data Location.

Note: Removing a Data Location doesNOT delete the data folder from that location, it simply
removes the location from the list of available locations.
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Creating New Attributes and Operations
The Advanced Software allows you to create new attributes, properties and operations to fully cus-
tomize your management tree and projects. Creating custom operations and attributes will allow
you to create data such as management zones, field obstacles, pivot irrigation maps and manure
management plans. These new operations can be based on data that already exists in the man-
agement tree. In this chapter you will learn to:

l Define attribute settings
l Learn what settings should be used for specific applications
l Create CustomAttributes
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Creating Custom Attributes
1. To build a new attribute go to the Toolsmenu and selectAttribute Editor
2. Click theAdd New button
3. On the Attribute Editor fill in the following details:

Attribute Name

This is the name of the attribute that will be
used inmaps or analysis.  Fewer words
are recommended rather than a phrase,
but be distinct.

Attribute Group

This is where the Attribute will be
categorized. Placing the new attribute in
the correct group where it relates will make
it easier to find while working in the soft-
ware.

Data Type

This allows selection of a data type for a
new attribute. The following is a list of the
available data types and a brief description
of each:

l Date - This data type applies date and time formatting to values. Example = 1/1/2013
l Logical Value - A logical data type that always produces one of two possible value results, such as
YES/NOor TRUE/FALSE

l Unique Decimal Number - This data type represents values that are non-continuous but do contain a
decimal place of precision. This data type is often used for variable rate prescription values, where you
have an exact decimal value that will be applied to a number of points or a large area

l Selection List - This data type allows the creation of lists of value selections that are available to chose
fromwhen setting a value, ensuring that consistent values can be set. An example would be aWeather
Conditions attribute with available values of Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy, Windy, etc
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l Decimal Number - This data type represents values that contain decimal place precision and are non-
discrete in nature. This would include any data collected with a sensor such as yield data. Example =
145.23

l Integer - This data types represents whole numbers, such as 1,2,3. It is best used for ID's and similar val-
ues

l Text - This data type represents values that are character based and will not be treated like numeric
information. An example would be a Field Name or an identification number such as a serial number

Display Type

This selection is only available when Date, Selection List, or Logical Value is selected as the Data Type for an
attribute. The Display Type setting defines how the attribute will be displayed in summaries, reports, maps, etc.
For example, Date can set the display type to Date and Time, Date Only, or TimeOnly.

Dimension

This selection allows you to pick a dimension for a new attribute, such as Flow Rate or Velocity.

Display Units

This selection assigns units for a new or existing attributes. The units that are selectable are based on those
available for the Dimension.

Mappable

Check this box tomake an attributemappable. If this box is unchecked then an attribute will not be selectable
from the attribute/property selection in the Layer Window when amap ismade that contains the attribute.

Favorite

Check this box to set the attribute as a favorite. Favorites appear at the top of selection lists automatically and
are separated from the normally available selections by a dashed line.

Show Total

Check this box to allow totaling of values in a dataset on summaries, reports, etc.
l Total Units-This selection allows you to choose a unit to display totals in, independent of what the nor-
mal display unit for an attribute is.

4. In this example wewill create a new Attribute called Irrigation, which will be a selection list and will
includePivot andDryland as the entries

l Attribute Name- Irrigation
l Attribute Group-General
l Data Type- Selection List
l ClickAdd to build a new Display type
l Selection List Name- Irrigation
l ClickAdd New and input the Value Names that should be displayed. For this example, enter Pivot and
Dryland
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Add all values that will be used in the current layer and all future layers to ensure consistency

5. ClickOK after setting all values for the new attribute

Building a Custom Operation
1. To build a new operation, go to the Toolsmenu and selectManagement Item Editor
2. Click theOperation button on the left and thenAdd New
3. Select the type of operation to create and clickOK. In this example chooseGeneric
4. The Edit Operation dialog will now open. Input a name for the new operation on theOperation Info tab.
5. Use theOperation Definition tab to add over existing attributes to the new operation and clickOK.
l To create a new attribute see the first section of this chapter
l To add an existing attribute to the operation definition tab select the attribute on the left hand side of the
screen and use theAdd button tomove it to the Selected Attributes box. This list of attributeswill appear
in a future step.
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Creating a new Dataset using the new Operation and Attrib-
ute
For this example wewill use the Field Boundary layer to create a new Generic Layer that will be saved as the
new Irrigation operation that was previously created.

1. Create amap of theGrower Smith- Home Farm- East McMains field boundary
2. From the Filemenu selectNew- Generic Layer
3. Select Irrigation on the Select Generic Operation dialog box. ClickOK.

4. TheGeneric Editor will now open. The field
boundary will be displayed as a background
layer but is NOT currently part of the active
map layer.

l TheAdd New tools allow you tomanually
draw polygons, regions and zones in the field

l TheCopy from Layer tool will allow you to
make a copy of any reference layer to use in
the activemap layer.

5. ClickCopy from Layer
l Select the Layer that you would like tomake a copy of. For this example, select the field boundary
and clickNext.

l Use theSelect Layer Objectsto choose what data you wish to copy. By default the entire layer
will be selected. ClickNext.

l Choose what data you want to copy from the layer and clickFinish
l Copy Spatial Data- only copies the spatial objects (polygons/polylines/points) from the
layer

l Copy Spatial and Attribute Data- copies the spatial objects and attributes assigned to
them

6. The objects that were copied will now be displayed in the Generic Editor and will be selected by default
7. This layer can now bemodified tomatch the new operation that is being created

l To draw the pivot on the field boundary wewill use a combination of Select Intersection, Select
Circle and Snap Center tools. After drawing the center pivot, click theDivide by Selection tool
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to cut the pivot into the field boundary.

8. With the pivot and dryland corners separated from each click on theData Grid tab

9. By default the Feature ID and all attributes added toManagement
ItemEditor under the Operation Definition tab will be displayed. If
before entering the Generic Editor the operation was setup with all
desired attributes you can being inputting attributes.

l To add a new attribute click theAdd Attribute icon

l Select an existing attribute or use the Add New option to add a new attribute
l ClickOKafter highlighting the desired attribute
l The new attribute will be displayed in the Data Grid tab and values can bemanually filled in, selected
using the selection list, imported, or copied into the cells

10. ClickSave after making all desired changes
11. This layer can now be used tomake other management decisions for prescriptions or used in com-

parisons
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Generic Editor
In this chapter you will learn to:

l Create a new generic layer
l Create new objects
l Modify existing datasets

TheGeneric Editor allows users to create new and edit existing datasets. Using theGeneric Editor allows you
to create tile lines, field obstacles and pivot irrigation zones for example.
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Creating a new Generic Layer
1. Create amap of what you would like to base your new generic layer on.
2. Go to the Filemenu and selectNew andGeneric Layer, or click on theNew Generic Layer icon in the

mapping toolbar.

3. Select the type of Generic Operation to create and clickOK.
4. TheGeneric Editor window will now open with your referencemaps displayed in the background.

Adding new objects to a Generic Layer
1. To hand-draw new objects in the generic layer use theAdd New tools available under theAction

Tools on the left hand side of the screen

l Add Polygon- manually draw a polygon by left clicking to add vertices

l Add Polyline- manually draw a polyline by left clicking to add vertices
l Add Point- add individual points
l Add Circle- manually add a circle
l Add Ellipse- manually add an ellipse
l Insert Vertex- add additional vertices to the currently selected object
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l Add Freehand Line- hand draw a freehand polyline
l Add Freehand Polygon- hand draw a freehand polygon

Many of theAdd, Select andDivide By tools are also available by right-clicking
over themap in the Editor window.

2. To assign values to the new objects click on theData Grid tab and choose toAdd Attribute. Adding
additional attributes to the new Generic Layer will insure that all necessary details have been recorded
for use inmaps, reports and summaries.
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3. In theSelect Attribute dialog search for an existing attribute orAdd New. Select the attribute to add
and clickOK

4. Input the values into theData Grid for the newly added attribute(s)
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5. After adding all desired objects and attributes click theSave button.
6. Assign the appropriateManagement information and clickOK
7. ClickClose to exit the Generic Editor window

Editing existing objects in the Generic Editor
The Software allows you to copy the reference layer(s) into the new Generic Layer being created so that edits
can bemade.

1. To copy a reference layer(s) into the new Generic Layer being created click on theCopy From Layer
tool available under theSpecial Tools on the right hand side of the screen

2. Select the Layer or Sub-Layer to copy and clickNext
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3. Use theSelection Tools to select what objects in the reference layer you wish to copy. By default all
objects are automatically selected

4. ClickNext
5. Choose what data you wish to copy from the reference layer into the new Generic Layer

l Copy Spatial Data- this option will only copy the spatial location of the objects into the new
Generic Layer

l Copy Spatial and Attribute data- this option will copy both the spatial location and all
associated attributes from the reference layer into the new Generic Layer. For example, if
you were creating a copy of a Soil Surveymap and wanted to copy all soil attributes, such
as Soil Type and Soil Description, into the new Generic Layer, you would want to choose
this option

6. ClickFinish
7. The reference layer will now be added to the new Generic Layer and will be displayed in the Generic

Editor window. This layer is now an activemap layer and can bemodified using theSelection Tools,
Snap Tools, Edit Tools andDivide by Tools

8. To insert or ‘cut’ new objects into the existing reference layer click onSelect Intersection
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9. Choose the Selection Tool that best represents the shape or object that you need to add
10. Draw the new object

11. With the object selected click theDivide by Selection tool available under theDivide Tools in the
lower right hand corner. This will divide the original layer by the new object that was added to themap.
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This tool allows users tomodify existing layers without adding additional area to themap
because it is dividing what already exists, not adding additional data to it.

12. ClickSave after making all necessary changes
13. Assign the appropriateManagement information and clickOK
14. ClickClose to exit the Generic Editor window
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Soil Sampling
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create Soil Sampling Sites
l Import Soil Sampling Sites
l Import Electronic Soil Sampling Results
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Soil Sampling Sites
Soil Sampling sites can be created and edited in the software or imported from a third party software.

Creating Sampling Sites in the desktop software
In the software, sampling sites can be created in several ways. Twowizards are provided to equally space out
each site to a predefined spacing or they can be added individually. Once the sites have been generated, they
can then bemoved, or deleted if necessary to fit all custom needs.

Sampling Wizard

The SamplingWizard creates sites based off of an area that is already created. To create sampling sites
based off of a Field Boundary, follow these steps:

1. Create amap of the Field Boundary. For this example, useGrower Smith- Home Farm- East
McMains

2. To enter the Soil Sampling editor, go to File - New - Soil Sampling Layer or click on theNew Soil
Sampling Layer icon in themapping window toolbar.

3. In the Select a Data CreationMethod window, selectUse a Wizard tool to create new data to enter
the soil sampling wizard

By checking the DoNot show this dialog when starting this editor the Select Data Creation
Method window will not be displayed, instead the user will be taken directly into the Soil Samp-
ling Editor window. The Select a Data CreationMethod window can be re-enabled by going
under File, Enable Wizard Prompt at Startup. The soil sampling wizard can be re-entered
in the Soil Sampling Editor window by clicking theCreate Samples tool.

4. In theSelect Layer drop downmenu, verify that the layer the samples are to be generated from is
selected. For this example, the Field Boundary should be displayed. ClickNext
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5. To generate samples for the entire field select the field, by default Select All is active, if necessarymake
any selection changes. The field should be shown in a black cross hatch when properly selected. Click
Next

6. On the Sampling Parameters dialog box, there are several options to generate sites. For this example,
selectCreate Sample Points
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l Create Sample Points - Select
this option to create sample points

l Create Sample Grids - Select
this option to create sample grids

l Create Sample Regions - Select
this option to create sample
regions from a selected polygon
(s), like a soil type layer or man-
agement zones

l Grid Size - Grid sizes can be
entered for both X and Y, or an
area can be entered if the Use
area for grid size is checked. For
this example, checkUse area for
grid size and type 2.5 for the Grid
Area

l Grid Pattern - Determines the
placement of the soil sampling
points in the grid. For this
example, choose Center

l Center - Places the sample
point in the center of each
grid cell

l Offset Parallel - Places the sample point in an alternating position to the left and then the right of
the center of the cell

l Offset Perpendicular - Places the sample point in an alternating position to the top and then the
bottom of the center of the cell

l Grid Start - Determines the corner to start soil sampling
l Grid Direction - Determines the direction in which the samples are to be collected
l Merge Polygons Smaller than... - Merges smaller polygons (based on a user-defined percentage) to
the closest full size polygon using the "nearest neighbor" technique

7. ClickNext
8. Select theShift Grid icon to adjust the location of the points. 

9. Rotate Gridwill rotate the angle of the points, which can be useful for odd-shaped fields. For this
example, it is not necessary to use this tool

10. Reset Grid can be used to reset the grid to the default position
11. ClickFinish
12. Now that the points have been generated, it can be saved to theManagement Tree. ClickSave
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13. Verify that the correct location is selected in theManagement Tree. For this example, selectGrower
Smith- Home - East McMains- Current Year- Soil Sampling - No Product - Sampling-1 - No
Product

14. ClickOK
15. ClickClose

Generate Sampling Region
Generate Sampling Region is very similar to Generate Samples, but in this case the area to be sampled needs
to be drawn rather than be selected as in Generate Samples. 

1. Select theDraw Sampling Region button
2. Draw a polygon around the area to be sampled by left-clicking every time a corner needs to bemade
3. Right-click when finished
4. Follow the same steps asmentioned above in the section about Generate Samples
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Adding Individual Points
In the case of samplingmanagement zones, it may bemore useful to add points individually. For this, use the
Add Point tool

It is recommended that the points are created in the order that they are to be sampled. This
way the navigation device will navigate the operator to the points in themost effectivemanner.

Moving and Deleting Points
After points have been generated from the sampling wizard, it may be necessary tomove or to delete a few
points to get the best results (i.e. avoiding gullies and waterways). Tomove or delete a point, the point must
first be selected.

1. Choose the selection tool that best fits the need

2. If using theSelect Point tool, select an individual point.  If using one of the other selection tools, draw
the shape around the points to be selected. Once the point(s) has been selected, it will be colored red

To select multiple points with the Select Point tool, hold the Ctrl key on the keyboard.

3. Tomove a point, click theMove tool, left click on themap, and drag the point(s) to the desired location
4. To delete a point, click theDelete Selected tool
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Importing Points
Soil Sampling points can be imported as shape files from a third party software. See the section on Importing
Data for more information.

Importing Lab Results
After the samples have been tested, labs can send electronic results which can then be imported into the soft-
ware.

1. Go to File - Read Files - Import a File from a Generic Source - Non-Spatial Files (Lab Res-
ults)... Select File(s) to Import...

2. Select the appropriate file. For this example, useSoil Test Results.csv
3. ClickOpen
4. File Preview Window - Displays the name of the file being imported and a sample of the contents in the

file. This allows for an easyway to visually judge what the format settings for the file should be
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5. Record Format
l Comma Delimited Records - Select this format if a comma separates the values in a row
l Space Delimited Records - Select this format if a one-character space separates the values in a row. 
This can also be used if there is an irregular number of spaces between values in a row

l Tab Delimited Records - Select this format if there is a consistent number of spaces between each
value in a row

l Semicolon Delimited Records - Select this format if a semicolon separates the values in a row
6. Number of Header Lines - Select the number of header lines that the file contains. A header line is

usually a text description of the contents of each column in the file. Setting this will allow the display of
the header information on the attribute selection dialog so that the columns are named properly for
easier assignment

7. Select Column Header Line - Select the specific header line, from the number of header lines set
above, that contains the column header names to use as reference when assigning the columns of data
in the import file to attributes in the system

8. Ignore Consecutive Delimiters - Select this item if the file containsmultiple delimiters in-between val-
ues in a row. An example would be if a file contained two sets of commas between values in a row and
there was not intended to be any value represented between the commas
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9. Decimal Separator - Select either a comma or period as your separator type that numeric values in
your import file use to indicate a decimal place. This option is not available for comma delimited records

10. Thousand Separator - Select either a comma, period, hyphen, or none for the symbol used to indicate
the thousand place separator in numeric values in your import file. This option is not available for comma
delimited records

11. Date Format - Select the formatting of date information, if your import file contain date values. For data
in your file to be considered a valid Date it is assumed that is either formatted using a dash, forward
slash, or period symbol to separate the date values

12. For this example, leave all items on theSelect Text Format dialog box at the default selections and
clickOK

13. SelectSoil Sampling - Grower Smith- 2013 and any other item necessary tomatch the fields that
were grid sampled

14. TheEdit Data Filter Results dialog box shows the Soil Sampling layers that were found from the filter
on the previous screen. ClickFinish

To delete an unwanted field from the selection, highlight the Field name and click Delete.

15. Select the Field NameColumn option that best fits the need. For this example, chooseSelect Field
Name Column and choose Field ID from the pick list

l Field Names Not Available - Select this option if the lab results in the file belong to only one Field
l Select Field Name Column - If a Field name column exists for the file and if the lab results for more
than one Field are in the file, and then use this option

16. ClickNext
17. Link the Fields by highlighting the appropriate names and clickingAdd

The Field(s) under Available Fields are the Fields that are in theManagement Tree and were
selected on the Select Data Filters dialog box. The Field(s) under Import Fields are the Field
names that come from the lab results file.  If Field NamesNot Available was selected, then
Entire File will appear under Import Fields.

18. ClickFinish
19. Select the linking attribute. For this example, use Feature ID
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The linking attribute is what the software uses to link "Point 1" in the sampling layer with "Point
1" in the lab results

20. ClickNext
21. On theSelect Column Attributes dialog box, each columnmust be individually selected and linked

with the appropriate attribute in the software. Start by looking under the Required Attributes to Import
tab and assign the Item of Feature ID toObj ID under File Column

The rest of the attributes can be found under the Attribute Group called Soil Sampling. Also,
when selecting the Units, these are the units that the lab reported the numbers in the electronic
file. For this example, all units will be in% or in PPM.

22. Next click on theOptional Items to Import tab and highlight another attribute to link. For this example
selectSoil BpH and then clickAssign Column and link toSoil BpH.Assign the remaining attributes of
Soil pH, Soil P1, andSoil K
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23. Next, click onSave Template and type a descriptive name for the template and clickSave

Templates can be loaded by clicking Load Template. This will automatically assign all of the
columnswhen the template was created; assuming that all of the columns are in the same
order as the original file.

24. ClickFinish
All of the attributes have now been successfully brought into the software and linked to the set of soil sampling
points created earlier.

Mapping Grid Soil Sampling Results
This section will show how to set the Grid Size, Interpolation, and Clipping Options for a soil samplingmap. As
a result, themapwill default to a gridded Soil pH map. To learnmore, see the section on Edit Options.

1. Create a new map of a soil sampling layer. For this example useGrower Smith - Home - East
McMains - 2013 - Soil Sampling

2. SelectSoil pH from the Attribute List.  If a different attribute is desired to be the default attribute to
appear when creating a new soil samplingmap, choose that attribute at this time

3. Select theGrid Map icon
4. Click on theEdit Options icon
5. Click on theAttribute Options tab
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6. Click on theGrid/Contour/Clip tab
7. Change theGrid Size as desired. For this example, use 50 x 50
8. Change the Interpolation as needed. For this example, use 350 for theMaximumDistance and 0.1 for

the Distance Ratio
9. For the Clipping Options, selectClip to Field and Fill Values to Boundary Edges (This is the default

selection when working with a field that has a frozen field boundary established).
10. Once themap appears as desired these settings can be saved for all Soil Samplingmaps by clicking

Save Spatial Attribute Settings...
11. SelectCurrent Attribute and Layer andCurrent Operation Default

Selecting Current Attribute and Layer saves the settings for all of the attributes in the layer (i.e.
Soil pH, Soil OM, etc.) Selecting Current Operation Default saves the settings for all Soil
Sampling layers.

12. ClickOK twice
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Crop Plans
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a crop plan layer
Crop Plans can be used for several different things. They can be used as a form of record keeping as far as
what products and rates were applied in each field. This is particularly useful when applying flat rates across
an entire field. Once a crop plan has been created, it can in turn be exported out as a prescription and used in a
variety of controllers. The values of attributes associated with a crop plan (i.e. Yield Goal, Build Goal (pH, N, P,
K)) can be used in equations used tomake variable rate prescriptions. This is particularly useful when each
field has a specific Yield Goal or Build Goal for pH, N, P, and/or K. These can also be used in other functions
such asComparison and Correlation Analyses in the Advanced Software for further analysis.
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Creating Crop Plans
Before starting, verify that all fields that Crop Plans are going to be generated for have frozen field boundaries
by clicking on the Field name in theManagement Tree.  If this is not the case, read about boundaries in the
Field Boundaries chapter.

1. Start by going to File - New - Crop Plan(s)
2. On the Select Crop PlanOperation(s) and Products(s) dialog box, start by selecting the operation that

best meets the need. For this example, use Fertilizing (Dry) Crop Plan

3. Select the appropriate product(s). For this example, selectDAP.

Use the CTRL key on the keyboard to select multiple products at one time.

4. ClickAdd. TheOperation and Product should now appear under SelectedOperations/Products
5. Repeat the previous three steps as necessary and clickOK
6. On the Define Crop Plan dialog box, verify that the correct Operation and Product appear in the drop

downmenus at the top of the screen. For this example, verify that Fertilizing (Dry) Crop Plan and DAP
are selected

7. Select the appropriate field(s) from the Available Fields list and clickAdd. For this example, select
Grower Smith and add over all of the fields
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8. Verify that the correct Fields appear
under the Assigned Fields list. Fields
that were accidentally selected can be
removed by highlighting and clicking
theRemove button

9. Under Set Target Date for Selected
Operation and Product, enter the date
range for when this product will be
applied

The date range entered here will show up in the Calendar viewer (Advanced only).

10. Enter in the appropriate information for the attributes under Set Attribute Defaults for Selected Product. 
Information that can be entered here are Description, Target Rate, Yield Goal, and Build Goals (pH, N,
P, K)

Target Rate, Yield Goal, and Build Goal values can be referenced when writing equations in
the Equation Based Analysis tool(Advanced only).

11. Repeat the previous five steps for additional operations and products and clickNext
12. Verify the appropriate Year is selected on theManagement Selection dialog box. For this example, use

the default value
13. ClickFinish

Crop Plans can be created one field at a time by creating amap of the field by clicking on the
Field name in theManagement Tree and then going to File - New - Field Crop Plan Layer.
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Guidance
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create guidance lines
The software can import guidance patterns frommany different types of monitors aswell as other GIS pro-
grams. You can also create new guidance lines, and edit existing lines using theGuidance Editor in the soft-
ware. Refer to the Reading in Files chapter for details on reading in guidance lines from field displays.
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Creating guidance lines
The software has the ability to create guidance patterns based off of a region, an existing guidance pattern,
logged passes or along a boundary edge. SMS Advanced users can create Terrain BasedGuidance Lines for
any field that has a regenerated 3D grid.

Manual Creation
Tomanually create a new AB line, follow these steps: 

1. Create amap of the data you wish to base the new line on.
2. To enter the guidance editor, go to File - New - Guidance Layer or click on theNew Layer icon and

chooseNew Guidance Layer
3. In the Select a Data Creationmethod window selectManually decide what editor tools to use to

create your new data.
4. SelectAdd New from theAction Tools dialog on the left, and click on theNew AB icon.
5. In the New AB Line dialog that opens, enter the swath width, snap and 1/2 swath offset selections and

choose the layer to base the new AB line off of.

6. Use your mouse cursor to click on the location of the A point, drag to the desired length and click again to
set the B point. With Snap Closest enabled, as your mouse ismoved towards the edge of the polygon,
the cursor will snap to the edge of the polygon, allowing you to effortlessly create a new line at a set dis-
tance from the selected object. To adjust the snap distance, click on the Adjust Snap Settings icon under
the General Tools dialog on the right.

Guidance Wizard
To generate a guidance pattern, follow these steps:

1. Create amap of the data you wish to base the new pattern on. For this example, useGrower Smith -
Home - East McMains Field Boundary

2. To enter the guidance editor, go to File - New - Guidance Layer or click on theNew Layer icon and
chooseNew Guidance Layer

3. In the Select a Data CreationMethod window selectUse a wizard tool to create new data to begin
generating guidance patterns

4. In the Select One of theMethods Below to Create aGuidance Line(s) dialog, select the option you wish
to use. There are four possible options, although somemay not be available depending on the reference
layer you have open.
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l Create Region BasedGuidance - Thismethod will step you through a wizard that will load a field
boundary as the basis for the guidance. You will be prompted to select the desired boundary
layer, and then giving options for Headland passes, as well as interior passes. These settings can
bemodified under the “More” button of the pattern settings area. Lineswill only be as accurate as
the boundary.

l Create Guidance fromExisting Guidance Lines - If you have existing Guidance lines imported,
and you want to move them to another field, or modify the points along the line (vertices). Caution
should be used with moving points, as abrupt heading changeswill translate to the vehicle in the
field whichmay have undesirable effects

l Create Guidance from Logged Pass - This will allow you to select a previously logged pass, and
copy that as a guidance line. This can be beneficial as if you had a line that was previously recor-
ded it will allow you tomake this into a Guidance line. The accuracy of the line will depend on how
accurate the signal was used when you created the logged data. Further editing can be done with
moving the points along the line. If it has less than 1 ft of deviation, theywill be created as a
straight AB, otherwise theywill be created as a curve.

l Create Guidance Along Boundary Edge - This tool will allow you to select a side of a field, and cre-
ate guidance lines based on the edge of a polygon. This will allow you tomove the start/end points
of the line to allow you to have a customized line. You can add lines on interior polygons aswell
such aswaterways or terraces. This will be based on how accurate the boundary edge reflects
the farmable portion of the field.

5. ClickStart Guidance Line Creation
6. On theGuidance Settings screen, enter the swath width of the implement that will be used. For this

example, enter 60
7. ClickNext
8. In the Headland Type drop downmenu, select the type of headland pattern the field will have. For this

example, chooseClosed
9. Enter the number of passes in the headlands. For this example, enter 2
10. Select the starting position and direction for the headlands pattern. For this example, choose theN.W.

Corner andNorth-South direction
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11. ClickNext
12. In the Straight Line Settings screen, select the location for the AB Line Start Position. This would be

where the first main passwill bemade in the field. For this example, selectS.W. Corner

13. To save the layer to themanagement tree, clickSave
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14. Verify that the correct location is selected in theManagement Tree. For this example, selectGrower
Smith - Home - East McMains - Current Year- Guidance - Guidance -1 - No Product

15. ClickOK
16. ClickClose to exit the Guidance Editor

Creating Terrain Based Guidance Lines
SMS Advanced users can generate terrain based guidance lines for their fields, which is helpful in areaswith
rolling terrain, and for some particular crop types, such as rice where levees need to be created. Before using
the terrain based guidance tools, the field must have a 3D surface regenerated.

1. Create amap of the field that you wish to generate terrain based guidance lines for and then go to File -
New - Guidance Layer.

2. Select theGrower - Farm - Field and thenOK.
3. ChooseManually decide what editor tools to use... and thenOK.
4. Select Terrain Based Guidance Lines from the Special Toolsmenu.
5. The Terrain BasedGuidance Line Settings dialog will open where you can select the Line Options you

wish to use.
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l Single - Selecting this option will create one curved line at the elevation you select.
l Multiple - Selecting this option will createmultiple lines, at the interval you define, starting from the
highest elevation and working down.

6. Define the Turn Radius, which will be used to smooth the guidance line being generated.We suggest
entering a value that is two times your largest swath/implement size, but for tighter turns, you can reduce
the radius.

7. ClickOK.
8. If you selected to generate a single guidance line, you will now place your line in the desired location by

moving your mouse over themap, viewing the preview of the line and then left clicking to place the line.
9. If you selcted to generatemultiple guidance lines, theywill be displayed based on the interval you

entered.
10. Terrain based guidance lines can be edited just as all other guidance lines are in the software, using the

Edit and Special Tools.
11. ClickSave, select the appropriatemanagement settings, thenOK, to save these guidance lines to your

management tree.
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Financial Tracking
In this chapter you will learn to:

l Enter product purchases, commodity sales, operational expenses and income, field level expenses and
income and tile expenses.

l View financial entries in reports and Profit/Loss Analysis datasets
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Creating Financial Entries
You can enter income and expense entries for your entire operation with ease using the Financial Tracking
tools available in the software. After entering this information, you can view in Summaries, Reports, Maps and
SMS Advanced users can include in Profit/Loss Analysis datasets.

1. To begin, click the Financial Entries icon in themain toolbar or go to File- New - Fin-
ancial Entries.

2. The Financial Entries dialog will open. The list of available items to enter are displayed on the left, and
include: 

l Product Purchases
l Commodity Sales
l Operational Expenses
l Operational Income
l Field Level Expenses
l Field Level Income
l Tile Expenses

The number displayed in parentheses indicates the number of existing financial entries previously
entered for the year currently selected.

3. Use theSelected Year drop downmenu to select which year to input financial details in. Every year that
exists in the project you are currently working in will be displayed. Select the year to work in.

4. After selecting the year, the details displayed in the lower half the dialog will automatically update. The
software automatically filters the information displayed in the dialog to only products applied or har-
vested during the selected year.
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5. The information displayed is dependent on the type of entry you have selected on the left. Regardless of
which type of entry you have selected, you will only need to enter information into the white cells. The
gray cells will automatically populate/update based on the information you enter.

l Product purchases - Allows you to enter the per unit cost of each product.
l For products that were used in a Product Mix, simply enter the cost of each component, and
the software will calculate total cost of themix automatically. You canmanually enter the
cost of the total product mix, but if the total does not match the costs of each product mix,
the cell will be highlighted in yellow.

l If you purchased the same product multiple times and paid a different amount each time,
use theMultiple Prices button to enter the start and end date for each price.

l To adjust the product conversion being used, clickEdit Conversions. This button will only
be active when working with a product that does not have a Product Usage/Form entered.

l If you routinely buy the same products each year, and wish to load the costs entered in the
previous year, click on the Load Previous Year Values button.

l Commodity Sales - Allows you to enter the average price per bushel for each Crop Type or
Hybrid sold.

l Enter Sales By - Use this drop down to change between entering prices on a crop type or
product basis.

l Grain Sale Type - Use this drop down to change the units between volume (bushels) or
mass (pounds).

l Operational Expense - Allows you to enter operational expenses on a per area, per count or per
distance basis. The table is automatically populated with each operation that occurred in the selec-
ted year.

l Per Area - Use this entry type to enter fees billed on a per acre basis, such as custom har-
vest or application where you paid a flat rate per acre covered.

l Per Count - Use this entry type to enter fees billed on a per count basis, such as soil
sampling where you paid based on the number of samples pulled.

l Per Distance - Use this entry type to enter fees billed on distance covered, such as tile
installation, where you pay per foot of tile installed.

l Operational Income - Allows you to enter operational income on a per area, per count or per dis-
tance basis. The table is automatically populated with each operation that occurred in the selected
year.

l Field Level Expenses - Allows you to enter a field level expense for a single field or group of
fields.

l ClickAdd and the Add Field Expense/Income dialog will open.
l Use the drop downmenus at the top to select theGrower, Farm(s) and Field(s) you would
like to enter expenses for.

l ClickAdd. Enter aName andExpense per Area. Multiple entries can be added by click-
ing theAdd button again. ClickRemove to clear one (if a row has been selected) or all (if
no row is selected) of the lines of data that have been entered. ClickOK once all entries
have beenmade.
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l Field Level Income - Allows you enter a field level income for a single field or group of fields. The
steps to enter a field level income are the same as entering in a field level expense.

l Tile Expenses - Allows you to enter the cost per foot/meter for all tile sizes that were installed in
the currently selected year. This table will be empty if no Tile Plans/Installed Tile exist in the year
you are working in.

l Cost per Length - Enter the amount paid per foot of tile installed for each of the Tile
Products displayed.

The Financial Entry screen can also be accessed through theMan-
agement Tree, by right-clicking on the level of the tree and you wish to
add an entry too and selecting Financial Entries from the pop upmenu.

Viewing Financial Entry Data
There aremultiple ways you can view the financial information you have entered in the software, includ-
ing as text only summary and report data, in maps, and SMS Advanced users can include the data in the
Profit/Loss Analysis.

Summary Data
To view a financial tracking entry in the Summarywindow, select the Operation, Product, Instance or
Dataset that contains the information you wish to view, and the Summarywindow will display theAver-
age Income/Expense, Total Income/Expense, Average Profit/Loss and Total Profit/Loss.
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Viewing financial entries in the Summarywindow will ONLY display the details of the currently selected
dataset(s) and is not a comprehensive list of all income and expense entries you have generated.

Mapped Data
To view a financial tracking entry in theMapping window, select the Operation, Product, Instance or Dataset
that contains the information you wish to view and clickCreate New Map. Use the Attribute/Property drop
downmenu to view Expense or Income in themap & legend.
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Viewing financial entries in theMapping window will ONLY display the details of the currently selected dataset
(s) and is not a comprehensive list of all income and expense entries you have generated.

Financial Tracking Report
To view all financial entries you have added to the software, you will want to create a Financial Tracking
Report.

1. To begin, click theReports icon in themain toolbar, or go to File-New-Reports
2. Click to select the Financial Report, and clickCreate a Financial Report

3. TheProfit/Loss Report Options dialog will now open.
l Choose the Profit/Loss Filter Level, which will determine how the report output will be
grouped.

l Use the Income/Expense Projections entry boxes if you wish to apply an anticipated increase
or decrease to any financial entry you previously entered.

l TheData Source drop downmenu allows you to choose if your report will be based onMonitor
Summary information, Manual Entries or Spatial Data Records.

l If you wish to use shares to split income/expenses, check theApply Share % box and then Add
theShare Name(s) andShare Percentages in the following dialog.

l ClickNext.
4. In theSelect Data Filters dialog, use the drop downmenus to select theYear,Grower, Farm and

Field you wish to include in your report and clickNext.
5. Remove any datasets you don't wish to have included in the report and clickFinish.
6. The Financial Tracking Reportwill open in themainmapping window. This report can bemodified,

printed or exported asHTML by right-clicking in the report window.
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Profit/Loss Analysis
To view all financial entries as spatial data, SMS Advanced users can generate a Profit/Loss Analysis

1. To begin, click on theAnalysis Wizard icon in themain toolbar.
2. In theSelect Analysis Type to Run dialog, selectProfit/Loss Analysis on the left.
3. There is no setup required for this analysis. Select either Single Field orMultiple Fields at the bottom.
4. In theSelect Data Filters dialog, use the drop downmenus to select theYear,Grower, Farm and

Field you wish to include in your report and clickNext.
5. Remove any datasets you don't wish to have included in the report and clickNext.
6. Verify theGrid Size is accurate and clickFinish.
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7. The Analysis Editor window will open displaying the new map that includes these attributes aswell as
Statistics for the field: 

l Expense
l Income
l Profit/Loss

8. ClickSave and select where to save this new dataset at in themanagement tree.
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Interpolation
You will learn how to modify interpolation settings to accurately display and analyze data . In this
chapter you will learn:

l Difference between interpolation types
l How to adjust interpolation settings
l Setting the default interpolation type
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Interpolation
Interpolation is a way of averaging data between known and unknown geographic areas. There are two types
of interpolation that are offered in the software:  Inverse DistanceWeighing (IDW) and Kriging. This section
will discuss the differences between the two types.

Inverse Distance Weighting
There are 4 settings for IDW that will change the appearance of themap:

l Grid X and Grid Y - This is the size of the grid that will be displayed on themap
l Maximum Distance - This is the extent to which data will be averaged from a center point
l Distance Ratio - This represents the impact that information found at themax distance location will
have in the areas near the center point

In some types of Data, such as Yield data, there is a dense amount of information that is present (i.e. data is
logged continuously every 2 seconds and is solid across the field (no gaps or missing data unless un-
harvested).  In those types of situations, there is not going to be a great amount of variance by changing the
above values.  It is suggested that when performing analysis functions on yield data, to use smaller settings for
theMaximumdistance, and ratio values (Grids 50 x 50; Max distance 50-75 ft.; ratio .5 -.7).
For data that is sparse, the Distance and Ratio valuesmay need to be adjusted. The distance should be as
long as the longest distance in the dataset. So if a field has been grid soil tested on 2.5 acre grids, theMax dis-
tance should be at least 330 ft.  If this is not long enough, blank areasmay appear in themapwhen created, or
not represented when analysis is performed. See below for example.

The 20 x 20 grid is used to demonstrate the areas blending together, larger grids like 50 x 50
aremore practical for mapping, as the smaller the grid size- the longer processing will take.
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Above, Grid Soil Testing 2.5 ac centers
Max distance 80 ft.                    Max distance 200 ft.

In the abovemaps, notice how the distance at 200 ft. is not quite large enough to cover the entire map, the cen-
ters of each grid point are 330 ft. apart. Also notice that the areas are starting to blend together, and average
their valueswhere the 200 ft. diameters are intersecting.
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Max distance 350
Ratio .1
With these settings, themap is completely covered, and the blending is a bit more pronounced between the
sites.
The distance ratio will affect the blending, and determine how much influence is assigned from one point to
another. See the full maps below to get a better view of how it works.  The range for the distance ratio is .1 - 1.  
The black dots represent where the sampling points are.
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The larger the distance ratio, themore blending will be performed on the data, and themore influence from
sites further awaywill be applied to a local soil testing site.

The larger the grid size used, themore abrupt the changeswill be from one site to another. 
Smaller grids will offer smaller transitions, creating a smoother appearance to themap.
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Kriging
Kriging is another statistical analysismethod that takes data points, and gives several options for adjusting to
each dataset. This will sometimes createmaps that aremore visually appealing, but eachmapwill likely have
specific settings to display themap accurately. Thus having default settings can bemisleading, as eachmap
may need to have its own settings. The logic that is used should be tested using several different maps, to
decide what optionswork the best for your operation.

l Max number of points - This entry specifies themaximumnumber of points that will be used to inter-
polate a value for a given location

l Maximum Search Distance - This entry specifies themaximumdistance that will be searched for
points to be used in the interpolation for a given location
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Model Variogram Settings

Range

This entry specifies the distance that the kriging processwill use in the variogram and the point at which data
beyond the entered range will no longer correlate with the dataset. Most often the Range is set at the same dis-
tance as theMaximumSearch Distance.

Variogram Type

Automatic - Uses the sample variogram as the variogrammodel with a bin classing that is equal to the entered
grid size (with linear interpolation within bins tomake the results look relatively smooth). Thismethodmay
provide results that lookmore appealing whenmapped but it may not produce results that are as true to the
input data. Please examine the results carefully andmake sure you are comfortable with the results.

Scale

This entry specifies the height of themodel variogram above the Y-intercept, which is specified by the Nugget
Effect value. You should try to achieve a balance where by the sum of the Scale and Nugget Effect always
equal 100%.

Nugget Effect

This entry specifies the Y-intercept for themodel variogram. The nugget value if not set to zero acts as a
smoothing factor. It ismost often used when you know that your dataset contains values that could skew the
results displayed on the variogram. A higher nugget effect value will smooth over anomalous data points that
do not accurately represent the data that you are trying to interpolate.

Reset Scale and Nugget Button

Click this button to reset the Scale and Nugget Effect values back to their defaults - 100% of sample variance
for the Scale and 0% for the Nugget Effect.

Variogram Chart

Displays a chart of Variance versus Length for a selected variogrammodel and the actual dataset being inter-
polated. From this chart, you can infer how well your dataset correlates to the variogrammodel. If your data cor-
relates well with themodel, then the interpolation should produce results that should accuratelymodel your
dataset. If your data is plotted in a horizontal position with very little to no vertical slope over the variogram
length then your data does not correlate very well and will probably not produce reliable results to use in your
analysis and decisionmaking processes.
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Automatically Set Gridding and Interpolation

Check this box to let the software determine the proper interpolationmethod based on the operation and func-
tion you are working with. Using this option will mean that sparse datasets (less than 1,000GPS points) will
default to Kriging, and dense datasets will use Inverse DistanceWeighting. Even with this option selected, you
can still default back to operational datasets when running analysis functions.

Saving Default Settings

Map Level

After all the settings have been adjusted, and a few maps have been compared, the settings that worked the
best, can be established as defaults. There are two places this can be done- at the operation level for all
related layers (i.e. all soil testingmaps) and a global setting under General Optionswhich will be applied to the
entire project.

At the bottom of the Edit Options, Grid/Contour/Clipping tab is an option to save settings. Options of how set-
tings are applied are as follows:

l Current Attribute () Only - Just the attribute showing will have these settings
l Current Attribute () and Layer - All attributeswill have the same settings (recommended)
l Current Layer Default - Just this layer will have the above settings
l Current Operation Default - All layers of this type (i.e. Soil Sampling) will have the same settings
(recommended)
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Global Setting

Under the Tools, General Options, Grid Options contains the settings that will be applied if new analysis oper-
ations are created.
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Multi-Year Averages Analysis
Multi-year averages analysis is used to average, or normalize, data from multiple years into one
map layer. In this chapter you will learn:

l What data is typically used for multi-year averages
l When to use the data normalizing options
l How to evaluate the significance of the data that is generated

This tool is commonly used to takemultiple years of similar data (usually yield data) and combine it into one
map that can be used for establishingmanagement zones, or expected yield of a crop raised in this field before,
or to create a fertilizing prescription based on the crop removal rate from previous years.
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Multi-Year Average Analysis
1. To begin this analysis, click on theAnalysismenu, and select theAnalysis Wizard
2. From the Select Analysis Type to Run window, click on theMulti-Year Averages Analysis button. 

ClickAdd to create a new analysis
3. In the Name/Description window name themulti-year analysis
4. The Select Data Filters screen will provide settings for the data that will be used for themulti-year aver-

agemap. This will allow selectingmultiple years, specific or all crops, or any year that had a particular
crop grown

Examples of the filter options
This will select all years that have Grain Harvest information regardless of crop

This will select all years that have corn data

UseMultiple to select multiple years of data in the event there is a year of data that is sig-
nificantly uncommon (drought, hail damage, etc).
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5. After selecting the appropriate information, clickNext to continue. The following screen will give a pre-
view of the selected data, if all looks appropriate, clickNext again

6. In the Aggregate Options dialog, select the attribute that needs to be averaged. Typically for yield data,
Yield(Dry) is the attribute used
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7. On the right-hand side of the screen there is an option toNormalize the data. This is typically used with
selections that contain different crop types(rotation of corn and beans).  If just one crop was selected to
be included, this can be left unchecked, and the result will be average yield in bu/ac.  If there are altern-
ating crops, normalizing will place eachmap on a scale of its own, so that each crop type is represented
equal, then average the years together

8. There are twomethods to Normalize data, after one is selected, clickNext

Normalize to a 0 to 100% Scale

((Value - Min) / (Max - Min)) * 100 = Normalized Result

Normalize Against Data Mean

(Value / Mean) * 100 = Normalized Result
9. In the following screen select the desired interpolation settings for the data. ClickFinish after settings

are correct
10. In the Select Analysis Type to Run window, clickSingle Field to run the analysis for one field or click

Multiple Fields to run across several fields
11. The resultingmapwill havemultiple attributes created. One will beNormalized Yield, and the other will

beC.V. Yield
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l Normalized Yield - relative comparison for each yield map
l Coefficient of Variation Yield - amount of fluctuation between years of data. The lower the number,
themore stable the yield from year to year

13. When saving this to themanagement tree, customizing an operation or a product name that describes
this type of data will bemore helpful if this is used for analysis in the future

14. Typically these types of mapswill be displayed as a contour map, which show a zone typemap, that can
be used for generating soil sampling or prescription layers 
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Other uses for this tool can include the average cropmoisture at harvest time, applied fertilizer
on a field for each year andmultiple soil testing events (Average P1 across a field, Average
pH).
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Zone Based Analysis
In this chapter you will learn how to :

l Create, run and save a new Zone Based Analysis for generating productivity basedmanagement
zones.
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Creating a new Zone Based Analysis
1. Click on theAnalysis Wizard icon to begin.
2. Select Zone Based Analysis and thenAdd.
3. Enter a uniqueName for this new analysis and then clickNext.
4. In the Select Analysis Input Datasets dialog, use theAdd Dataset and/orAdd All Datasets from Map

buttons to select all of the layers you wish to reference when creating your management zones.

5. To assign a Zone Productivity Rating, which will allow you to rank the resulting zones for use acrossmul-
tiple fields, check the Zone Productivity Rating box. Choose which operation to base the productivity
rating on, commonly aMulti-Year Analysismap, and then define the Ranking Attribute and cor-
responding zones. ClickOK when finished.
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6. Now select the attributes and/or properties you wish to use to build your zones by selecting the Input
Dataset,Attribute or Property, and clickingAdd. If you wish to normalize the selected items, click the
Normalize check box.

7. ClickNext after adding over all desired items.
8. The Zone Based Analysis Settings dialog will now open.
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l In this dialog you will first select how many zones you wish to create.
l Fixed output allows you to define exactly how many zoneswill be in the resulting dataset.
l SelectingOptimized Zonesmeans that the software will analyze your datasets and determine
the ideal number of zones based on theMinimum and Maximum Number of Zones you
define. The Refinement value is how many times SMS will review the data when calculating the
zones.

9. Now you can choose if you want to apply aMinimum Area to your zones.
l Auto will base theminimum size of the zones on the field boundary.

l 0-300 acre fields will not have zones smaller than 0.5 acres
l 300-800 acre fields will not have zones smaller than 1 acre
l 800+ acre fields will not have zones smaller than 1.5 acres

l Fixed allows you to define theminimum size of zones.
10. ClickFinish.
11. Select the appropriate Reference Dataset and clickNext, verify all iterative filters and clickFinish
12. The Zone Based Analysis will now be available to select and run for Single or Multiple Fields. Select

which field(s) to generate this analysis for and the Analysis Editor will display the resulting zonemap.
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13. ClickSave and select the appropriatemanagement settings.
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Comparison Analysis
In this chapter you will learn how to use the Analysis Wizard to compare attributes or properties
from any mapped layer.  With the Comparison Analysis, you can:

l Compare yield to varieties
l Compare yield andmoisture to soil type
l Compare soil sample results to soil type
l Compare yield to soil type and hybrid
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Comparison Analysis
1. Go to theAnalysis Menu and select theAnalysis Wizard
2. Click on theComparison Analysis button and then clickAdd on the right-hand side of the Select Ana-

lysis Type to Run window
3. In the Name/Description window enter in a name and description for the comparison, such asYield by

Hybrid. ClickNext.
4. ClickEdit next to the Select Dataset for Comparison, to choose the dataset that will be used in the com-

parison to provide the actual results

5. Using the drop-downmenus select the Grower, Farm, Field, Year, Operation, etc. for the layer that you
want to compare. ClickNextwhen completed. (This is typically a yield map)

6. On the Edit Data Filter Results screen remove any unwanted datasets and clickFinish
7. On the Edit Input Dataset Settings screen you can:
l Click onEdit Selection to edit the dataset that is being used for the comparison (takes you back to step
5)

l Click onEdit to modify the grid sizes and interpolation settings
l ClickOK to accept the settings

l If you previously selected to useAutomatic Grid and Interpolation Settings the other settings
will not be available to change. If you are using automatic settings, but wish to use a previously set
operational default, uncheck automatic and click theRestore Defaults button and SMS will
honor the operational defaults in this analysis.

8. ClickAdd under Select Comparison Attribute/Property Dataset(s) to select the layer(s) that will be used
for comparison

9. Using the Drop-downmenus select the Grower, Farm, Field, Year, Operation, etc. for the layer that you
want to compare the Input Dataset to. ClickNext
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10. On the Edit Data Filter Results screen, clickFinish, after removing any unwanted datasets
11. ClickOK when finished
12. Once you have all of the layers to be used in the Comparison added, check the option to Use Point Over-

layMethod for Processing, and then clickNext
Use the Point OverlayMethod for Processing option to compare data such as Split Planter
data, or any type of data were you need to compare pass by pass or point by point. This option
does not use any interpolation and the grid size needs to be set to reflect the spacing of your
point data or objects.

13. Select the attribute(s) that you would like val-
ues generated for in the comparison results,
report and charts and clickAdd. ClickNext

14. Use the Select Result Grouping window to:
l Choose the dataset that will be used to group
the results in the final report and charts

l Choose whether the comparison grouping is
an Attribute or Property

l Select the Attribute Grouping and Attribute (for
the Select Attribute option), or theMan-
agement Item and Property (for the Select
Property option) that will be used to group the
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results in the final report and charts
l Click onAdd to use the options selected
under Available Items on the left side (this
will copy your selection to the right side under
Selected Items)

l Choose to Generate Totals for your sub-
groupings

l ClickFinishwhen you have all of your Selec-
ted Items added

If you add an attribute or property that contains numeric information, you will have to set the
ranges for the sub-groupings. For example, if you want to compare Yield to Soil pH, you will
have to set the various ranges of Soil pH that will be used to group your Yield information. See
the next page for this example.

15. To set the ranges for a numeric attribute or property, enter theMinimum andMaximum values for each
range, then clickAdd. When you have all of the ranges set up, clickOK

16. Once you clickFinish in the Select
Result Grouping window, in the fol-
lowing screen, select the data that
has themost information stored in
it.  (Input dataset selected will likely
be the correct setting). ClickNext
when complete

17. Next is the iterative filter.  In this dia-
log, the purpose is to get the correct
relationship between the input data-
set, and the comparison dataset. 
Below is the relationship that will
work for most situations

18. For this example, this will reference
the same grower, farm, field and
year between the planting and har-
vest data. Operation is set to Fixed
to limit to one operation to compare
to at a time, for the layer that has

the comparison items. Product, Operational Instance, and datasets will be set to All to ensure that all
information from the planting layers are included. ClickFinishwhen complete 

19. Now that the comparison has been setup it can be run in the Select Analysis Type to Run window. 
Select the newly created comparison under Saved Comparison Analysis Functions and then click
Single Field under Run Selected Analysis for... to perform the comparison on a single field.
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To run a comparison against multiple fields click theMultiple Fields radio button under Run
Selected Analysis for.

20. In the Select Data Filters dialog, select the grower, farm, field, etc.. to run the comparison for. ClickNext
and then Finish

21. When the analysis is complete, you will havemultiple pages of results:
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Comparison Analysis Results Grouping Options
In addition to displaying the results of a Comparison Analysis using the default settings, additional result group-
ings can be added to give you amore customized result when running the Comparison Analysis for multiple
fields/projects at once.

1. To add additional result groupings, on step 14, change fromSelect Attribute toSelect Property. 
2. Use theManagement Item drop down to select the new item to group the data by and then select the

property name to include.
l For example, to group results that includemultiple growers, farms, fields and years addGrower-Name,
Farm-Name, Field-Name, Year-Name to the Selected Itemswindow.

l Use the Up/Down arrows to arrange the data correctly.  If you are going to group the results byMan-
agement Items it is recommended to list those in the results first before any attributes.

3. ClickFinish.

The Comparison Results will now be grouped by the selectedManagement Items.
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Yield by Product Name grouped by Grower:

Customizing the Comparison Results Layout
In addition tomodifying the result groupings you can alsomodify the layout and organization of the charts and
tables contained in the Comparison Analysis Results after the analysis results have been generated.

1. After running the Comparison Analysis to modify any of the settings right click over the results page to
modify and choose Edit Report/Chart Options.

2. The Report Options dialog will open where you can:
l Modify the title, description, columnwidth and logo on theGeneral tab.
l TheColumn Selection tab allows you to add or remove result groupings and items, sort the results by a
user defined attribute and adjust the units used when displaying totals.

3. The Chart Axes dialog will open where you can:
l Modify the Chart Type
l Modify the X and Y axis values, units and labels
l Adjust the colors and data labels to be displayed
l Update the name and logo displayed on the chart
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Customized Chart Examples:

Multi-Project Comparisons
When growers are in different projects, it may be desirable to compare data from one grower to another. An
examplemay be to compare a hybrid that many growers planted, to see what the combined grower average
was. Then to present that to each grower with his own personal data. This will give the grower a relative
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perspective of how other hybrids are performing. This does require that all planting or harvest data has been
logged with the same product names. Some other examplesmay be how fertilizer treatments compared
between growers, or rates of other treatments.

1. To begin, go toAnalysis - Analysis Wizard
2. If there are existing Analysis functions setup for single projects, these can be used as a starting point. 

For this example, select the Saved Analysis function of Yield byHybrid and clickMultiple Projects
3. Select the other projects (or groupings) to compare with, the project that is currently being worked in will

always be included. ClickAdd on all the desired projects, and thenOK when complete

4. Thismenu will allow the selection of the year and products to be used in the comparison. Select the
appropriate year, and the products to be used, clickNext, then Finish if all data is appropriate

5. The comparison information can now be reviewed. Layout will be similar to a single project comparison,
however the data will be for all the projects included in the comparison

6. Notice at the bottom there is an additional tab that will show the spatial areaswhere the information was
pulled. The CoverageMapwill be a square that will represent the outer extremes of the data for each
grower
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Correlation Analysis
The Correlation Analysis tool is used to determine positive or negative relationships between
attributes, such as yield to soil sampling results. In this chapter you will learn to use this tool to: 

l Identify relationships between datasets that are numeric
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Correlation Analysis
1. To start, click on theAnalysis Menu, and select theAnalysis Wizard
2. Now click theCorrelation Analysis button and then clickAdd to create a new correlation analysis
3. In the Name/Description window enter a name for the correlation analysis, such as Yield and Soil

Sample Results Correlation. ClickNext
4. In the first screen, add the datasets that will be used for Correlation Relationships by clickingAdd Data-

set

5. Use themanagement filter to select the data to be used for correlation. Any numeric dataset can be
used, i.e. yield, soil K, planting population. ClickNext

6. The following screen will give a preview of the data that was shown in the filter, if everything is appro-
priate, clickNext

7. In the following screen, there will be options tomodify the name and edit the grid and interpolation set-
tings.

l If you previously selected to useAutomatic Grid and Interpolation Settings the other settings
will not be available to change. If you are using automatic settings, but wish to use a previously set
operational default, uncheck automatic and click theRestore Defaults button and SMS will
honor the operational defaults in this analysis.

8. Repeat steps 4-7 necessary. There is no limit to the number of datasets that can be added. ClickNext
when completed

9. In the following screen, select the pull-downmenu to select the dataset with the information to correlate
to other information
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10. Select the Dataset at the top, then select the attribute in the lower left, andAdd to the right-hand side
11. Repeat as necessary until all attributes are added to the right hand side. ClickFinish
12. In theSelect Reference Dataset dialog, select one of the inputs to be referenced for performing the

analysis. Pick the input that contains themost data over all the years of data in your system, such as
Grain Harvest. Select the appropriate iterative filters, clickNext, and then Finish to complete the ana-
lysis.

13. In the Select Analysis Type to Run window click onSingle Field under Run Selected Analysis for.. to
perform the correlation on a field. ClickMultiple Fields to run over several fields

14. The result is going to be a report as well as charts that will represent the Correlation data
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Correlation will be represented on a scale of -1 to 1. Essentially to have a positive relationship to yield, as one
attribute has higher values, and in the same place yield has higher values the relationship will have a positive
value. The frequency and proportional amount of occurrenceswill have a bearing on the higher or lower that
number is. Values closer to zero will indicate weak relationships.
15. This report can be edited to display or remove items that are important for printing purposes. By right-

clicking on the report, a menu will appear that will provide the ability toEdit the Report Options.
16. Optionswill change depending on the current Report/Chart that is displayed.  If changes aremade to

reports or charts, right-click again toSave All Document Settings. The next time this Correlation Ana-
lysis is run, these settingswill be used by default
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3D Mapping
In this chapter you will learn how to use:

l 3D Grid Regeneration
3D Terrain View
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3D Grid Regeneration
AsGPS receivers get upgraded and signal accuracy increases, it may be necessary to regenerate the 3D grid
so that it using only certain years worth of information; as by default, the software averages all of the years of
GPS information together to calculate the initial 3D View. Most users want to do this because initial data was
collected withWAAS and then later upgraded to a subscription satellite or RTK network.
There are two ways to regenerate the 3D Grid for a field. Both are described below.

Regenerating one field at a time
1. Right-click on anOperation (or Product, Operational Instance, Dataset). For this example, pick any

field and select an Operation, such as Planting, Field Survey or ElevationModel
2. SelectRegenerate 3D Grid

Regenerating using the Batch Tool
1. Go to Tools - Batch Command Utility
2. SelectRegenerate 3-D Grid
3. Select the Growers, Farms, and Fields that need to have the 3D Grid regenerated. For this example,

selectGrower Smith for the Grower and All for the Farms and Fields
4. Choose to filter toNo Year andElevation Model
5. ClickNext
6. ClickFinish on the Edit Data Filter Results dialog box

3D Terrain View
3D Terrain View can be used to view maps in 3D, the terrain of the field, and to show the relationships between
the terrain and attribute or property beingmapped.

1. Make amap of a field. For this example, useGrower Smith - Home - East McMains - Grain Harvest
2. Select theHide/Show 3D View icon from theMap Toolbar

This can also be selected by going toMap - Hide/Show 3D View.

3. Various tools are provided for themanipulation and analyzing of the 3D View including: Rotate, Reset
MapRotation, Zoom tools, Pan, andMeasuring Tools

4. By going toEdit Map Options and clicking on the 3D Map tab,
you can adjust the grid sizes, scale and even select to show
shaded relief. Shaded relief increases the ease at which you
can view terrain changes in the field. Clicking on theSurface
Contours tab allows you to turn primary and secondary con-
tour lines on and off, adjust the line interval, size and colors,
and even select to show labels.
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TheMeasuring Tools can be used to show the slope and also change in elevation. The values
displayed will depend on the accuracy of the GPS used to collect the data.

Tooltips are still functional, but depending on the tilt of the Terrain View, the informationmay be
distorted.

Query tools will not work in the 3D Terrain View.

3D Settings
Some settings can bemodified by going to Tools - General Options. 
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Terrain Analysis
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a Terrain Analysis dataset.
Terrain Analysis datasets are based on the set 3D Grid. This can be set with any spatial data containing elev-
ation information in theManagement Tree, whichmay include planting, grain harvest, spraying, or digital elev-
ationmodel files. A Terrain Analysis dataset will create attributes for:

l Curvature
l Drainage Area
l Elevation
l Flow Direction
l Gradient Direction
l Slope /Grade
l StreamPower
l Watershed ID
l Wetness Potential
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Generate Terrain Analysis Dataset
Before entering the analysis wizard, the 3D grid should be regenerated. To learn how to do this, see the 3D
Grid Regeneration section in the 3D Mapping chapter. Doing so will determine theGPS information used in
the analysis

1. To begin the analysis, click on theAnalysis Menu, and selectAnalysis Wizard
2. Select Terrain Analysis and then clickSingle Field to run it for one field or clickMultiple Fields to run

it for several fields

3. Select the Grower, Farm, and Field to run this analysis for. For this example choseGrower Smith -
Home - East McMains. ClickFinish

4. SelectSave in the Analysis Editor window. Select the appropriatemanagement settings for archiving
this dataset. For this example, selectGrower Smith - Home - East McMains - Current Year- Ter-
rain Analysis- Instance-1 - No Product. ClickAccept
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Equation Based Analysis
In this chapter you will learn to:

l Build an equation
l Use Temporary Results
l Run equations over multiple fields
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Equation Based Analysis
When running recommendations for nutrient application, they can be setup several different ways to accom-
modate different objectives. In this example wewill build a fertilizing recommendation based on Soil K and
Yield Values.

1. To create a new Equation dataset, click onAnalysis, andAnalysis Wizard
2. Click on theEquation Based Analysis button and then clickAdd
3. In the Name/Description window enter a name and a description for this equation. ClickNext
4. This screen will define the output map. At the top right clickAdd under Analysis Result

On this screen you will be able to set up an equation in several ways.  If you know that you
alwayswant to build the nutrient value to a specific level (170 ppm for Soil K) you will only need
to fill in the top half of this screen in the Output of Analysis.  If you would like to have the equa-
tion be a bit more flexible (a prompt for the desired nutrient value, or Yield goal) then you will
need to fill in the Output of Analysis and the Temporary Results section.

5. Give the equation a result name and description
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6.  If this is for a Prescription, set the Attribute Group toPrescription
7. Set the Attribute to either , Target Rate Mass, Liquid or Count, depending on the type of prescription

being generated.

The text search box under Select Attribute Settings can help save time when searching for
attributes by filtering the attributes in the Attribute list.

8. Select the proper units (for this example use lb/ac)
9. (Optional) Set theMinimum andMaximum amounts of fertilizer that is dispensed. TheMinimum is

usually set to 0, and theMaximum can be set to themost that you would apply based on the units in
Step 9. If you wish to apply no product in certain areas of the prescription, but also wish to have amin-
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imum amount of product dispensed in areas that are being applied to, enter a value in theMinimum
Non-Zero Value.

10. (Optional) Set theRound value To so that the rates that are calculated are rounded so that there are
not a high number of individual rates. Minute fertilizer rates being sent through some application equip-
ment controllers can be a problemwhen being applied. Recommend no less than a value of 10 for dry
fertilizer, or 1 for liquid based products

11. (Optional)Apply Minimum Area allows you to control how small the application zones/regionswill be .
l Auto - This will adjust theminimum zone size dependent on the size of the field.

l Boundary acres less than 300 acreswill have aminimumarea of 0.5 acres.
l Boundary acres between 300-800 acreswill have aminimumarea of 1.0 acres.
l Boundary acres over 800 acreswill have aminimumarea of 1.5 acres.

l Fixed - You enter the smallest application zone.
12. ClickOK
13. Now select the type of Operation you would like to create. For a fertilizer recommendation, select Fer-

tilizing Prescription (Dry)
14. (Optional) You can specify the product you expect to be applied with this equation by selecting a product

name from theResult Product drop downmenu.
15. (Optional) If needed another Analysis Result can be added by either clicking onAdd Analysis Result

orCopy Analysis Result to duplicate the previous Analysis Result

Multiple Analysis Results can be added here by clicking on Add Analysis Result or Copy Ana-
lysis Result. This will allow a user to generate output results for multiple products at once. This
can benefit users running several equations for unique products by grouping them all into a
single equation that can be run once to generate all output at the same time. For example an
Analysis Result could be added for a Potash fertilizing prescription and another added for a
Phosphorus fertilizing prescription. Once the equation setup was completed it would output
two prescriptions, one for Potash and one for Phosphorus.

16. To enter a Temporary result clickAdd, If no Temporary result is needed skip to step 19

l Prompts can be used to increase the flexibility of equations by allowing the user to input the value each
time the equation is run, instead of havingmultiple equationswith different constants. Common uses of
prompts include Build Goals, Number of Years to Build Level, Yield Goal, Product to be Applied

l Below is an example of a Fertility level that can be tailored to the field or producers' request
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Add the prompts in the order in which theywill be used when the equation is run.  If Yield Goal
is the first prompt to be entered, enter it first. You can reorder the prompt/temporary results list
by selecting the item that needsmoved and using the directional arrows.

16. Once the prompts have been added, clickNext at the bottom of the screen
17. Click theAdd Dataset button at the top of the screen
18. Use themanagement filter to navigate to a field that contains the base data for the equation, in this case

Soil Sampling. Then clickNext
19. On the following screen there will be an option to delete anything that is not needed.  If everything is ok,

clickNext
20. On this screen changes can bemade to the Display name, and also grid and interpolation settings. Click

Edit to make these changes
l If you previously selected to useAutomatic Grid and Interpolation Settings the other settings
will not be available to change. If you are using automatic settings, but wish to use a previously set
operational default, uncheck automatic and click theRestore Defaults button and SMS will
honor the operational defaults in this analysis.
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21. ClickOK twice to return to the Add Dataset screen. ClickNext to continue
22. (Optional) TheManagement ItemSelection screen can be used for pulling information fromProduct

defaults. (i.e. with product settings for Roundup you can set 2 qt./A and pull those into part of the
equation) ClickNext

23. The formula screen contains all of the settings for creating the equation. There are five areas that are
divided up to help organize functions

Equation Components
1. Equation Functions - This area contains all of theMath and Logic operators for use in the equation, to

use, just click on the desired name and it will be added to the equation.
l Range and Logic Wizard Tools - TheRange and Logic wizards provide tools for creating an
equation based on user entered range or logic that will automatically build the equation once com-
plete.

l TheRangeWizard dialog allows the user to select one of the defined variables and define
ranges and results. For example, if building a fertilizing recommendation based on yield in
bushels/acre by selecting Estimated VolumeDry as the variable and adding three ranges
you can input the greater than and less than values aswell as the result that should be
applied to all data that meets that criteria.

l The LogicWizard allows you to quickly build an equation based on logic conditions and the
variables or temporary results defined in the equation. The Variable columnwill provide a
drop downwith all variables that have been selected to use in the equation. By selecting the
variable and an operator, such as greater or less than, you can then input the results that
should be applied when all conditions aremet and check the Create a Complete Equation
box to have the software build the equation for you
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2. Constant Values - This area is used to enter any values to the equation. To enter a fixed value and
place that in the equation, type it into the Enter Value space and click Add to Equation.

3. Variables/Spatial Functions - This area contains the attributes that have been pulled from the ref-
erence dataset(s).  If any Temporary Results were added, theywill also appear in this list.

4. Formula - This area will display the equation being generated. Once the equation is complete, use the
Check Equation checkmark to verify that all mathematical syntax is accurate.

5. Comments (Optional) - This can be used if you would like to add notes to the equation to clarify con-
version numbers or reminders for future use

These are best placed at the end of the equation as displayed on the sample equation shown
later in this section.

25. Attributes can be added by clicking on theEdit List and prompts can be added by clickingAdd Prompt
26. In the following screen select the attributes to be used in the equation andAdd to the right and clickOK

27. The following is the way that an equationmight appear if using a prompt for the yield goal and a specific
build level is desired.  In this example, it will prompt for the PPMof desired build, and for the yield goal
desired upon running the equation
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28. The following equation would be a simple build to 170 PPM for Potash application without a yield goal

30. ClickFinish to return to the Select Analysis Type to Run window
31. Select the Equation that was just setup to run under Saved Equation Based Analysis Functions. To run

the equation for one field selectSingle Field underRun Select Analysis for...
32. Select the Grower/Farm/Field and other management information to run the equation against, in the

Select Data Filters window. ClickNext and then Finish
33. As the equation is processed it will ask for the values to use for the prompts that are in the equation if

Temporary results were used
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34. A new window will appear and show the resultingmap. ClickingSave at the bottomwill allow thismap
to be saved to themanagement tree. Select theProduct for the type of fertilizer function created in the
equation

35. This completes the creation of an equation. Verification should be done to compare theOutput map, and
themap that was used as a reference tomake sure that the equation was calculated correctly
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Running Equations Across Multiple Fields
1. When in the Select Analysis Type to Run screen, select the saved equation under Saved Equation

Based Analysis Functions. With the equation highlighted click onMultiple Fields under Run Selec-
ted Analysis for... at the bottom of the window

2. In the Select Data Filters window select the Grower/Farm/Fields and other management information to
run the equation for. ClickNext and then clickFinish

Update Analysis Dataset
Datasets created from the AnalysisWizard can be updated through themanagement tree. These updates
may include updating amultiple-year average to include newly archived harvest data or updating the yield goal
prompts in a fertilizing prescription dataset.
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1. Right-Click on the dataset to be updated and selectUpdate Analysis Dataset

For all updates, except those with a prompt, this will be your only step.

2. If there's a prompt, enter in the appropriate value

The previously used value will display in the text box.

3. ClickFinish and the analysis dataset will be updated
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AgFiniti®
After exporting data from the SMS™ Desktop Software to your AgFiniti® account, you can view that inform-
ation usingMap View. To learn how to export data to AgFiniti, review the Exporting and Device Setup chapter.

In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Sync data between AgFiniti and SMS
l View information in AgFiniti Map View
l Modify themapped values using the Stat Cards
l Customize legends
l Access your current location using GPS
l Remove data from your AgFiniti account
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AgFiniti Sync
To sync data between SMS and AgFiniti, use theAgFiniti Sync tool.

1. Open the project in SMS you wish to sync data to/from and click the AgFiniti Sync button.

2. In the AgFiniti Sync dialog, you will choose what actions SMS should take:
l Download and Read Data/Files from AgFiniti- Checking this boxwill open a new dialog
where you will select which Growers you want to download data fromAgFiniti into SMS. You will
also be able to choose what seasons of data you wish to download:

l Last Year, This Year and After
l All Years
l Selected Year and After
l File Format Options - When importing John Deere Greenstar 3 data, you can specify if
you want to use the EIC Importer.

l Upload Mappable Data to AgFiniti - Checking this boxwill open a new dialog where you will
select which Growers you want to uploadmappable data fromSMS into AgFiniti. Growers that
are already in your AgFiniti account will be selected automatically. You will also be able to select
what seasons and operations you want to upload.

l Last Year, This Year and After
l All Years
l Selected Year and After
l Operation - The default is all operations, but you can use the drop down to select an indi-
vidual operation, or select Multiple to upload only the selected operations.

l Prompt to Sync to AgFiniti when this Project is... - use this tool if you want SMS to auto-
matically prompt you to sync data between AgFiniti and SMS each time you:

l Open or Close this project
l Close this project
l Open this project

3. ClickSync With AgFiniti after making your desired selections.
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Map View
To view data in Map View, follow the steps below: 

1. Log into your AgFiniti account by visiting www.agfiniti.com and enter your user name and password.
l The credentials you enter into AgFiniti are the same as you use to register your SMS Desktop Soft-
ware.

l If this is the first time logging into your account, you will need to accept the Terms of Use.
2. From the Toolsmenu, selectMap View

3. In theMap View window, the default display will be to show you either your field boundaries, or a place
holder for those boundaries, depending on the physical distance between each of the fields available.

4. To view field information, use the Fieldsmenu in the upper left.

5. After selecting the field, year and operations to view, use theStats cardson the right to select what attrib-
utes to view.

To increase themap viewing area, you can collapse the page header using the icon in the upper
left hand corner aswell as collapsing the Field and Stats panels at the bottom using the down
arrow.

6. If you are viewing data on a device with GPS, you can turn onGPS Location to show your location in rela-
tion to the field(s) you havemapped.

l WhenGPS is enabled, the stat cardswill show you details about the full field as normal, but also
the details about your current location.
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7. To view details of a selected area, use theQuery Tools in the upper left to draw a polygon around the
region you are interested in, by left clicking to drop points and double clicking to finish the selection. The
stat cardswill update with details about your selected area.

8. To permanently remove data fromAgFiniti Map View, go to theManagemenu and chooseResources,
and selectMappable Data.

l Select the information you wish to remove and clickDelete Selected Data.
l To remove a field(s) and all spatial data contained in that field, click theDelete Fields button.

SMS Basic users can store up to 10,000 acres of information in Map View and SMS Advanced
users can store up to 30,000 acres.
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Transfer Utilities
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Transfer items between projects. 
l Examples of items that can be transferred are:

l Analysis Functions
l Charts/Reports
l Legends
l Print Layouts

The transfer utilities provide ameans of sharing various settings and setup files that you have created or mod-
ified, with other users of the software. The following items can be transferred:  selection lists, properties, attrib-
utes, backgrounds, analysis functions, operations, years, operational instances, products, vehicles,
implements, containers, operators, legends, print layouts, import templates, export templates, reports, and
charts.  If you transfer an item, such as a report or analysis function that uses an attribute or property that is
user-defined the transfer will automatically add the attributes or properties that you defined and are unique to
your system to the transfer list under the appropriate item group. This ensures that your transferred itemswill
function properly on another users system or in another project, even though theymay not have all the same
items in their system that you have.
Transfers can also be used to "sync" items and settings between projects. Thismeans that you can setup all
your custom settings and items in one project, select all the items for transfer, click the Set As Transfer Project
Default button, and now when you open any other project it will check to see if it has the latest transfer loaded
and if not it will ask you if you would like to load the latest transfer. The result is that you can quickly and easily
share your itemswith all the projects you use, which is extremely useful when you have items that you add
would like to add to all your projects for general use.
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Transfer Utilities
The Transfer Utilities allow you to create a transfer file that contains settings, setup files, management items,
analysis functions, and backgrounds that can be transferred to another project in your system or to another
users system.

Transfer Export Dialog

Available Items to Export

Select from the listed settings, files, etc that are available for transfer.

Show Default System Items

Check this option to show all items in the system, including factory defaults. The only time you should need to
transfer factory defaults is if you have altered the defaults and you want to transfer them.

Selected Items to Export

Lists the settings, files, etc that have been selected for transfer.
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Set As Transfer Project Default

Click this button to set the items that you have chosen for transfer as a global default for all projects in your sys-
tem. Each time you open a project it checks to see if it has the latest global transfer that is available. If it does
not,  then you will be asked if you would like to load the transfer into the project you are opening or continue on
without loading it. This is very useful for keeping items and settings that are often used or added over time to
other projects so that you don't have tomanually create them again or transfer and import themmanually.

Transfer Import Dialog

Available Items to Import

Lists the items that are available for import, but should only list items that have been removed from the Selec-
ted Items tree.

Show Default System Items

Check this option to show all items in the system, including factory defaults. The only time you should need to
transfer factory defaults is if you have altered the defaults and you want to transfer them.

Selected Items to Import

Lists the items that are contained in the selected transfer file for import. You can selectively remove items that
you do not want to import from the transfer file.

Create New Items if Duplicates Exist

Select this option if you want to create new item entries in your system if duplicates are found between items in
your system and those being imported from the transfer file. This option insures that you don't overwrite exist-
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ing items that youmaywant to keep as is but can also lead to a number of additional items being created that
could be duplicates of items you already have and really should have just replaced.

Replace Duplicate Items with Import Items

Select this option if you want to replace any duplicate settings, files, etc that are already in your systemwith the
ones from the transfer file. Remember that this option will overwrite any existing items in your system that are
the same, so be careful because you will lose the current version of these items in your system.

Set As Transfer Project Default

Click this button to set the items that you have chosen for import as a global default for all projects in your sys-
tem. Each time you open a project it checks to see if it has the latest global transfer that is available. If it does
not, then you will be asked if you would like to load the transfer into the project you are opening or continue on
without loading it. This is very useful for keeping items and settings that you often add over time to other pro-
jects so that you don't have tomanually create them again or transfer and import themmanually.

Exporting Transfer Information
Follow these steps for using the export transfer utilities feature:

1. Go toServices - Transfer Utilities - Export Settings and Files...
2. You should now see the Select Information to Export dialog. This dialog allows you to export various

items and settings for the listed groups. Select the desired settings and files that you want to transfer
and then clickAdd to add them to the Selected Items to Export list

3. Once you have the list ready, click theExport button and name the export file and save it
4. The export file containing all the selected information has now been created and can now be taken to

another install of the same version of the software and imported

Importing Transfer Information
Follow these steps for using the import transfer utilities feature:

1. Go toServices - Transfer Utilities - Import Settings and Files...
2. Find the transfer file you would like to import, select it, and clickOpen
3. You should now see the Select Information to Import dialog.  In this feature you have the ability to select

items to import and use in your program. By default all settings and files in the exported file are selected,
so if some settings or files are not desired to import you will have to remove themmanually. The next set-
ting you have to choose is if you want to "Create New Items if Duplicates Exist" or "Replace Duplic-
ate Items with Import Item". These settingswill allow you to create all new or replace system settings
or files if conflicts exist between the files you are importing and what already exists in your system.  In
most cases you will create new but the option is available to replace if needed. Next you will need to click
the Import button to complete the process
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4. The import process should not take very long, but if backgrounds are being imported the process could
be slower depending on the image sizes. After the import process is complete you should have the abil-
ity to use any of the settings or files that were imported

On both the Transfer Import and Export dialogs there is a button provided called "Set As Trans-
fer Project Default". Once you havemade your selections for transfer import or export, click this
button to create a global transfer file that all the projects in your system can use.When you
open a project or create a new project the software will automatically check to see if it has the
latest transfer file.  If not it will ask you if you wish to load the transfer file. This option is a very
easyway to keep all your projects updated with the settings and items that you want to com-
monly use.

Importing Project Defaults
Upon opening a different (or creating a new) project, the following dialog boxwill appear

The options are described below:
l Do NOT Update Project - The items in the Transfer File will not be imported into the current project
l Update Project - The items in the Transfer File will be imported into the current project

l Create New Items if Duplicates Exist - New itemswill be created regardless of whether they
already exist

An example of this would be where an equation already exists in a project and changes have
beenmade to it, but the user also desires to have the original equation in the project.

l Replace Duplicate Items with Import Item - If the item name already exists in the current project, it
will be overwritten

An example of this would be where an equation already exists in a project and changes have
beenmade to it, but the user desires to only have the original equation in the transfer file
loaded in the project.
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1. Select the appropriate settings.  For this example, selectUpdate Project and Replace Duplicate
Items with Import Item

2. ClickOK
3. The items have now been successfully transferred to the current project and can now be used with the

data in this project
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Field Trial Module
In this chapter you will learn how to: 

l Create and edit field trials
l Insert field trials into prescriptions
l Export to a field display

The Field Trial module assists you when designing, placing and analyzing field trials that can test seed, dry,
liquid and generic applications. This allows you to generate agronomically sound trials for all types of inputs
and then analyze the yield and financial impact these trials had in the fields.
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Building a Field Trial
Before building a field trial any data you wish to have available to reference, such as field boundaries, guidance
patterns, as-applied data and soil survey information, will need to be saved to your management tree. The field
prescription you plan to insert the trial into can be created before or after building the field trial.

1. Create amap of the data you wish to use as a reference layer when building the field trial.
2. ClickFile – New – Field Trial or click on theNew Field Trial Layer icon in themapping toolbar.
3. In theSelect Field to Load Reference Data From dialog, verify the correctGrower, Farm and Field

is selected, and clickOK.
4. The Field Trial Wizard dialog will open. Existing Field Trials will be displayed, and you canEdit,Delete

orMark as Favorites. To build a new Field Trial, click theAdd New button.

5. In the Field Trial Info tab, enter the following information:
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l Trial Name – This namewill be displayed in themanagement tree, reports and analysis results so
we suggest keeping the name brief but descriptive.

l Description – Use this text entry box to enter more detailed information about the trial.
l Type – Select the type of trial you are building:

l Target Rate (Mass) – treatments controlled byweight
l Target Rate (Count) – treatments controlled in seeds
l Target Rate (Liquid) – treatments controlled by volume
l General (other) – treatments not directly controlled by the field display, such as tillage
type, planting speed or application date

l Units – Select the units the treatment will be controlled in. The Type selected above will determ-
ine what units of measure you can select from.

l Treatments – Select the number of treatments that will be in the trial. A minimumof two is
required, but you can increase up to 20 if necessary. As you adjust the number of treatments, the
text entry box to the right will bemodified tomatch the number you enter.

l Enter a rate or description for each different treatment in the field. These descriptions cor-
respond to the different rates or variables being tested.

-Best Practice – Include at least one typical rate in the list of treatments, that will be used as the
control, so you can see how this control rate that has historically performedwell, compares to the
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other treatments being tested. If you anticipate a response curve being part of the post-harvest
analysis you want to perform, consider having aminimumof 5 rate treatments, including amin-
imum andmaximum treatment that are extreme enough when compared to the rest of the rates,
that the yield curve will be impacted, allowing for economic and agronomic optimum values to be
calculated.

l Harvest Type – Use the drop downmenu to select the type of harvest information that will be col-
lected for the trial.

l Is Active – Check this option so that the field trial is available to use in other fields and in future
years.

l Favorite – Check this option to have this trial be displayed at the top of the Field TrialWizard dia-
log, for easier selection in the future.

6. ClickOK once all field trial information has been entered.
7. Select the Field Trial and clickNext.
8. The Field Trial Setup dialog will open. Use this dialog to define the type of trial being created, trial

dimensions, replication layout and how many blockswill be in the field. The treatments you defined on
the previous screen will be displayed in the upper left hand corner.
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9. Select the Trial Type to create
l Design Trial - This is a very structured trial where the user sets the number of rates, replications
and strategically place the trial in the field in a waywhere the least amount of bias will occur.
These designed trials can then be placed into a prescription that can be loaded into a field display
for in-field control of the treatments.

l Manual Trial - User canmanually put in a trial into a specific location in a field. Typically these tri-
als are designed after the operation has already been completed in the field, as are based on the
as-applied data for variables that are usually not controlled by the field display , such as planting
speed or downforce.

10. Enter the Trial Dimensions to use
l Width defines the swath width of the treatment being applied. Whenworking with trials where the
passes are straight, the implement width of themachine is the suggested entry, whereas if you
are working with curved passes or with trials placed at an angle, youmaywish to widen this entry
beyond the actual swath width. Increasing the width of these passeswill ensure the trial will still be
placed properly, in spite of anyGPS variances or display settings.

l Length determineswhat distance the treatment will be tested. Be sure to enter a large enough
distance so that the results of the trial aremeaningful.

l TheHarvest Buffer (beginning/end) entered will affect the analysis done on the field trial once
yield data is available. The number entered here will tell the software how much data to exclude
from analysis, by ignoring data points collected from the start and end of the trial to the distance
you entered as the buffer.
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l This buffer can lead to greater confidence in your trial results, as it removes the impact that
less than instantaneous rate changes andmachine fluctuations can create.

l Harvest Buffer (sides) should be used when the treatment application and harvest swath
widths are not the same. This will allow some of the harvest data along the edges to be filtered
out, for more accurate analysis results.

11. Select theReplication Layout (only available when creating Design Trials) you wish to use. As you
make adjustments to the layout, the preview window will adjust.

l Side by Side layout will place your treatments in different passes.
l End to End layout will place your treatments all in the same pass.

12. To enter the number ofReplications, place a check in the box and adjust the number tomatch the num-
ber you will use in the field trial.

l Best practices suggest for each trial to garner the truest results, each trial should be replicated, or
repeated in the field aminimumof 3 times, and preferably 4.

l After harvest, the software will calculate the Least Significant Difference (LSD), only if there are at
least 3 replications.
- LSD helps you determine the least amount of change you need to see in order to attribute that
change to the treatment being tested, instead of just variability due to other field conditions.

13. Blocks are optional (only available when creating Design Trials), but will allow you to duplicate the trial
you are building in multiple areas of the field.

l This is helpful if you want to test the treatments in multiple locations, such as the higher elevation
areas of your field versus the lower elevations.

14. ClickingRandomize (only available when creating Design Trials) will rearrange your treatments so they
are not always placed in the same order, or next to the same treatments.

l This can help to remove bias from the trial and increase your confidence that the variable or treat-
ment you are testing ismost likely responsible for the yield response.

l You can alsomanually reorder the treatments by clicking on the treatment name, and using the
drop downmenu to change where they are located.

l To remove Randomization, clickReset.
15. Click Next.
16. ThePlacement Settings dialog will now open, where you can view the default filters, add new, edit

existing or completely remove filters.
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l If field boundaries are available, the default filter used by the software is to not place trials within
100 feet of the boundary edge.

l If soil survey information is available, the default filter used by the software will be to only place the
trial in loam, silt loam, clay loam or fine sandy loam soil textures.

l To edit an existing filter, select the filter and clickEdit.
l To remove an existing filter, select the filter, click Edit, and then select the Items to remove and
clickRemove orRemove All

l To add a new filter, clickAdd New, and use the Reference Layer Settings to define a new filter
based on any of the reference layers you hadmapped when starting to build your field trial.

17. ClickFinish and the Field Trial Editor window will now open. The grid at the bottomwill display the treat-
ment name and soil survey properties.
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18. To adjust the background layers being displayed, clickManage Reference Layers. You can then
adjust the Reference Legend being displayed using the drop downmenu in the lower right hand corner.

19. Under Special Tools, you can adjust the location and settings of the field trial.
l Edit Trial Settingswill reopen the Field Trial Setup dialog.
l Edit Trial Placementwill reopen the Placement Settings dialog.
l Shift Trialwill allow you to left click and drag tomove the treatment blocks.
l Rotate Trialwill allow you to left click and drag to change the alignment of the treatment block.

20. If you havemultiple blocks in the trial, you can select them and enter a custom name, in theBlock Name
entry box.

21. Modify Blockwill allow you to remove individual replications from being included in the trial analysis,
while still allowing the rest of the replications in the block.

22. If the field you are working in hasGuidance operations saved in themanagement tree, and you would
like to align the treatment block to one of those lines, select the treatment block and then click
Set/Change.
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l TheSelect a Guidance Line dialog will now open.
l Use theYear drop downmenu to select which year contains the guidance line you wish to use,
and then select the appropriate line from the left. You will see a preview of the guidance pattern
selected to verify it is correct.

l ClickOK and the treatment block you had selected will snap to the guidance line you selected.
23. To adjust the attributes displayed in the Query table, click onEdit Settings. In the Query Area Settings

dialog, select the layer, attribute and property to display and clickOK.
24. ClickSave and after verifying the proper management items are selected, clickOK.
25. The Field Trial will now be saved in your management tree. You canmake further edits as necessary by

mapping the trial, and choosingEdit Layer.

Inserting Field Trials into Prescription Layers
1. To insert a Field Trial into the Prescription that will be used, create amap of the Prescription and choose

Edit Layer. The Field Trial and Prescription have to contain the same unit type in order to bemerged
together. For example, a Field Trial created in seeds/ac can bemerged with a Planting Prescription cre-
ated in ksds/acre, but a trial created in seeds/ac could not bemerged with a Seeding Prescription cre-
ated in lbs/acre.

2. In the Prescription Editor window, click on Insert Field Trial.

3. In theMerge Field Trial window, select theYear and Field Trial you would like tomerge with your Pre-
scription. Verify the Treatments Preview window is correct, and clickOK.

4. The Field Trial will now bemerged with the Prescription Layer
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5. ClickSave.

Exporting Prescriptions with Field Trials
Prescriptions containing field trials can be exported to field displays usingDevice Setup Utility. To export to
generic file types, use theExport tool in the Filemenu.

Creating a Field Trial Analysis

Before building a field trial analysis, you will need to verify that the information you wish to use as a result data-
set, such asGrain Harvest, has been saved to your management tree.

1. Click theAnalysis Wizard icon and select Field Trial on the left.
2. You can choose to run any previously created Field Trial analyses or clickAdd to build a new report.
3. Enter aName and optionalDescription for your new analysis and clickNext.
4. The Trial Datasets dialog will open.
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5. Select the Field Trial you wish to include in the report on the left. All Field Trials that exist in the project
you are currently working in will be displayed.

6. Select theYear that you wish to have included in your analysis results from the drop downmenu and the
Field you wish to have included from the list.

7. ClickEdit next to the Result Dataset and confirm that the auto-selectedmanagement items are accur-
ate, and then clickNext.

8. Remove any datasets you do not want included in the results and then clickFinish.
9. There are two optional selections you canmake: As-Applied Dataset andGrouping Item.

l Selecting the As-Applied Dataset allows you to show that the rates being tested in the trial were
accurately represented in the field, and also assists you in tracking product costs. Click Edit to
select the As-Applied Dataset.

l Choosing aGrouping Item allows you to segregate the analysis report by different variables, such
as hybrids planted, soil types or management zones. Click Edit to select the Grouping Item.

10. ClickNext after making all necessary selections.
11. TheReport Summary dialog will open.
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12. At the top of the dialog, verify theResult Dataset,Result Settings andGrouping Dataset that you
previously selected are accurate.

13. ClickChange to verify the Trial Information is accurate.
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14. You can adjust what attributeswill be included in the analysis results using the Add and Remove but-
tons. To alter the order of the attributes in the results, use theUp andDownArrows in the Selected
Attributes areas.

15. If you previously selected to reference As-Applied Datasets, you can select if you want those to appear
in the results using the Include As-Applied Averages checkbox.

16. Check theShow Custom ID box if you have previously entered custom field IDs and wish to have those
included in the report instead of the field names, to preserve data confidentiality.

17. Minimum Number of Replications for Report serves as a filter to exclude any field trials that do not
contain theminimumnumber you select here.

18. Use theChange button if you previously selected to have your report results grouped, and you want to
change the grouping value.

19. Click OK once all changes have beenmade.
20. There are 4 additional check boxes on this screen that are enabled by default.
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l Financial Details - The financial details will automatically display product purchases or commodity
sales that you entered through the financial tracking tools. If you wish tomanually enter different costs,
remove the check fromAutomatic andmanually enter the income and expense values in the dialog.

l Stats- Modifying the statsmerge level will alter how the results in the analysis report will be grouped.
The highest detail form of this report is generated when individual is selected. Use the drop down to
change to field level results. ClickingChangewill allow you to choose between 4 different merge levels,
as well as selecting what statistics to view. By default, average, standard deviation and least significant
different are turned on. Customize the data that will be displayed in the analysis report using the check
boxes, drop downmenus and comments box.

l Include Chart / Include Maps- You can adjust what chart type will be displayed using the chart type
drop downmenu. ClickChange to make additional modifications, including adjusting what is shown on
the response curve chart, and if the analysis report will include both yield results and the field trial maps.

21. ClickFinish.
22. Verify the Analysis you created is selected, and choose to run the analysis for aSingle Field,Multiple

Fields orMultiple Projects.
23. In theSelect Data Filters dialog, verify the proper management items are selected and clickNext.
24. Remove any unnecessary datasets and clickNext.
25. Make any necessarymodifications on the Report Summary dialog and clickFinish.
26. The Field Trial analysis will now be generated, and once complete, will be displayed in themainmapping

window of SMS.
27. To customize the report right-click and chooseEdit Report Options.

l On theGeneral tab, you can adjust the name, description, colors and logo.
l On the Field Trial tab, you can adjust if the chart starts at zero, type of chart and chart appear-
ance settings.

28. To print, right-click and choosePrint.
29. To save the file asHTML, which can be opened and edited in a spreadsheet, right-click and choose

Save as HTML.
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Plot Prescriptions
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create and edit plot prescriptions
l Adjust map settings for all plot prescriptions
l Export plot prescriptions

The Plot Prescription editor is used specifically for configuring small plots used to control the number of seeds
dropped and trips for plot planters. This tool can be used to place the plot geographically in the field where
there are fewer obstructions and havemore consistent soils, thereby creating amore stable test environment.
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Building a Plot Prescription
Before building a plot prescription the data you wish to base the prescription onmust be imported into the Soft-
ware and saved to theManagement Tree. For example, if you want to use yield maps or soil survey data as ref-
erence layers, be sure that data is available before beginning to build the prescription.

1. Create amap of the data you wish to use as the reference layer for your plot prescription.

If multiple layers are being used as a referencemap, the transparency bar can be used so that
all map layers are visible

2. ClickFile- New- Plot Prescription or click on theNew Plot Prescription Layer icon on themapping
toolbar

3. TheEnter Field Plot Settings dialog will now open where you will establish the settings for the plot

4. The plot baseline determineswhere the first range of cells in the plot will start. There are several ways to
define the plot baseline: by entering in the A and B coordinates, Set Via theMap, or by typing in the
coordinates for the A point and the heading to drive.
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5. If you use theSet Baseline Via Map tool, theSet Field Plot Baseline dialog will open with all ref-
erencemaps displayed. Left click once to add the A point and left click again to finish the baseline and
add the B point. As the baseline is being drawn a tooltip displaying the length and heading will be dis-
played.

6. If the baseline needs adjusted use theMove Baseline tool to move the A and B points and fine-tune
where the plot is located at in the field.

7. After the baseline has been created clickOK
8. On theEnter Field Plot Settings dialog use theDefine Plot Parameters to establish themachine

width, number of rows per plot, field width, field depth, base trip length, alley length, row spacing and buf-
fer distance.
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9. ClickOK to complete the plot setup.
10. The field plot will now be displayed. The origin of the baseline will be displayed on the plot with a label of

“O”. The origin represents Plot 1-1 and each cell represents a planter pass and 1 trip.
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11. Click theEdit Seed Count | Trips button to define the rates and trips for the plot.

12. On theDefine Plot Rates | Trips dialog enter Seed Count or Seed Rate and the Trip Count.Enter
theSeed Rate and number of Trips and clickAdd to move the pair to the right. These valueswill auto-
matically sort lowest to highest.

13.

If using the Seed Rate (ksds/ac) enter “32” to plant 32,000 seeds per acre. This value will
be rounded up to the nearest whole seed for the Seed Count | Trip setting

14. TheSeed Spacingwill be calculated and displayed based on the user-entered Seed Count.
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15. To Edit or Delete a rate that has been added, select it and click theEdit orDelete button.

16. ClickOK after entering all desired Seed Count and Trip combinations.
17. To begin assigning seed counts to the plot, select the area to assign the first rate to by choosing the

Select Plot tool and left click and drag to select all desired cells.
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18. To assign a seed rate to the selected plots click on the appropriateSeed Count | Trips in the legend
window. The selected plots will now display the color and rate.

You can save and edit the Plot Prescription as often as needed. Before the prescription
can be exported to the SeedPro 360 display all plotsmust have a rate assigned.

If you have plots that have two or more trips the plots will bemerged together auto-
matically.

19. Once all rates have been assigned and the plot appears as desired, click theSave button to store the pre-
scription in themanagement three.

Editing a Plot Prescription
1. To edit a plot prescription create amap of the prescription that needsmodified and clickEdit Layer

2. Using the selection tools, highlight the area in the plot that needs updated andmake the appropriate
changes. In addition to theSelect Plot tool there are other selection tools available:
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l Select by Legend Range allows users to highlight one plot in the layer and all other plots
with the same seed rate will be automatically selected. This tool is very useful if an entire
rate needsmodified or removed from the prescription.

l Select Allwill select all plots in the prescription layer
l Invert Selectionwill automatically select all plots that were not previously selected.

3. If the placement of the plot needs adjusted there are several tools available to accomplish this.

l Edit Plot Settingswill open the Plot Settings dialog where the baseline can be adjusted aswell
as all plot parameters.

l Shift Plots allows the user to move the plot to other locations in the field.
l Rotate Plot allows the user to rotate the plot using the origin location as a pivot point.
l Reset Plot Rates removes all seed rates that have been assigned

Adding a Buffer to a Plot Prescription
The buffer tool allows you to add a buffer around the plot prescription. This will allow you to enter the distance
in feet that is needed around the plot for a buffer. This allows for a reference point for pollination setbacks or
obstacles in the field.

1. To add a buffer enter theBuffer Distance on thePlot Settings dialog.
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2. ClickShow Buffer in the editor window

3. The buffer will now be displayed around the plot.

4. After making any necessary adjustments to the buffer, clickSave.

Modifying Plot Display Settings
1. Tomodify themap display settings, create amap of a plot prescription, and clickEdit Layer Options

2. Go to theAttribute Options tab on the left hand side of the dialog and click on thePlot Prescription
tab

3. On thePlot Prescription tab the display options can be customized including labels, buffer display set-
tings and line width options.
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4. To save these custom settings click on theSave Spatial Attribute Settings button and check theOper-
ation Default box. Saving these settings as the operational default will apply these settings to all plot
prescriptions that are currently saved in themanagement tree, as well as all new prescriptions that get
created.

Exporting Plot Prescriptions

Once the plot has been defined it can be exported to the SeedPro 360 display for use in the field and also as a
.KML/.KMZ file that can be shared with others and opened in applications such asGoogle Earth©.

Before exporting, the plot prescriptionmust have a seed count assigned to all plots.
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1. To export, right click on themap of the plot prescription or in themanagement tree and chooseExport.

2. Select toExport Single File to a Field Display/Monitor and click onStart Single File Export Pro-
cess

3. ChooseALMACO on the left and theSeedPro 360 on the right and choose toExport to Selected
Format

4. Choose the location to save the file to and the name for the file and clickExport to Selected File
Format

Give the file a distinct name so that it can be easily identified in the field

Plot Prescriptions can also be exported using theBatch Command Utility

5. To export a plot prescription as a .KML/.KMZ file right click over themap or the prescription in theman-
agement tree and chooseExport.

6. Select toExport to a Generic File Format and chooseStart Generic File Export Process
7. ChooseGeneric on the left hand side of the screen andKML orKMZas the desired format.
8. Check toExport a KML File for Each Unique Attributeso that when the file is loaded into Google

Earth there will be a legend displayed for each layer that is imported.
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9. Click onExport to Selected File Format
10. Select where to save the files and what name to assign to them and clickSave to complete the export

process.
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Water Management
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Create a tile plan layer
l Edit tile plans
l Edit installed tile datasets
l Include tile layers in maps and reports
l Create Installed Tile Data
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Creating a Tile Plan Layer
The software can be used to generate tile plan datasets that can be exported to displays for use in the field.
Any data currently stored in themanagement tree can be used as a reference layer in the Tile Plan Editor.

Before beginning a new tile plan, use the Regenerate 3D grid tool, to ensure that the surface
profile is based on high accuracyGPS information (i.e. RTK)

1. Make amap of the field that you wish to create a new tile plan layer for. For this example, useGrower
Smith - Home - East McMains - Frozen Field Boundary

2. Go to the Filemenu and selectNew - Tile Plan Layer
3. Select theGrower, Farm and Field to create the layer for and clickOK
4. The Tile Plan Editor will open and display the reference layer you started with, in addition to anySoil

Survey datasets that are saved in themanagement tree for the selected field.
5. Tomodify themap display click on theManage Reference Layers tool

6. TheManage Reference Layers dialog will open where you can adjust the order of the layers, adjust
themapped attribute/property, change the transparency,turn directional arrows on/off, decide if internet
based images should be displayed and choose if you wish to show Primary and Secondary Contour
Lines. ClickOK after making all necessary changes.
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7. Use theReference Legend tool, located on the right hand side of the editor, to modify what is being dis-
played in the legend.

8. To view and design the tile plan in 3D click, theHide/Show 3D View button. You can customize the 3D
map using the 3D Map Settings tool.

9. Click on the Tile Planning Preferences button to input tile and drainage capacity settings.

10. On the Tile Settings tab, theDefault settings are the values that will be assigned to each new tile run
that is created. The Install Range represents themaximum values that you wish to install at and will be
referenced in the Optimize/TrimRun tool.
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TheConnection Offset represents the number of inches above the bottom of the run that a
new run is connecting to. For example, if you input a connection offset of 6 inches for a new
lateral, that means that lateral will be 6 inches above the bottom of themain that it is con-
necting to.

11. TheDrainage Capacity tab is where you will input the effective drainage width for all mains, submains
and laterals. Use the Target Drainage Coefficient drop downmenu to select how much water you
wish tomove from your field on a daily basis with the tile system being designed.
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12. There are two ways that users can add tile runs:
l Manually drawing runs using theAdd New tools
l Using theCreate Terrain Based Main / Laterals tools

13.  To beginmanually drawing runs clickAdd New tools on the left hand side of the screen. There are
three tile types that can be added aswell as adding Run Extensions to existing tile lines:

l Tile Main
l Tile Submain
l Tile Lateral

14. To add a new tile run select the appropriate run type and left click over themap on the starting location
and left click each time there is a change in heading or direction needed, and finally right click to end the
tile run. As you add the run the distance traveled and heading in degreeswill be displayed as tooltips.

When adding any new main, submain or lateral, if you hold theShift keywhile adding new
lines, the new tile run will be snapped to 5 degree increments, for more precise drawing.
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15. To have the software automatically create tile mains, clickCreate Terrain Based Main (only available if
the field you are building a tile plan for has a saved Terrain Analysis dataset).

16. Select whichmethod to use:
l Create Main Based on Selected Watershed - Using this tool will find the lowest point in the
watershed aswell as the lowest point around the edge of that samewatershed, and insert a main
using the shortest distance between the two, while still maintaining grade.

l Create Main Based on Selected Outlet - Using this tool creates a new main based on the user
selected outlet, and follows the terrain of the field as long as grade allows.

l Create Main Based on Drawn Path - Themost customizable of the tool, you can draw the tile
main as you would when using themanual add tools, but the software will automatically smooth
the line to best fit the surface and how the water will move through the field.

o Create Offset Tile Runs along CreatedMain - this can be used in conjunction with any of the 3
tools described above and will build a doublemain based on the run generated above, which
allows you to easily create parallel runs around field obstacles, such as grasswaterways.
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17. To have the software automatically create contoured laterals after creating a Terrain BasedMain, click
Create Contoured Laterals under Special Tools. This tool is intended to be used in fields that have
longer constant slopeswhere you want to place tile around the contour with increasing grade.

18. In theCreate Contoured Laterals dialog you will be able to adjust the settings of the surface paths of
the tile to follow the contours - not the tile itself.
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l Target Spacing - Where the connection attaches to themain between lateral. Spacing
between the laterals throughout the contour will attempt to keep this spacing, but as the con-
tours change, the spacing will fluctuate.

l Minimum Spacing- Minimumdistance where a lateral will end itself if it gets within the
entered distance to another latera.

l Surface Target Grade - Grade that the software attempts to use to find the preferred path.
l Surface Minimum Grade - Minimumgrade considered for each path.
l Surface Maximum Grade - Maximumgrade considered for each path.
l Landscape Type - Auto selected based on the average slope of the field.

l Flat
l Rolling
l Hilly

l Search distance - Distance to search from the last vertex placed to space the next legs of
the lateral.

l Search Iterations - The number of times the search distance extends to find the exact
right match of target grade and radius (as defined by the turn radius). For example, if the
search distance was set to 5 ft. and the iterationswas set to 3, SMS would take a value at
5', 10' and 15'. The one that is closest to an exact match to the target is the point that will be
used, assuming it doesn't violate the turn radius settings or the target/min/max grade set-
tings.

l Turn Radius - Tightest turn radius allowed for laterals to curve around a change in slope
direction.

l Assigned Tile - The tile size assigned to all laterals being created.
l Smoothing Iterations - The number of times each line is smoothed to prevent abrupt
changes in direction.

19. After adding runs using either available option, theProfile Settings, Elevation Profile andAssigned
Tile Optionswill become available to edit.

20. TheMessage Areawill show if the line is a valid solution or if there is interference. If it is not positive flow-
ing, amessage will be displayed that there is No Solution and display how many inches of interference
there are and also the distance from the outlet to the site of interference.

Valid Solution:

No Solution:
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21. Use theProfile Settings to adjust theMinimum Grade (%),Maximum Depth,Minimum Depth, Tar-
get Depth andStart Location.

l Start location can be either the Outlet or the End of Run. The start location is important as this will
determine what will be loaded as the starting location in the display during installation.

l As youmake changes to the Profile Settings, the elevation profile window will update.

22. The Elevation Profile contains 4 different lines that represent your tile plan:
l Black line- soil surface
l Red line- minimumdepth
l Green line- target depth
l Blue line- maximumdepth
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23. To the right of the Elevation Profile there is aStatistics Box that will display the average details about
the selected run and also show you the details about the specific location you have selected. To see the
details about a specific location, mouse over the elevation profile.

24. Use the tools available in theEdit Tile Section/Runwindow to input a customRun Name, modify the
Tile Type and select or add new Assigned Tile. To add new tile sizes click theAdd button and input a
Name, Tile Form and Tile Size. If no Run Name is entered, the software will automatically generate
one for you.
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25. When adding Submains and Laterals, you canmanually draw the runs or use the Create Contoured Lat-
erals tool. Tomanually draw the runs, left click at the proper start location on themain or submain, and
right click to end the run. The Tile Run Creation Options dialog will open where you can choose to cre-
ate aSingle Run orMultiple Runs.

26. When creatingMultiple Runs, you will input theSpacing Between Runs,Number of Runs to Create
and if they should fill towards or away from the outlet. Creatingmultiple runs this way ensures that all
runs are equally spaced. You can also select the tile size to be assigned to the runs and the connection
offset.

27. To extend the length of a run, click onAdd Extension, left click to choose what existing run to extend
and right click to end the extension.
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When adding extensions to existing runs, if you hold theCTRL keywhile left clicking to add
the extension the added length will automatically snap to the same degrees as the last two
vertices of the original line.

28. To divide a run intomultiple smaller runs select theDivide Run tool and left click over the area of the
existing tile run where you wish to divide it.

29. An existing run can be copied by selecting a run and clicking theCopy Run button. Copying a run
ensures that the new run is the same length and spacing as the original run.

30. Use theSelect Vertex tool to adjust the location of vertices in tile runs

31. TheMove Selection will allow you tomove the entire tile run at once, without modifying the length or
attachment angle. It is recommended to set themain first, then adjust laterals/submains, so as not to
modify the tile settings.

32. Before saving the new tile plan, you can either select each tile run and verify that it has a valid solution,
make any necessary adjustments to the profile settings and assign the tile to be usedOR you can click
on the Tile Sizing or Validate Tile Plan tool.
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33. The software will now check all lines in the Tile Plan editor to verify if they have valid solutions. If all runs
have valid solutions amessage will open indicating this.

34. If all runs are not valid the runs that do not have a positive solution will be highlighted in yellow so that
they can be easily identified and a dialog will open informing you how many lines do not have a valid solu-
tion.

35. Now that all invalid runs have been identified, select the first run highlighted in yellow and review themes-
sage box to see what about the run is invalid.

l If run is invalid due to improperly sized tile or connection offsets, make the necessary adjustments
in the profile settingswindow.

l Click Tile Sizing and the software will display the recommended tile settings tomatch your
previously defined parameters that can be applied.

l If the run is invalid due to interference click theOptimize/Trim Run tool under Special Tools.
l TheOptimize/TrimRun dialog will display any scenario that will correct the run
l Apply Suggested Parameters to Runwill show you what settings can be applied to this
run tomake it a valid solution, based on the Install Range settings entered in the Tile Prefer-
encesmenu.

l Trim Runwill show you where the interference occurs along the selected run and if no
valid solution can be found using your install range settingswill divide the run into two sec-
tions and delete the portion that occurs after the interference
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36. Click theOK button to close theOptimize/TrimRun dialog
37. Once all necessary changes have beenmade, clickSave
38. Verify all Management Settings are correct and clickOK
39. ClickClose to exit the Tile Plan Editor
40. The new Tile Plan will be saved in themanagement tree, and each Tile Product will be saved as a

unique dataset. The Elevation Profile tab across the bottom of themainmapping window will display the
surface layer and selected tile run whenmapped.

Editing Tile Layers
After creating a tile plan layer, or importing an installed tile dataset, you can edit the settings in the software.
After importing an installed tile dataset, you can edit the settings in the software.

1. Create amap of the Tile Plan or Installed Tile dataset(s) that needsmodified.
2. Click theEdit Layer icon in themapping toolbar.
3. When editing Tile Plan layers you will have access to all of the same tools as you did when creating the

Tile Plan.
4. Whenmodifying Installed Tile layers you will be able toDivide Runs and input customRun Names,

assign Tile Type andDrainage Width, and select and add new Tile Sizes.

Installed Tile Editor:
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Tile Plan Editor:

Including Tile Layers in Maps and Reports
Printing Tile Maps

Tile Plan and Installed Tile datasets can be included inmaps just like all other datasets saved in theman-
agement tree. There is a custom print layout designed specifically for tile layers.

1. Create amap of the tile plan or installed tile you wish to print. To turn on labels click onEdit Layer
Options -> Property Options -> Tiling tab.
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2. Click on thePrint icon in themain toolbar
3. Choose toPrint the Current Layer
4. Select the Tiling_Report.lyt from the Existing Print Layouts box on the right hand side of the dialog
5. Click on thePrint Current Layer button

Printing Tile Reports

Tile Plan and Installed Tile datasets can be included in reports and summaries just like all other datasets saved
in themanagement tree. There is a custom report designed specifically for tile layers.

1. Click on theNew General Report icon in themainmapping toolbar
2. Select Tiling Summary Report and clickNext
3. Select the proper management items and clickNext
4. Remove any unwanted datasets and clickNext
5. Modify any items to be included in the report and clickNext
6. ClickFinish after making any necessary changes on theReport Options dialog
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Create Installed Tile Data
The software allows users to convert any generic polyline dataset into an Installed Tile dataset so that it may be
exported out to field displays to load as a reference layer when installing new tile.

1. Right click on the polyline dataset and chooseCreate Installed Tile Data
2. A new Installed Tile dataset will now be added to theManagement Tree
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Syncing With SMS Mobile
You will learn how to sync SMS Mobile with the desktop software. By syncing with the desktop
software, you can:

l Import logged data created in SMSMobile into the software
l Update SMSMobile projects from the desktop project, including field level boundaries, backgrounds,
andmanagement items

l DeleteMobile Projects after Syncing
l Delete all data except management items, field level boundaries, and boundaries after syncing
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Sync with Mobile
1.  Select File - Read File(s)...

2. In the File ReadOptionswindow selectSync/Import Projects from SMS Mobile

3. Select the appropriate searchmethod in the SMSMobile Data Folder SearchOptionswindow. For this
example, selectSearch Mobile Device. ClickOK

Search Connected Windows Mobile Device- will search the PDA directory looking for all SMSMobileData
folders. This includes application data dir-
ectory, flash cards, and any other storage loc-
ations on the device
Search this Computer for a SMS Mobile
PC Data Folder - will search your com-
puters hard drive for aMobile PC
SMSMobileData folder
Search Drive- select a drive on your com-
puter to search for an SMSMobileData
folder. This could include any flash cards
being read by card reader (internal or
external)
Searching for Network Shared Folders..-
will search a networked drive for an
SMSMobileData folder
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Select Manual Location- browse to any location on your computer to search for an SMSMobileData folder. 
Select the folder called SMSMobileData

4. Choose the appropriate Data Location to be synced. For this example, selectApplication Data\Ag
Leader Technology\SMSMobileData. ClickOK

5. Select theMobile Projects to be Synced or Imported. For this example, select the Customer Training
Project (SMSMobile). ClickOK
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l Available Mobile Projects to Sync with Current Software Project- list of SMSMobile projects that
can be synced with the desktop software project currently open. These projects were either created
with this desktop project or synced with previously

l Available Mobile Projects to Import into Current Project- list of SMSMobile projects that can be
imported in the current project. May include new projects created in SMSMobile or projects exported
from a different desktop program

l Mobile Projects that can be Synced with Other Software Projects- list of SMSMobile projects cre-
ated or previously synced with other projects in the desktop software, that can only be synced with that
same project

6. Select the appropriateMobile Project Processing Settings. For this example, leave the default options
selected. ClickOK
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Above are the default settings and recommended settings for syncing.

General Processing Settings
l Replace Desktop Data/Items with SMS Mobile Data/Items if they are Newer- will replace any
desktop data with data logged fromSMSMobile if they are newer, including boundaries and datasets

l Spatial Sort Datasets from Import Projects (IMPORT ONLY)- will spatial sort datasets based off
the first point created in the dataset and the set field boundaries in the desktop software

Mobile Projects that are Synced/Imported
l Update Mobile Projects with Latest Data from Desktop Project after Syncing (Sync only) - will
update the selectedMobile project with the latest data from the desktop project, including field bound-
aries, backgrounds, andmanagement settings

l Delete Mobile Projects from Storage location after Syncing/Importing- will remove the selected
Mobile project after the sync process. Warning all contents of the SMSMobile project will be deleted
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l Delete ALL Data Except for Management Items, Field Level Boundaries, and Backgrounds
After Syncing/Importing- will remove the selectedMobile projects logged data after syncing, except
management items, boundaries, and backgrounds

l Leave Mobile Project Data as is After Syncing/Importing- will not alter anything in theMobile pro-
ject after syncing

7. The processing time will vary depending on the amount of data being imported and the computer

Allow the Syncing process to complete, some syncing instancesmay display "Not Respond-
ing" warning, but generally does not indicate a computer lockup.

Syncing data directly from an SD card versus throughMicrosoft Active Sync/WindowsMobile
Device Center may expedite the syncing process.
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Crop Scouting
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Generate scouting regions
l Add and edit observations
l Generate scouting reports
l Add Pests

Crop scouting can be used to show observationsmade in a field, such as pest count, population, plant health,
recommendations, etc. This information can be created in the desktop software, or in SMSMobile, and then
synced back into the desktop.
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Creating Observation Regions
Methods
There are threemain ways to create a crop-scouting layer:

l Select a new crop scouting layer and start manually adding observation zones
l Generate observation zone grids using a scouting wizard
l Generate observation zones from a previously created layer using the scouting wizard or the copy from
layer tool.

Start Adding Observations
To create a scouting layer there needs to be amap created of a layer that will be used as the reference layer - a
boundarymap is recommended.

1. Create amap of a boundary. For this example useGrower Smith - Home - East McMains

2. To start a new scouting layer go to File - New - Scouting Layer
3. In the Select a Data CreationMethod window selectManually decide what editor tools to use to

create your new data
4. Select theAdd tool to start adding observation regions to the layer. Add polygon, circle, ellipse, and free-

hand polygon are the choices for adding regions. For this example chooseAdd Freehand Polygon
and click and hold down the left mouse button to draw out an observation region

Create Observations Using the Generate Observations Wiz-
ard
Scouting observation regions can be automatically created using theGenerate Observationswizard. They can
be grid generated or based off a reference layer such as a generic zonemap that had been previously created.

Creating grid regions
1. Start by creating amap of the boundary. For this example useGrower-Smith - Home - East McMains
2. Create a new scouting layer. Go to File - New - Scouting Layer
3. In the Select a Data CreationMethod window selectUse a wizard to create new data
4. In theSelected Layer drop downmenu, verify that the layer the observations are to be generated for is

selected. For this example the field boundary should be selected
5. ClickNext
6. By default, the entire field will be selected, as indicated by the black crosshatch displayed on it. To gen-

erate observations for only a portion of the field use the selection tools.

To select only a portion of the field, use the selection tools at the top of this screen rather than
selecting all.
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7. ClickNext
8. On the Scouting RegionOptions screen selectCreate Observations Grid
9. Grid sizes can be determined by either entering

values for X and Y, or selecting theUse Area
for grid size box and entering in an acre
amount. For this example use area and enter 5
acres for grid size

10. The grid start location and direction can be selec-
ted aswell. For this example useN.E. Corner
andEast-West direction

11. SelectMerge Polygons Smaller than... and
select 50%. This will ensure all grids smaller
than 50% of the designated size will bemerged
with the next closest full sized grid

12. ClickNext
13. Use theShift Grid icon to adjust the obser-

vation regions created. TheRotate Grid icon
can be used to turn the grid to match the field bet-
ter if needed. For this example shift the grid to
the left to remove the partial boxes on the left
side

The Reset Grid button can be used to set the grid back to its original layout.

14. ClickFinish
15. ClickSave to save the layer to theManagement Tree
16. Verify that the correct location is selected in theManagement Tree. For example, selectGrower Smith

- Home - East McMains -Current Year- Scouting All Observations - Scouting -1 - NO
PRODUCT

17. ClickOK
18. The layer can now be closed and then edited later either fromwithin the desktop software, or exported

out to SMSMobile, and edited out in the field. For this example leave the scouting editor open andmove
onto the next section
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Adding / Editing Observations for a Region
l Scouting Observation Regions can be edited three different ways. Twowill open up a similar editing
screen.

l Selecting a region(s) and choosing the Edit SelectedObjects icon
l Clicking the Data Grid tab at the top left of themap
l Observations can be edited while using SMSMobile out in the field, and then imported back into
Desktop software when scouting is finished

Adding / Editing Observations using Edit Selected Object
(s) button

1. First, an observation region needs to be selected. To do this click theSelect Point icon

l

2. Now click inside any of the observation regions created using the obser-
vation wizard. This will leave that region cross-hatched and the others
will turn gray

3. Click theEdit Selected Object(s) icon

Using the Row Editor
TheRow Editor screen allows any additions and/or changes to bemade to all attributes for this region.

4. Pest Observations - ChooseEdit and the Edit Pest Entries boxwill appear

5. ClickSelect Pests to open the Select Pest box and highlight a pest
6. ClickOK
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7. If there are no pests added to the list yet, click theAdd New button

8. The Add/Edit Pest screen allows a Name, CommonName, and Pest Type to be chosen along with
other optional information. For this example create a pest called Soybean Aphid and choose Insect from
the Pest Type drop down list

9. ClickOK

Pest definitions cannot be edited after being created from the scouting editor. This can be done
using theManagement ItemEditor from the Toolsmenu and selecting Pests.

10. ClickOK
11. Now a pest has been added to this Observation Region and various statistics can be entered for it. If

more than one pest has been added then each pest must be highlighted one at a time to enter the inform-
ation for the pest

12. Click inside thePest Count box
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13. The first 3 attributeswork together. They arePest Count, Scouting Count, andScouting Unit. Think
of entering information for the Pest here as "somany pests per somany of a certain unit. For this
example (Soybean Aphids), enter 350 for Pest Count, 1 for Scouting Count, and Plant(s) from the Scout-
ing Unit drop downmenu. Thismeans that at this scouting observation, 350 Soybean Aphidswere coun-
ted on one plant

14. The rest of the attributes can now be filled out aswell. For this example fill out the Insect Size and Per-
cent Infestation (%) boxes

15. ClickOK
16. Other Attribute Information - these attributes can be filled out as needed for the observation region such

asCropGrowth Stage, Height, Population, Rescout Dates, etc

17. ClickOK
18. Select another observation region and click the Edit Features icon again to add attribute data to that

region. For this example select one or more region(s) and then add in any amount of observation data

Multiple observation regions can be selected at once by selecting the first region, then holding
down the Ctrl key and selecting any other regions. Then Edit Features can be selected to edit
more than one region at once using the Auto-fill icon. Thismay be helpful for items such as
Crop Condition or CropGrowth Stage that may be the same value for multiple regions.

19. When done editing clickSave andmove on to the next section
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Adding / Editing Observations using the Data Grid
1. Click on theData Grid tab at the top of themap in the scouting editor

2. Edit any observation information for any regions

Notice the attribute information is available for all the observation regions on themap. This
data can be edited the sameway as in the previous section only the regions do not have to be
selected first. However, it may be hard to tell which region is being edited
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3. For this example edit any information and then clickSave and thenClose

Creating a Scouting Report
The scouting report feature allows users to created detailed scouting reports quickly and easily. These reports
contain valuable scouting information organized in an easy to read format. Follow the instructions below to cre-
ate a crop scouting report.

1. Click on File - New - Scouting Report
2. In the Select Data Filters window select the appropriate Grower, Farm, Field(s), etc.. to run the report

for. ClickNext and then clickNext again in the Edit Data Filter Results window.
3. In the Select a Scouting Report Type window select the type of scouting report to be generated. 

Condensedwill give you a report containing a summary of the scouting observationswith amap to go
along. Detailedwill give you the same as condensed, plus individual pest details and linked images. 
Select the desired report and clickNext

4. In the Select Report Content Settingswindow select the information to be generated in the report. This
window allows the user to edit the contents of the report, add a comment, and display backgrounds
and/or farm/field boundaries. Make any necessary selections or changes and the clickNext

5. In the last window, Select Report Formatting Options, make any necessary formatting settings (Image
logos and Report colors). ClickFinish

6. In the Scouting Report Preview window review the report, if necessarymake changes, and then print. 
ClickPrint Report(s) to send the report to your default printer

The Scouting Report Preview will differ from the printed results. The text boxeswill resize to fit
the entire text and entries into each summary box.
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Additional Information
How the Layer is saved to the Management Tree
When a new scouting layer is saved to theManagement Tree, it may be saved under multiple operations.
There will always be a Scouting - All Observations layer, but if pests have been added there will be a layer
saved under each type of pest. For example, if insects, weeds, and diseases had all been added to at least one
observation region, then there would be a separate layer for each of those pests in theManagement Tree
along with the All Observations layer. This allows for better management of pests from scouting period to
period.

A suggested way for keeping track of scouting observations if a field is scouted periodically
would be to save each layer as a separate instance of scouting and the instance could be
saved as the date of the scouting. This will keep theManagement Tree organized aswell as
make it easier to run queries or analyses on the savedmaps.

Creating and Adding Pests Using Management Item Editor
Pests can be added before creating scouting layers so they are there to choose from ahead of time.

1. Go to Tools - Management Item Editor
2. Click onPests
3. ClickAdd New and the same screen appears that did when pests were added fromwithin the scouting

editor. ClickOK and repeat until all pests have been added
4. ClickClose
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Linked Items
In this chapter you will learn how to Link Items. With the Linked Items feature, you can:

l Attach text files, PDF documents, web sites and images to items in themanagement tree
l Include linked images in custom print layouts
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Linking Items
In the software, items such as text and PDF documents, web sites and images can be linked to items in the
management tree; these linked items do not contain spatial data but serve as a way to incorporatemore oper-
ational records for the year. Examples of how linked items are used would be including images of pests that
were recorded during crop scouting or displaying the label of a chemical used for spraying.
Linked images can be viewed in the software, included in print layouts and saved to other storage locations.
Linked files can be viewed in the software and saved to other data locations. Linked URLs (internet web
addresses) can be opened using the software as the web browser.

Linking Items from the Management Tree
1. Right-click on the item to link to in theManagement Tree (can be any level) and go toEdit Item. Select

the Linked Items tab where new images/files/URLs can be added by clicking on theAdd New button

2. In the Open window select the format of the image/file to link and navigate to where the image/file is
stored. Select the image/file to add and clickOpen.  In the Edit Linked Item dialog box name the new
image/file by typing in the desired name in the Name field and clickingOK

Linked items can be edited, deleted and viewed on the Linked Items tab.
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Linking Items Using the Management Item Editor
1. Go to Tools - Management Item Editor
2. Select theManagement Item icon and theManagement Item to link items to and chooseEdit
3. Select the Linked Items tab to add new, edit existing, view, save copies or delete linked items

Management ItemEditor is the only location where items can be linked to Pests

Viewing & Saving Linked Items
In addition to viewing/saving linked images through theManagement Tree and theManagement ItemEditor
they are also available under the 'Summary' window in the 'Linked Items' tab. 

1. Select the item in theManagement Tree that has linked items.
2. In the Summarywindow click on the Linked Items tab
3. A list of all images/files/URLswill be displayed and canSave Copy... of images and files andView all

images, files and URLs

Using Linked Images in Custom Print Layouts
When creating or modifying a custom print layout linked images can be incorporated.

Any Image to be used in Print Layoutsmust be linked as an image, not a file.

1. Open the custom layout window and go to theEditmenu, selectAdd and choose Linked Image, this is
also accessible under the Linked Image icon located in the tool bar
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2. If the desired image to have incorporated is not displayed in the linked image boxRight-click and go to
Edit Properties or selectProperties from theEdit menu

3. In the Edit Print Properties dialog boxmake sure that the image ismarked as Visible and that the correct
Management Type is selected. In order to select a linked image themanagement type where the image
was first linked will need to be selected

4. If there aremultiple images linked to the selectedmanagement type the option to Print only the First
Linked Image or to Print All Linked Images is available

5. If only one printed image is the desired result but the first image is not the correct to include in the print
layout the Linked Items tab can be used tomodify the order in which the images are displayed by using
the up/down arrows
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Creating As-Applied Data
In this chapter you will learn how to Create As-Applied Data (Split Planter or Multi-Product). With
the Create As-Applied Data feature, you can:

l Set a product for your data
l Set an application rate for your data
l Split your data into separate swath widths tomatch what was applied in the field
l Split your data intomultiple operations for other simultaneously logged products

The Create As-Applied Data tool allows datasets to be separated intomultiple products and operations in the
management tree.  It should be used on data that was logged as a single Load/Region, but where the imple-
ment actually containedmore than one product or appliedmultiple operations (I.E. planting while applying fer-
tilizer or each half of the planter had a different hybrid/variety).
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Create As-Applied Data Settings
1. To create split planter data, right-click on the Dataset, Operational Instance, Crop/Product, or Operation

in theManagement Tree that you want to create split planter data for and then select Create As-Applied
Data. The Create As-Applied Data Settings should appear.

2. In the Create As Applied Data Settingswindow selectNumber of Unique Swaths -1 and uncheck
Keep original dataset in the Management Tree

Themaximumnumber of sections that a single swath can be split into is four (I.E.. 4 varieties
per operation).

Number of Unique Swaths
Select the number of unique swaths to use to split the data. Each unique swath can become an additional
operation. Each unique swath can be assigned a unique product, or multiple products, for split planting data.
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Keep Original Data in the Management Tree
Select to keep the original dataset in themanagement tree after creating additional unique swaths (I.E. Creat-
ing As-Applied Data for a planting operation, with one unique swath for applied fertilizer while planting, by cre-
ating only one unique swath for the fertilizing you'd want to keep the original dataset for the planting data).  It is
recommended to leave this option checked.

Application Equipment Settings
3. In the Application Equipment Settingswindow select the following settings:Operation - Planting, Rate

Applied Units - sds/ac, Swath Width Type - Full Swath, Number of Segments - 2, and Offset -
0

Operation

Select which operation the new unique swath dataset will be stored under in themanagement tree. Thismay
vary for each additional unique swath created.

Rate Applied Units

Select the units to be used to create the as-applied data. The available units will vary depending on the oper-
ation selected.
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Swath Width Type

Select the type of swath you want to use to create the split planter data. Three options are provided.
l Full Swath

This option will use the original swath that was logged in themonitor. The full swath width will be divided by the
number of split sections to give each section the samewidth.  In most cases, this option will be the recom-
mended choice.

l Manual Swath
This option should be selected to override the logged swath with amanually entered one. This option is espe-
cially useful when you need to define sections of varying widths such as a 12 row planter where the splits are at
8 rows and 4 rows. This option can also be used if the swath was not logged properly in the file.

l Partial Swath
This option should be used if the logged data was actually set and logged for only a partial swath. This setting
will double the values andmake the data appear as if it was logged as full swath.

l Manual Swath Width
Enter amanual swath width that will be used to create the split sections. This option is only available if the
SwathWidth Type of Manual Swath is selected.

Number of Segments

Enter the number of swath sections that will be created from the total swath width (this should be the same
number of varieties that are in the planter). Themaximumnumber of sections that can be created is four.

Forward/Back Application Offset

Enter the distance, if different, of the newly created swath from the original logged swath (I.E. Creating a new
swath for fertilizing that was applied while planting from the original planting dataset. The fertilizer was applied
three feet in front of the seed, so the forward offset would need to be three feet.).

Equipment Swath Section Settings
4. In the Equipment Swath Settingswindow select the right side of the planter and set the product to

76485. Set the Swath SectionWidth toAutomatic and change the Set Applied Rate toUse Logged
Rate (make sure to change this for both products)
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This dialog allows you to define the swath sections and set the
products, widths, and rates to apply to the equipment swath sec-
tions that will be created.

Equipment Graphic

Allows the selection of the swath
sections to set and adjust settings
for. Move your mouse over the sec-
tion you wish to edit and left click
on it. The selected section will high-
light with a black border and change from blue to yellow. The
options below the Equipment Graphic (Dataset Name, Product,
Set Applied Rate, etc.) need to be set for each swath section.

Dataset Name

Enter a dataset name for the selected section. By default the
namewill be displayed as " - swath 1", " - swath 2", etc. to help signify the sections the datasets represent once
split.

Product

Select the product that should be used when the as-applied swath dataset is created. The same product can
be selected for situationswhere all the sections of the equipment contain the same product, but just the rates
were varied on the different swath sections. For caseswhere different hybrids or varieties were used, you
would set the product for each section to the actual name of the hybrid or variety that was used. If you logged
your data asCORN for example, but you were really planting two different hybrids, you can now set the sec-
tions to the actual products, Hybrid A and B for example, and not even use the original name, which will be
replaced by the new ones. The goal is to track andmaintain the actual product names that you plant, maintain,
and harvest throughout the crop cycle instead of using inaccurate or varying names.

l Add Button
Click this button to add a new product.

l Edit Button
Click this button to edit an existing product.

Set Swath Section Width

Select Automatic to divide each split section into equal swath widths, or UseManualWidth tomanually enter
swath widths for the each section. The UseManualWidth option is only available if the SwathWidth Type of
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Manual Swath is selected on the Application Equipment Settings screen.

Set Applied Rate

If an actual rate was recorded during application, the Use Logged Rate option will keep the recorded rate for
each split section.  If no rate was recorded or the logged rate was incorrect, the UseManual Rate option can be
used to set a rate for each split section.

After processing is complete you will now have one or more new datasets using the settings
that were defined when the Application Equipment Settingswere defined.

5. Create amap of the Planting data by clicking on Planting and clickingCreate New Map. Change the
attribute/property being displayed toProduct - Name from the drop down to view the split planter data
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Backgrounds 
In this chapter you will learn to:

l Turn Aerial and/or Road Internet Backgrounds on and off
l Copy data from themanagement tree and set as background
l Import data and set as a background
l Customize backgrounds to display labels
l Link Backgrounds to Farms

The background tool is a way to display a reference layer (image or spatial map) with another map layer (such
as a yield map, or plantingmap).  Imagery, roads, and soil typemaps are all examples of things than can be
linked to appear automatically when a new map is created. 
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Turning Internet Aerial/Road Backgrounds on and off
The Software has the ability to automatically display aerial and road backgrounds individually or as a com-
bination each time amap is created. This feature requires an internet connection and can be controlled using
the Internet Background tool in themapping toolbar.

Adding files to your Background list
Any data can be copied to the background list for reference inmap layers or print layouts. 

This will copy the layer that is in themanagement tree into the background list.
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Give this layer a name that can be easily identified for future use

Now this image can be added/linked to anymap layer for reference.
1. Create a new map to add an image to (i.e. yield Map)
2. Right-Click on themap and selectSet Background
3. Now select the desired background and clickAdd

l Two tabs are available at the top: Spatial and Image
4. On the following screen clickOK

5. Finishedmap

This image is not a "layer" of themap, it is only in the background to provide a reference for the
field. You can Addmultiple backgrounds and chose the order in which they appear in step 4.
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Importing data and setting as a Background
As you are importing images or spatial data you can also set them to be saved to the Background List

1. To activate a background that contains data, click on theSpatial tab (this is similar to step 3), Check the
box next to the desired layer, and clickAdd

2. If themap appears as desired, clickOK at the bottom, if editing is needed to spatial maps to show labels,
or change color click the edit button at the bottom of the following screen. This example will be using
Tiger Data, that will then show the road names on amap

3. Change themapped attribute toName, then check the box next toShow Labels. For more editing, go
to Label Placement button. The next screen contains the same options as the Edit Options section. 
After all settings have beenmodified, pressOK until you return to themap
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4. Finishedmap

Note: This image is not a "layer" of themap, it is only in the background to provide a reference
for the field. You can addmultiple backgrounds and choose the order using the screen in Step
3.
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NDVI Analysis
In this chapter you will learn how to:

l Generate an NDVI dataset

This example will demonstrate the ability of the software to generate an NDVI dataset based on an image
(most commonly using an infra-red image). These images can be imported into the software as demonstrated
in the Importing chapter.
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Generating an NDVI Dataset
1. If not already archived, import the image(s) being used to generate the NDVI dataset
2. To begin this analysis, click on theAnalysismenu, and select theAnalysis Wizard
3. From the Select Analysis Type to Run window click on theNDVI Analysis and then clickSingle Field

under Run Select Analysis for..to run this analysis for one field. SelectMultiple Fields to run this ana-

lysis for several fields at once
4. Select the appropriate data filters to generate the NDVI dataset from. For this example, selectGrower

Smith - Home - East McMains - NO Year - Image - NO PRODUCT - Instance-1 - McMains_
infrared. ClickNext

5. ClickNext in the Edit Data Filter Results window
6. Set the Output Grid Size to the appropriate settings. For this example, select Enter Manual Grid Size of

50ft x 50ft.  Set the Color Bands for Processing toRed for Near Infrared Band andGreen for the Vis-
ible Red Bad. ClickFinish
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Depending on the source of images, Near Infrared Band and Visible Red Bandmay differ. 
See image provider for details.

7. ClickSave in the Analysis Editor screen. Select the appropriate filters in theManagement Selection
window. For this example use,Grower Smith - Home - East McMains - Analysis Results -
Instance-1 - NDVI. ClickAccept
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l NDVI Value (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)- an index of crop health in relation to the rest of
the field. The higher the value, the healthier the crop.

l NIR Vigor- Infrared image that has been converted to numerical values.
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Glossary
Attribute Group
A category under which related Attributes can be consolidated.
Attribute
Data within amap that contains information for an operation. Tends to be data that fluctuates from object to
object (i.e. Yield, Moisture, Soil pH, Target Rate (Mass)).
C.V. (Coefficient Variation)
A number representing comparison of valueswith standard deviation significantly different from the sample
datasets. The lower the value themore "uniform" results from samplemaps used.
Cluster Center
The averaged value for polygons generated from attributes included in a Cluster Analysis.
Cluster Number
The number assigned to each zone (or cluster) created from aCluster Analysis.
Curvature
Calculation that uses the slope at 2 points divided by the distance between the two points.
Drainage Area
Length of tile run xDrainageWidth + any connection runs that is displayed in Installed/Tile Plan datasets
Drainage Coefficient
Actual drainage coefficient for tile system that is used to see how effective the drainage of the plan is to the tar-
gets set in the preferences. Uses tile size, grade, area and connections in calculation.
Discharge Flow (Run)
Actual discharge flow assuming that the tile is at full capacity. Full capacity established from total Area and the
Target Drainage Coefficient.
Discharge Flow (Soil)
Actual discharge flow amount of water for the total Area and the Target Drainage Coefficient defined in pref-
erences.
EC
Soil EC (Electromagnetic Conductivity) is ameasurement that correlates to soil properties affecting crop pro-
ductivity, including soil texture, cation exchange capacity (CEC), drainage conditions, organicmatter (O.M.)
level, salinity, and subsoil characteristics.
Feature ID
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Numerical listing (ID) of points, polygons, or lines in a dataset.
Flow Direction
Similar to Gradient Direction, it is the direction of flow (think of water) measured in degrees 0-360.
Gradient Direction
Similar to Flow Direction, it is the direction of flow (think of water) measured in degrees -180 to +180 (East = 0
degrees). Generated through the AnalysisWizard with the Terrain Analysis function.
Interpolation
Process of calculating data across unknown areas from data with known information.

l Inverse weighted distance - An interpolationmethod that averages local cell values but also takes into
account distance of neighboring cells. The further away the sample data is from a location the less influ-
ence that data has on the calculation of a value at that location.

l Max Distance - Parameter that specifies themaximumdistance for which points will be included.
l Distance Ratio - Parameter that applies a ratio that weights the influence of data of smoothing will be
adjusted over a dataset.

l Kriging - An interpolationmethod for generating unknown values from known ones by developing and
applying a weightedmoving average.Weighting factors are arrived at through a semi-variogram.

NDVI Value (Normalize Difference Vegetation Index)
An indicator of crop health in relation to the rest of the field. The higher the value, the healthier the crop.
NIR Vigor
Infrared image that has been converted to values.
Plant Population
Population of emerged seed.
Property
A characteristic that is associated to amanagement item (i.e.: Dataset name, Product name, Field, Is GMO,
Maturity, etc.).
Seed Population
Population of seed that was planted during a span of time.
Shortcut Keys
1. Measure - CTRL + M
2. Multi-LineMeasure - CTRL + L
3. Copy Selection - CTRL + C
4. Paste - CTRL + V
5. Cut Selection CTRL + X
6. Undo CTRL + Z
7. Redo CTRL + Y
8. Reset Cursor END
9. Delete Selection DELETE
10. Move Selection CTRL + E
11. Merge SelectionsCTRL + R
12. Snap to Start Point F2
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13. Snap to Center F3
14. Snap toMidpoint F4
15. Snap to Endpoint F5
16. Snap to Closest F6
17. Snap to Vertex F7
18. SnapOff F8
19. Pan Up - up arrow
20. Pan down - down arrow
21. Pan Left - left arrow
22. Pan Right - right arrow
23. Zoom in - +
24. Zoom out - -
25. Zoom prev - Backspace
26. Zoomworld - Home
27. If a spatial object or vertex is selected, and the arrow keys + Ctrl key is used, allow this to move the object
around themap in increments of 5 pixels per keystroke.
Slope / Grade
Measure of Slope in a field calculated by the elevation data and lat/long data.
Stream Power
Amount of water force coming from upland drainage area. Generated through the AnalysisWizard with the Ter-
rain Analysis function.
Summary Type

l Spatial Data Records - Type of summary reflects the data that appears on themap. The resultsmay
differ fromMonitor data (on yield maps). This is due to the raw data being filtered (see processing set-
tings) to make themapmore reflective to adjust for equipment / product flow tendencies.

l Monitor Summary - Summary directly from amonitor. This information will reflect the data that is cur-
rently in themonitor. For yield data this will bemore reflective of what was harvested, and a total pro-
duction for the year.

l User Defined - By default shows the same information asMonitor, but can be edited to display spatial
records instead.

l Manual Entries -Information that is supplied by user, in the event of inaccuracies from theMonitor or
Spatial Data.

Track
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The degree of heading during a data collection event (0 - 360 degrees).
Watershed ID
Numeric ID assigned in terrain analysis to help determine common draining areas in the field.
Wetness Potential
Areas of field that will tend to pond - will identify the low-lying areas of a field. Generated through the Analysis
Wizard with the Terrain Analysis function.

Soil survey data:
l CSR2 – Corn Suitably Rating – Index of soil productivity to growing corn (Iowa only)
l Depth to Restrictive Layer – depth to the upper layer of the profile that won’t allow water or root pen-
etration

l Drainage Class – the natural drainage condition of the predominate soil type
l Erodability Class – The overall Erodability classification based on the wind and water
l Hz(n) – Hydraulic Conductivity – the amount of water that moves vertically in time with a saturated
soil

l Hz(n)- K Factor -Factor which quantifies the susceptibility of soil
l Hz(n)- Max Depth –maximumdepth of the Horizon Layer
l Hz(n)- Name – Name of the Horizon layer
l Hz(n)- Soil % Clay – Percentage of soil composition held byClay particles
l Hz(n)-Soil % Sand - Percentage of soil composition held by Sand particles
l Hz(n)- Soil % Silt - Percentage of soil composition held by Silt particles
l Hz(n)- Soil Texture – Textural class for the horizon layer
l NCCPI (Corn/Cotton/Small Grains/Soybeans)- National Commodity Crop Productivity Index is a
model for nonirrigated crops that uses natural relationships of soil, landscape and climate factors to
model the response of commodity crops in soil map units. Represented as a numeric range of 0-100 with
100 being the best.

l Slope/Grade (%) – Representative slope of that soil type expressed in%
l Slope/Grade (raw) - Representative slope of that soil type expressed in grade units
l Slope/Grade Range – the range of slope for that soil type
l Soil Description – Correlated name of themap unit
l Soil Symbol – Symbol used to uniquely identify the soil map unit survey
l Soil Type – Name given to soil type based on its range of properties
l T-Factor - Soil Loss tolerance factor for themaximum loss per year, to maintain quality soil for plant
growth.

l Water Storage 0-39 In – amount of water storage available in the top 39 inches of soil profile
l Water Storage 0-59 In- amount of water storage available in the top 59 inches of soil profile
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